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ABSTRACT
The moral status of collectives is an important problem
for any

plausible moral,

Are collectives

social and

proper subjects

responsibility

(liability)

justified for

the state

offenses, or

for the

state to

that collectives

are properly

Moral Collectivism

rights and moral
Is

it

morally

to punish collectives for criminal

tort offenses?

moral

of moral

ascriptions?

compensation for

moral rights,

political philosophy.

force collectives

to

pay

Moral Individualism denies
ascribed properties

liability,
affirms that

such as

and

punishability,

some

collectives

while
may

be

legitimately ascribed all such moral properties.
I

argue

for

a

compatibilist

Compatibilism."

Using a

collective moral

rights, I

attribute

moral

corporations, and
it is

rights

position:

hybrid interest/choice
it is

argue that
to

some

"Moral
model

of

justified to

collectives

(nations,

ethnic groups). Furthermore, I argue that

morally unjustified for the state to impose sanctions

on collectives.

For

imposing sanctions

a necessary

on collectives

condition of the state's

(in a

morally justified

way) is that the object of the imposed sanction is a morally
liable agent.
morally

But collectives, though they .E!!!. (ideally) be

liable

structured

such

for

their

that

Collectives--even highly

they

doings,
are

are

morally

organized ones--do

typically
liable
not

not

agents.
typically

10
satisfy some
liability.

of the
It is

epistemic, and
what a

conditions jointly necessary for moral
not clear

voluntary agents.

collective can

regards to

that

they

are

intentional,'

This distinction between

become and

what it

typically is in

intentionality, voluntariness, etc., is crucial.

Yet it is not made by others working in this area.
The

arguments

theoretical and
moral, social,
ethics.

of

this

dissertation

practical implications
legal, political

It in

no

way

follows

have

important

for action

philosophy,
from

my

and

theory,
business

arguments

that

collectives cannot

be restructured so that they can satisfy

the conditions

moral

objects of

of

liability

state sanction

criminally.

In

fact,

when
I

argue

and

they

become

act

that

justified

negligently

it

is

the

or

moral

obligation of persons in society to restructure their social
institutions so
agents (at

least to

challenge to
think of
the state

that such collectives become morally liable
some meaningful extent).

moral, social

and political

This poses a

philosophers

to

how such collectives might be restructured so that
may legitimately

impose sanctions on them to the

extent that they are morally liable agents.
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INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF MORAL COLLECTIVISM
In her

lucid account of Native American history in the

United States

of America

(U.S.A.),

historian

Angie

Debo

writes:
Andrew Jackson was elected president in 1828. It
was clear to the frontier that, whatever his
professions of benevolence, he would remove the
Indians to the west by force.
Even before his
inauguration, Georgia and Mississippi passed laws
extending their jurisdiction over the Indians
within their borders, and Alabama followed before
the year was over.
Georgia and Alabama invited
their citizens to plunder the Indians at will by
making it illegal for an Indian to testify in
court against a white man; Mississippi did not go
so far, but the bias of the local courts achieved
the same result. Jackson immediately informed the
Indiaris, officially and through secret envoys,
that the
federal government was helpless to
interfere with state laws; their only remedy was
to remove. When Congress convened, he recommended
removal legislation, and it was enacted on May 28,
1830.1
This description

of the

relocation of the Native Americans

by the U.S.A. hardly even suggests Debo's later descriptions
of how

such persons were brutalized by various peoples: the

English colonists,
"settlement" of
Debo's words
historical

the French, and the Spaniards during the

North America centuries ago.

provide us
state

of

with an

affairs

excellent

with

which

Nevertheless,
example
the

moral

of

a
and

political philosopher should deai.

1 Angie Debo, A History of the Indians of the United
States (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970), 117;
see also Grant Foreman, Indian Removal (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1932).
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The

harmful

treatment

of .the

Native

Americans

by

various and distinct foreigners raises several questions for
moral and political philosophy: Did the Native Americans,
a collective

(or as

moral right,

namely, the

removed from

their respective

the

"Problem

Whether or

of

the

of such collectives), possess a
moral right

Collective

not the

positive, others
with

a set

~

not to be harmed and

homelands?
Moral

answer to

this

This introduces

Rights

Attributions."

specific

question

is

too have had a moral duty not to interfere

lives

of

the

Native

Americans.

But

many

governmental agencies failed to honor that duty, due in part
to what

some refer to as President Jackson"s "conquistador"

mentality toward

the Native

its governmental

agencies

treatment of
extent are
extend to

the Native
they morally

each and

introduce the

for the

damage to

American.s?

If so,

liable, and

does

citizen?

Collective Moral

for

their

then to
that

what

liability

These questions
Responsibility

impose sanctions on governments (that is,

or force

compensation) for
krnericans, even

responsible

Finally, is it justified, morally speaking,

state to

either punish

Are the U.S.A. and

morally

every U.S.A.

"Problem of

Attributions."

Americans.

those governmental agencies

their adverse

treatment

of

the

to pay
Native

though the individuals who did the greatest

the well-being

of the Native Americans are dead?

This query introduces the "Problems of Collective Punishment
and Compensation."

Cumulatively, these problems constitute
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the "Problem of Moral Collectivism."2
of the

Native Americans

terrain for

in

the

The adverse treatment

U.S.A.

provides

fertile

debate about

whether or not it is justified to

rights to

certain collectives (as opposed to

ascribe moral

or in addition to the distinct individuals of which they are
composed),

and

hold

individuals) morally

certain

collectives

responsible and

(as

impose

well

as

sanctions

on

them for their treatment of the Native Americans.
We are
in

which

becoming increasingly aware of the various ways
collectives

individuals.
by the

do

affect

the

lives

of

collectives.

By "properties" I mean

context), for example, whether or not a collective

is "solidary"
pressures

and

To some extent individual action is influenced

properties of

(in this

may

(i.e., has

its

members

Because collectives
individuals and

solidarity), whether
into

collective

or

not

consensus,

it

etc.3

can and do often influence the lives of

other collectives it is important to better

understand them.
It is
cognitive

one of

the tasks

psychologist

to

of

the

explore

experimental
the

ways

in

social
which

2 There are other questions which might be raised about
the attribution of moral properties to collectives: Do
collectives have moral duties? Do collectives have moral
powers, immunities, etc.? However, these problems are beyond
the stipulated purview of this project.
3 Michael Hechter, Principles of Group Solidarity
(Berkeley: Univ~rsity of California Press, 1987), 16.
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collectives actually function and influence peop1e.4
is one

of the

moral and

render explicit
treated and

the manner in which collectives ought to be

Since collectives

important to

can affect

our lives,

it is

understand whether or not one can be justified

(or believing)

moral rights.
from a

tasks to

how they ought to behave toward others, morally

speaking.

in saying

political philosopher's

But it

Why?

that certain

Because

of them

have

some

if an untoward event results

collective's behavior, it is important to understand

whether there are moral limits as to how that collective may
be "handled"

by the state.

conditions that
its interests

This is true because under such

collective has certain rights which protect
or freedom

from unwarranted

intrusion.

If

that collective has moral rights which "trump" those of each
and every
as to

individual in

what society

decrease incidents
justified in
rights (or,

the society, then there are limits

may do

to that

collective in order to

it finds deplorable.

But if persons are

believing that, such a collective has no moral
that it

has rights which are overridden by the

rights of others), then perhaps society is morally justified
in taking certain measures to stop the collective's actions.
"The Problem of Collective Moral Rights Attributions" argues

4 Susan
T. Fiske and Shelley E. Taylor, Social
Cognition (London: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1984),
Chapter 12.
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that it is justified to make certain collective moral rights
attributions.
Moreover, it
if

any,

collectives

responsible for
contributed.
even if

is important to know the extent to which,
may

be

legitimately

untoward events

the cause

held
to

morally

which

they

Can a collective "deserve" blame or punishment

no individual of that collective does, (say) simply

because of a flaw in the way constituent members are related
to each
If

other by the conventional rules of that collective?

such

collectives

responsible

for

justified to
it and/or

may

reasonably

untoward

events,

impose sanctions

be

then

held
perhaps

morally
it

is

on them because they deserve

because such hard treatment serves as a deterrent

to future wrongdoing.
But

what

is

collective?

a
there?

collectives

are

collectives,

if

properties?

Even more

any,

And

Precisely
are

what

which

legitimately

sorts
sorts

ascribed

of
of

moral

importantly, which moral properties

do some collectives have, and why?
A WORKING TYPOLOGY OF COLLECTIVES
With these
useful to

philosophical

develop a

typology of

different sorts
out, are

somewhat detailed

collectives.

Moral Collectivism

quandries

This will

against the

of collectives,

rightholders, morally

in

mind,

is

(though incomplete)

enable us

backdrop

it

of

a

to discuss
number

of

some of which, it may turn
responsible and

punishable
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for certain

things they do, and some of which are such that

it makes no sense to say these things.5
For

my

present

collective to
persons.
nonhuman

purposes,

be, simply

Although,
persons6

put, a

strictly

and

I

shall

understand

collection of
speaking,

collections

of

individual

there
such

a

could

be

persons,

my

concern in this essay is whether or not collections of human
persons may

plausibly

certain moral

be

said

to

possess

and

exercise

rights, be morally responsible agents, and be

punished or penalized for certain untoward events.
Figure

1

illustrates

the

varieties

of

species

of

collectives I will discuss7:

5
The
following
definitions
of
"collective,"
"aggregate,"
"conglomerate,"
"firm,"
"partnership,"
"business," "company," "coalition," and "federation" are
borrowed in full or in part from Webster~s Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield: G. & C. Merriam Company,
Publishers, 1976).
6 John L. Pollock,
MIT Press, 1990).

How to

Build a Person (Cambridge:

7 Figure 1 represents and provides working definitions
of some collectives. It is not claimed· that the definitions
provided are complete. In fact, my overall theory of Moral
Compatibilism and its supporting arguments would not suffer
defeat if
Ludwig
Wittgenstein~s
notion
of
"family
resemblance"
[See
Ludwig
Wittgenstein,
Philosophical
Investigations, Translated by G. E. M. Anscombe (New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co., 1968)] is used to emphasize the
open-textured nature of the categories represented in Figure
1.

A TYPOLOGY OF COLLECTIVES
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COLLECTIVES

PARTNERSHIPS,
BUSINESSES,
COMPANIES,
FIRMS
COALITIONS AND FEDERATIONS

DEFINITIONS
COLLECTIVE: a collection of human individuals (persons).
AGGREGATE: a collection of persons loosely associated with
each other.
CONGLOMERATE: a collection of persons into a diversified
whole.
ORGANIZATION: a planned unit, deliberately created by a
formal rule system to meet specific goals.
ASSOCIATION: organized groups of persons intentionally
sharing and pursuing a common goal or interest.
GROUP: persons assembled together having a common interest.
ETHNIC GROUP: a group which is socially distinguished by
others/by itself primarily on the basis of cultural or
nationality characteristics.
MOB: a large disorderly crowd or collection of persons.
CROWD: an aggregate which is not as disorderly as a mob.
CORPORATION: an artificial collective formed and authorized
by law to act a single person although constituted by
one or more natural persons and legally endowed with
various legal rights and duties.
PARTNERSHIP: a legal relation between persons contractually
associated as joint principals in a business.
BUSINESS: an industrial or commercial enterprise.
COMPANY: a chartered organization which refers to those
members of a partnership firm wbose names do not appear
in the firm name.
FIRM: a partnership of persons not recognized as a legal
person distinct from the members composing it.
COALITION: temporary alliances of distinct persons or
collectives for the purpose of joint action.
FEDERATION: a union of organizations.
Figure 1
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On my

view, a collective is a collection of individuals who

are members of the same collective type.8
is a

category to

For instance,
type of

the category

which the

Similarly, the
tokens

of

which collections

A collective type:

of individuals belong.

"corporation" is

Exxon Corporation

a

collective

is a token or member.

category "organization" is a collective type

which

associations such

include

corporations

such

as . Exxon,

as the American Philosophical Association

8 This definition of "collective" is not inconsistent
with David Copp's definition of the same [See David Copp,
"What Collectives are: Agency, Individualism and Legal
Theory," Dialoque, 23 (1984), 249-250]. In contrast, French
. construes collectives
as. being of two general sorts:
aggregates and conglomerates.
Borrowing his use of these
terms from geology, French defines an "aggregate" (or an
"aggregate collectivity") as a collection of people whose
membership is fixed, not subject to change over time [See
Peter A. French, Collective and Corporate Responsibility
(New York:
Columbia University Press, 1982), 5].
A
conglomerate (or a "conglomerate collectivity"), on the
other hand, is "an organization of individuals such that its
identity is
not exhausted by the conjunction of the
identities of
the persons in the organization.
The
existence of a conglomerate is compatible with a varying
membership" (See French, 13).
What is predicable of an
aggregate according to French is predicable of each member
of the aggregate, while what is predicable of a conglomerate
is not necessarily predicable of all or any of its members.
What separates aggregates from conglomerates are three
features: (a) conglomerates have internal organizational
and/or decision procedures by which courses of action can be
chosen, whereas aggregates do not;
(b) generally, the
enforced standards
of conduct
for individuals
of a
conglomerate are more stringent than those usually thought
to apply in the larger community of individuals; and (c)
members of a conglomerate fill differing defined roles by
virtue of which they exercise certain powers over other
members, where a change in the identity of some such member
does not necessarily involve a change in the conglomerate's
identity (See French, 13-14).
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And

(APA), etc.
contingent on

membership in

a collective

the sort of collective it is.

is different
I shall define

an "aggregate" as a collection of persons loosely associated
with each

other.

Implied in

there are

no recognized

or

formal

required for

aggregates.

aggregates.

A conglomerate,

persons into

a diversified

separates aggregates
have

a

wholeness

"loosely associated" is that
membership

Mobs and

crowds are examples of

however, is
whole.

shared

a collection

of

On this construal, what

from conglomerates
or

conditions

common

is that the latter
interest

(typically

related to a specific goal or set of goals) which the former
lack.

A shared

common by

common interest

each individual

example, institutions
not referred

is an

member of

a

interest

held

collective.

in
For

such as the University of Arizona are

to as "aggregates" because they have, a complex

structure of rules, offices, and a collective function which
generates a

collective interest

directed at

a common

Exxon

or

The

goal.

Journal

of

which is

Nor are

connected to

or

corporations such as

Philosophy,

Inc.

plausibly

understood as aggregates.9

9 This is not to say, though, that every corporation is
or has an organizational structure. If I, being an author,
am incorporated for legal or tax purposes, this hardly
necessitates such a structure. For the most part, however,
multi-personal corporations
possess such organizational
structures.
It is the numerically large conglomerate which
is the primary concern of this project.
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Another sort
is an

of collective

organization.

(of the conglomerate sort)

An organization is a socially planned

unit, deliberately created by way of a formal rule system to
set

and

meet

Instances of

relatively

narrow

an organization

and

specific

goals.lO

include democratic societies.

But there are also associations, which I shall understand to
be

organized

groups

intentionally

sharing

of
and

interest.ll

An example

members

which,

of

persons

(i.e.,

pursuing

of this

presumably,

a

would

conglomerates)
common

be

intentionally

interest of promoting philosophical concerns.
difference between
that, typically,
narrow and

the

organizations and

goal

or

APA,

the

share

the

A fundamental

mere associations

is

the latter do not seek to develop and meet

specific goals,

but rather

pursuit of somewhat more general aims.

revolve around

the

For example, whereas

an organization such as the U.S.A. government might seek the
goal of

undermining Soviet

protect the
might

have

interests of
the

goal

and Cuban communism in order to
itself and

of

thinking across the globe.

promoting

its citizens, the APA
sound

philosophical

Moreover, the members of neither

10 Arnitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1964), 3-4.
Also see Copp, "What
Collectives Are: Agency, Individualism and Legal Theory,"
257; John Ladd, "Morality and the Ideal of Rationality in
Formal Organizations," The Monist, 54 (1970), 489.
11 This notion of an association is consistent with the
one found in L. W. Sumner, The Moral Foundations of Rights
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 80-81.
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conglomerates,

organizations

nor

associations

share

an

identical common interest necessarily.
different

Still

organizations, and
groups

are

have

a

strong

aggregates.
group, a

Although an

association.

concern

organizational but

a

common

criteria and often
something

crowds, and

which

other sorts

of

association, as I define it, is a

same.

collection of

in, say,

organization that
the

having

solidarty,12

An unorganized

for

together

being necessarily organized, is not an

common interest

lack the

of

from mobs,

group, not

groups. Simply stated,

have membership

degree

distinguishes them

share a

assembled

Groups also

conglomerates,

aggregates,

associations are

persons

interest.

from

political morality,

is present
Other

protestors may

in an association's

groups

nonetheless may

yet

which

are

not

plausibly be considered

as conglomerates are ethnic and/or religious groups.13
The group of Chicanos is not defined by looking at some
putative

organizational

or

Chicanos.

However, that

ethnic and

political)

evidenced by the
common (ethnic
group.

than

a

mere

aggregate

is

of a (particularly radical) shared

and political)

That Chicanos

of

Chicanos constitute a group (both

rather

pr~sence

structure

institutional

interest by

members of

the

constitute a conglomerate is evident

12 Hechter, 16.
13 That some ethnic groups qualify as groups is stated
in Hechter, 19.
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by the
are a

fact that Chicanos are a "diversified whole."

They

distinct set of individuals who have diverse sorts of

interests, one of which is the promotion and preservation of
their ethnic

and political

other Hispanic

heritage.

groups (Mexicans,

Latinos,

Blacks, Asians, Native Americans, etc.
these groups

have no

represents the
has the

speak for

Exxon's Corporate
for Exxon.

The

Native

etc.

Americans,

constitute nations
Thus Native
ethnic group

the

conglomerate.

member who truly

for example, represents or

all Hispanics

in the way that

true of

Black African Americans,

One notable exception to this point
who

in their

legally
own right

and

collectively

within the

U.S.A ••

Americans such as the Navajo constitute both an
and a

organizational and
nation,

instance),

Executive Officer represents and "speaks"
same is

Asians, Eskimos,
are

No one,

for

Unlike corporations,

single identifiable

group.

power to

The same is true of

nation:

they

are

at

the

same

non-organizational conglomerates.

Navajo
But as

constitute
an ethnic

an

group, they

time
As a

organizational
are

a

non-

organizational conglomerate.
But what
query, it

precisely is an ethnic group?

is vital

To answer this

to delve into the history of the use of

"racial group" and its cognates.

Until relatively recently,

many believed that humans were able to be divided into three
fundamental "races:"
a human

caucasoid, negroid, and mongoloid, and

race was understood as a distinct category of human
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beings

physical

with

descent.14

transmitted

characteristics

Immanuel Kant's

use of

by

"races of mankind" (in

German) was perhaps the first explicit use of "race" in this
sense.lS

Basic to

genetic groups
along with

this view

with distinctive

the idea

hierarchy of

was the

that such

racial groups.16

notion of

physical

distinct

characteristics,

characteristics made
From

for a

this rather primitive

idea of "racial groups" came the view that a racial group is
"a social

group which

have decided

persons inside

is important

to single

or outside the group
out

as

inferior

or

superior, typically on the basis of real or alleged physical
characteristics subjectively selected."17
But "ethnic
two different

group" is

senses: broad

used in
and

the social sciences in

narrow.

Nathan

Glazer

describes the broad construal of this category as follows:
Thus one possible position on ethnicity and race,
and the one I hold, is that they form part of a
single family
of social identities--a family
which, in addition to races and ethnic groups,
includes religious
(as in Holland), language
groups (as in Belgium), and all of which can be
included in the most general term, ethnic groups,

14 The Oxford International Dictionary of the English
Language (Toronto: Leland Publishing Co., ~9S7), 1646.
15 Peter I. Rose, The Subject is Race (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1968), 32-33.
16 Joe R. Feagan, Race and Ethnic Relations,
Edition (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1984), 5.
17 Feagan, 7.

Second
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groups defined by decent, real or mythical, and
sharing a common history and experience.18
Others have
one which

opted for a narrow definition of this category,
excludes groups

racial characteristics

defined primarily

in

terms

of

and limits "ethnic groups" to groups

distinguished primarily

on the

basis of nationality.

This

narrow use of the term derives from the meaning of the Greek
word, ethnos,

originally meaning

"nation."

It defines an

"ethnic group" as a group which is socially distinguished or
set apart,
basis of

by others
cultural or

narrow sense

groups does

the notion

on

of race

not fall

the
This

prey to

the

as it was used for some

For this sense of "ethnic group" is not bound to the

heavy strictures
analyzing such

of physical
groups.

It

nationality characteristics,
of

itself, primarily

nationality characteristics.19

of ethnic

primitivism of
time.

and/or by

ethnicity

Examples of

which

I

ethnic groups

characteristics and decent in
looks

primarily

etc.

It is this narrow sense

adopt
in the

throughout

to

.

this

culture,

project.

U.S.A. include Hispanics

(Latino-Americans,

Mexican-Americans,

Americans, Chicanos,

Cuban-Americans, etc.), Black African-

Americans,

Asian-Americans

Americans, etc.),

Puerto

(Chinese-Americans,

Rican-

Japanese-

Native Americans (Hopis, Navajo, Apaches,

18 Nathan Glazer, "Blacks and Ethnic Groups: The
Difference and the Political Difference it Makes," Social
Problems, 18 (1971), 447.
19 Feagan, 9.
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Seneca,

etc.),

Anglo-Americans . (Irish-Americans,

German.-

Americans, etc.), and so forth.
Even less

organized than

association, or
crowds or
then,

a group

a

The rioters

Detroit,

Chicago

and

is

it a

disorderly

the

in

mobs,

of organization.

degree

mob instead

involved

are

rioters and

are

an

The primary difference,

crowd

and looters
riots

of the

a

organization,

Mobs

which makes

distinguishable element
though some

mob.

persons.

mob

disorderliness present
crowd.

is a

collections of

between

either an

the

of
of a

Watts,

having

little

This is true even

looters carried

out their

conduct for political reasons, against the establishment.

A

crowd, for example, is that collection of persons awaiting a
bus or entrance to a stadium.
Now

collectives

some

collective types.
as

can

organizational conglomerates

in the

individuals into

planned units

created to

a

hybrid

Corporate-collectives

collection of

are

a

of

One such example is what I shall refer to

"corporate-collectives."

There

constitute

of

they are a

a diversified whole and are

set and

number

sense that

are

fulfill

such

certain

goals.

corporate-collectives:

corporations, firms, companies, businesses and partnerships..
A

corporation

formed and

a

authorized by

although constituted
legally

is

endowed

collective
law to

by one

with

act as

or more

various

(artificial

legal

a

single

natural
rights

person)
person

persons
and

and

duties
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including the members' capacity for exiting the corporation.
According to

Smith and

entity created

by law

individuals (their
it (Dartmouth

Roberson,20
which

a

exists

separately

actions, assets,

College v.

corporation

is

from

an
the

etc.) which constitute

Woodward).

More specifically, a

corporation is created by statuatory legislation, is a legal
entity the

shareholders of

which are

not generally liable

for the contracts, debts, or torts of the corporation.
is

because

the

shareholder

is

not

an

agent

of

This
the

corporation.
Moreover, the
own name.

corporation may

sue and

be sued in its

It may do so partly because it is a person within

the provisions of the 5th and 14th Ammendments to the United
States Constitution,
shall be
process.
they

deprived of
Not only

are

life, liberty or property without due
are corporations persons under the law,

responsible

Generally there
law.

ammendments which state that no person

and

is recognition

punishable

(penali~able).

of corporations

under

the

But when the corporation is used by someone to commit

wrongdoing it is necessary to "pierce the corporate veil" in
order to bring to justice certain members of the corporation
who seek to insulate their personal responsibility for their
own wrongful

deeds.

A corporation is liable for the torts

20 L. Y. Smith, G. G. Roberson, R. A. Mann and B. S.
Roberts, Business
Law, Sixth Edition (St. Paul: West
Publishing Company, 1985), 685f.
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and crimes

committed by

employment.
according

Such
to

driven by

liability

the

Corporations do

its members in the course of their
is

doctrine

of

not themselves

those who

deemed

to

be

respondeat

have souls,

have intent.

When

but
such

in

full,

superior.
they

are

intent

is

criminal, the 'guilty corporation is punishable by fines, not
imprisonment.

Obvious

include

Exxon

the

examples

of

Corporation,

corporate-collectives
the

Union

Carbide

Corporation, and Prentice-Hall, Inc.21
A firm is a corporate-collective which is a partnership
of persons

not recognized

the members

composing it.

&

O~Neil,

attorneys at

them) constitute
legal firm.

as a

legal person distinct from

An instance of a firm is Liberty

law.

Neither attorney (nor both of

a corporation

under the

But what is a partnership?

law: they

are a

A partnership is a

21 Hans Kelsen writes:
The typical case of a "juristic" person (in
the narrower technical sense) is a corporation.
The usual definition of a cor~oration is: a group
of individuals treated by law as a unity, namely
as a person having rights and duties distinct from
those of
the individuals
composing it.
A
corporation is regarded as a person because there
the legal order stipulates certain legal rights
and duties which concern the interests of the
members of the corporation but which do not seem
to be rights and duties of the members and are,
therefore, interpreted as rights and duties of the
corporation itself
[See Hans Kelsen, General
Theory of
Law and State (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1949), 96].
This is, of course a legal
viewed according to the law.

theory of how corporations are
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legal

relation

existing

between

persons

contractually

associated as joint principals in a business.

A business is

an

industrial

designates

or

that

purchase or

commercial
activities

sale of

enterprise.
of

persons

commodities or

in

"Business"

engaged
related

in

the

financial

transactions.
However, there
unlike a

are also

companies.

A company is, not

corporation, a chartered organization.

a corporation,

a company

is a

But unlike

corporate-collective

which

refers to those members of a partnership firm whose names do
not appear

in the

firm name.

Wadsworth Publishing
example of

Company.

a company

which is

An

example of a company is

This

company

related to

a

is

also

an

corporation:

Wadsworth, Inc.
This is
of

a list,

however non-exhaustive, of categories

corporate-collectives,

conglomerates.
which deserve

But there

include the
Nazi Germany

are other

of distinct

of joint

action.

allied forces
in World

which

There are

mention.

temporary alliances
the purposes

ones

are

organizational

sorts of

collectives

coalitions,

which

are

persons or collectives for
Instances

which banded

of

coalitions

together to defeat

War II, the Civil Rights Movement i,n

the U.S.A. (1940s-1970s), where the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored Persons, the Black Panther Party,
the

Student

Nonviolent

Coordinating

Committee,

and

the
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Committee

on

Racial

Equality,

etc.,

joined

forces

to

challenge and defeat segregation laws.
There are also federations.
organizations.
union of

It differs

a federation

coalition.

"fellowship."

U.S.

of

Communion,

of Christendom

experience
This

the

the
is

where

gather in

religious

from

an orderly

significance

of

gathering,

or

temporary

a

persons

An instance of a religious federation is the

Presbyterian Church,
Church,

that

An example of a religious coalition is the

various denominations

"Communion."

coalition in

is not temporary as in the case of a

ecumenical celebration

to

from a

Federations, like coalitions, may be political,

religious, etc.

fashion

A federation is a union of

U.S.A. (north)

(south)

recently

and

merging

the

Presbyterian

after

separating

themselves during the 19th century over, among other things,
the propriety of the slave trade in the United States.
is a

religious federation

which united

in that

are religious,

the

two

This

organizations

and the union is not temporary

as in the case of the ecumenical communion service.
In sum,
stated

as

my working
follows.

collectives: aggregates

typology
There

are

of
two

collectives
general

and conglomerates.22

may

be

types

of

Aggregates.,

22 Copp's basic typology of collectives has two kinds:
aggregates and organizations, the latter of which admit of
degrees of
organizational structure
[See Copp, "What
Collectives Are: Agency, Individualism and Legal Theory,"
250] •
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which

do

not

concern

this

collections of

persons, etc.

great interest

to Moral

project,

are

mobs,

Conglomerates,

Collectivism due

random

which are of

to the fact that

they are units of persons considered as a diversified whole,
include (at
include

(at

least) organizations and groups.
least)

include

(at

companies, businesses,'

and associations.
least)

partnerships, etc.,

both coalitions

unorganized

firms,

include

each

of

which

Associations also

and federations.

conglomerates,

are

Corporate-

corporations,

admit of both coalitions and federations.
admit of

(which

corporate-collectives

organizational conglomerates)
collectives

Organizations

(at

Groups,
least)

being
ethnic,

religious, and political groups, each of which admit of both
coalitions and federations.23
I hoped to have now provided a useful categorization of
collectives which
Moral Collectivism.
each kind

may be

helpful in solving disputes about

Ideally,

of collective,

we would

of its

want an account of

nature, function etc. And
I

given

the

above

definitions

of

different

sorts

of

23 That religious groups are not organizational may be
shown by considering, say, Baptists as a group. They are
not an organization.
Nor are they an aggregate. Yet they
are a conglomerate, being a collection of (religious)
persons into a diversified whole.
Similarly, certain
political groups, such as abortion rights activists (as
varied as they are), may be plausibly construed as nonorganizational conglomerates
some of
whose
component
subgroups are highly organized.
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collectives, it

may turn

out that only certain of them may

plausibly be ascribed moral properties.
COMPETING MODELS OF COLLECTIVE MORAL PROPERTY ATTRIBUTION
With the

enslavement of Black African Americans in the

United States,

the rise and fall of the Nazi regime and the

human misery

which resulted from it,24 and the recent Exxon

disaster

Valdez,

at

Alaska,

rights, responsibility,

questions

punishment

and

about

collective

compensation

increasingly occupied the thoughts of philosophers.

have

One can

easily understand why Larry May writes,
moral theorists need to examine more closely the
actions and interests of social groups. Such an
examination
will
provide
a
much
richer
understanding of the variety of experiences to
which moral concepts are applied. And this means
that the
understanding of
concepts such as
"responsibility, "rights," and "justice" should be
adjusted to fit cases which do not involve merely
isolated individual actors and actions.25
Is it

justified to

certain moral
member of

say

that

rights beyond

that

distributively)?

collective
Can

some

those held
(i.e.,

they

collectives
by each

collectively,

plausibly

be

held

have

and every
but

not

morally

24 For a comparison and contrast of the enslavement of
Black African Americans in the United States and the Nazi
torture and extermination of Jews, see Laurence Thomas,
"American Slavery
and the Holocaust: Their Ideologies
Compared," Public Affairs Quarterly, 5 (1991), 191-210.
25 Larry May, The Morality of Groups: Collective
Responsibility, Group-Based
Harm, and Corporate Riqhts
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1987), 180. For
a review of May, see J. Angelo Corlett, "Review of Larry
May, The Morality of Groups," Journal of Business Ethics, 8
(1990), 772, 792, 816.
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responsible for
justifiable to
for the

certain untoward, events?

it

morally

punish a collective for an untoward event or

state to

plausible to

Is

force it

attribute moral

collectives?27
collective moral

Let us

to compensate victims?26
properties such

consider some

Is it

as these

to

competing models

of

property predication illustrated by Figure

2, below:

26 Later on I shall distinguish between punishment of
and compensation by collectives.
27 That is, where a property is predicated collectively
(not merely distributively) when it is assigned to a class
of individuals as a whole.

COMPETING MODELS OF COLLECTIVE MORAL PROPERTY ATTRIBUTION

I MORAL

COLLECTIVISM

I I MORAL

INDIVIDUALISM

I I MORAL

COMPATIBILISM
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I

I

MORAL RIGHTS
COLLECTIVISM
I
MORAL
RESPONSIBILITY
COLLECTIVISM

I
PUNISHMENT
COLLECTIVISM

MORAL RIGHTS
INDIVIDUALISM
I
MORAL
RESPONSIBILITY
INDIVIDUALISM

MORAL RIGHTS
COLLECTIVISM
I
MORAL
RESPONSIBILITY
INDIVIDUALISM

I

I

PUNISHMENT
INDIVIDUALISM

PUNISHMENT
INDIVIDUALISM

QUESTION: ARE COLLECTIVE MORAL PROPERTY PREDICATIONS
JUSTIFIED?
ANSWERS
MORAL COLLECTIVISM: it is justified to ascribe the above
moral properties to-some collectives.
MORAL RIGHTS COLLECTIVISM: it is justified to ascribe
some moral rights to some collectives.
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY COLLECTIVISM: it is justified to
ascribe moral responsibility to some collectives.
PUNISHMENT COLLECTIVISM: it is justified for the state
to impose sanctions on some collectives.
MORAL INDIVIDUALISM: it is not justified to attribute moral
properties to collectives.
MORAL RIGHTS INDIVIDUALISM: it is not justified to
ascribe moral rights to collectives.
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY INDIVIDUALISM: it is not justified
to ascribe moral responsibility. to collectives.
PUNISHMENT INDIVIDUALISM: it is not c'ompletely morally
justified for the state to impose sanctions on
collectives.
MORAL COMPATIBILISM: it is justified to attribute ~ moral
properties to some collectives.
MORAL RIGHTS COLLECTIVISM: it is justified to ascribe
some moral rights to some collectives.
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY INDIVIDUALISM: it is not justified
to ascribe moral responsibility to collectives •.
PUNISHMENT INDIVIDUALISM: it is not completely morally
justified for the state to impose sanctions on
collectives.

Figure 2
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MORAL COLLECTIVISM
From
justified

the

standpoint

to

ascribe

collectives,

hold

certain untoward
to

impose

a

view

collectivist

Larry

morally

it

is

certain

to

responsible

for

One

such

French's Collective

Although
about

But

French

collective
of

does
rights,

moral

there
variety

are
is

and Corporate
not
he

explicitly
does

hold

responsibility

and

Another version of Moral Collectivism is found
May's

endorses

~T~h~e~~M~o~r~a~l~i~t~y~_o~f__~G~r~o~u~p~s~:__~C~o~l~l~e~c~t~i~v~e

collectivist

responsibility, though
matter of

rights

Collectivism.

Responsibility, Group-Based
May

moral

collectives.28

versions

punishment.
in

on

Peter A.

Responsibility.29
espouse

some

Collectivism

events, actions, or states of affairs, and

Moral

"exemplified in

Moral

collectives

sanctions

varieties of

of

he

Harm, and
views
disagrees

punishing collectives

Corporate
of

moral

with

Rights. 30
rights

French

and

on

the

such as corporations.

Yet

another version of Moral Collectivism is espoused by Gregory
28 In subsequent chapters I .shall explain in some
detail the various and distinct meanings I employ when I use
the expression, "justify" or its cognates.
29 Peter
A.
French,
Collective
and
Corporate
Responsibility (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984).
For a critique of some of the main points of French's view.,
see J. Angelo Corlett, "French on Corporate Punishment: Some
Problems," in. Anthony Serafini, Editor, Ethics and Social
Concern (New York: Paragon House, 1989), 363-373; "Corporate
Responsibility and Punishment," Public Affairs Quarterly, 2
(1988), 1-16; "Corporate Punishment and Public Policy,"
Journal of Business Ethics, 11 (1992), 207-216.
30 See note 25, above.
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Mellema.

In

Individuals,

Groups,

Responsibility,31 Mellema
the matter

of collective

"moderate ethical
it

is

justified

responsibility" to

an outcome

for

affirm either

to

the

a positive

defends what

he calls

This is the view that

ascribe

"shared

outcome.

in

moral

that

Thus

Mellema's

Mellema's
does

not

thesis about collective rights or

about collective

punishment (and

Mellema's

differs

French's theory

not address

is not effected by another's

same

from May's

view

Moral

members of groups, and where one's moral

"responsibility for

position differs

rights --

Shared

he does

anti-dilutionism."

sometimes

responsibility

although

and

from

but congruent

compensation).
French's

in

Moreover,

that,

unlike

with May's, it does not make

use of the notion of a collective's being a moral person.
Moral Collectivism, in its purest form, affirms that it

is justified
rights

and

to attribute
moral

moral properties

responsibility

to

such as

certain

moral

collectives

(collectively, not distributively), and that it is sometimes
justified for

the state to impose sanctions on them (again,

collectively, not
which they

distributively) for

are morally

and

legally

untoward events
responsible.

for
Moral

Rights Collectivism is the moral collectivist thesis that

is justified

to attribute

collectives; Moral

some

moral

rights

to

i~

certain

Responsibility Collectivism is the moral

31 Gregory Mellema, Individuals, Groups, and
Moral Responsibility (New York: Peter Lang, 1988).

Shared
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collectivist claim
responsibility

that it

to

is justified

certain

to ascribe

collectives;

and

moral

Punishment

Collectivism is the moral collectivist position that affirms
the justifiability

of imposing sanctions on collectives for

wrongdoings for which they are responsible.
MORAL INDIVIDUALISM
Moral Individualism is a view which might stern from one
of a

number of individualisms.

Individualism, according
in any
stated,

to which

morally important
and

seems

to

Individualism.

semantic and

way.

collectives do not exist

This is an absurd thesis as

provide

Second,

Methodological or

First, there is Ontological

no

foundation

and

Analytical

Moral

plausible,

more

Individualism.

an epistemological

for

This

thesis according

is
is

a

to which

(the respective meanings of) sentences about collectives can
be successfully

reduced to

respective meanings
or

constituents

propositions,
asserted of
on1y.32

when

or analyzed

of) sentences
of

the
truly

the individual

This reduction,

in terms

of

about individual persons
that

collectives,

and

ascribed

collectives,

members
it holds,

(the

to
of

those

moral
are

collectives

makes collective moral

32 Opponents
of this view include David Cooper,
"Collective Responsibility," Philosophy 43 (1968), 260.
Burleigh T. Wilkins argues that a collective's rules and
relationships among its members are irreducible aspects of
collectives [See
Burleigh T.
Wilkins, Terrorism
and
Co11ecive Responsibility (London: Routledge, 1992), Chapter
5] •
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property

attributions

meaningful).

false

{even

Moral Individualism,

hold either

though

are

they

it should be noted, may

that statements of collective moral predication

are false, or that they are true, but such statements can be
reduced or

specified either distributively or in some other

individualist

terms.

There

are

other

variants

of

individualism,33 but they do not concern my project.
More specifically,
that, when
such

as

Moral

justified, the
moral

collectives of

rights,

statements of

ascription of
moral

is

moral

the

view

properties

responsibility,

etc.,

to

any kind are either semantically meaningless

(without sense)
meaningless)

Individualism

or semantically

only

in

that

meaningful
such

distributive (not

(epistemically

statements

amount

to

collective) predication or

are in some other way analyzable into individualist terms.34
It also
such

denies that

collectives.35

Individualism (as
(a) Moral

it is justified to impose sanctions on
Thus

the

three

theses

of

Moral

concerns this project) are the following:

Rights Individualism--that

33 Copp, "What Collectives
and Legal Theory," 251.

it is

unjustified to

Are: Agency, Individualism

34 I am indebted to Joe Cowan for
between possible individualist positions.

this

distinction

35 For a helpful distinction between epistemic and
semantic meaninglessness, see James Cornman, Keith Lehrer
and George Pappas, Philosophical Problems and Arguments,
Fourth Edition (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company,
1992), Chapter 1.
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ascribe

rights

moral

to

collectives

except

as

mere

aggregates of individuals: A's right plus B's right plus C's
right, etc.; (b) Moral Responsibility Individualism--that it
is

unjustified

collectives; and

to

ascribe

responsibility

moral

(c) Punishment

Individualism--that it

to
is

unjustified to impose sanctions on collectives.
Thus

Moral

Individualism

relies

on

a

reductionist

thesis (the core of Methodological Individualism) as primary
support for

its claims.

Its reductionist thesis holds that

the language

of Moral

Collectivism (when justified) can be

successfully

reduced,

without

language of

individualism. 36

loss

of

meaning,

to

the

More specifically, it argues,

36 There are, of course, various sorts of reductionism
which emerge throughout the history of philosophy. In the
philosophy of language, there is Bertrand Russell's proposed
reduction of classes of entities to individual entities,
along with w. V. o. Quine's reductionism [See Bertrand
Russell, The Philosophy of Logical Atomism, David Pears,
Editor (LaSalle: Open Court, 1985), 136-140 and w. V. o.
Quine, From a Logical Point of View (New York: Harper,
1961), 37-46, respectively.].
In the philosophy of mind,
there is Paul Churchland's proposed reduction of mental
states and concepts to material ones.
This is called
"eliminative materialism" or "mind-body reductionism" [See
Paul Churchland, Matter and Consciousness (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1984)].
Moreover, there is Carl Hempel's famous
"psychological reductionism"
where,
it
is
proposed,
psychology is reduced to physics [See Carl Hempel, "The
Logical Analysis of Psychology," in H. Feigl and W. Sellers,
eds., Readings
in Philosophical
Analysis (New
York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1949)]. It is difficult to imagirie
views such
as these
not having
an impact
on the
origin/development of Moral Individualism.
Methodological
Individualism and reductionism are also discussed in D.-H.
Ruben, The
Metaphysics of
the Social World (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985) and Raimo Tuomela, "Ruben
and the Metaphysics of the Social World," The British
Journal of the Philosophy of Science, 40 (1989), 261-273.
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any true predication of a moral property to a collective can
be reduced

to an

ascription of

moral properties)
collective.

to the

such a

property (or other

individual constituents

of

that

For example, consider the claim that

"Hispanic-Americans have
a right
to not be
discriminated against
on the basis of their
ethnicity."
The only true reading of this, says the moral individualist,
is that

each and

(this is
rights

every Hispanic

a distributivist
ascriptions).

collective

construal
For

the

moral

class

stating

or
true

a

a shorthand way of referring to each member

group in

moral contexts.

only true

each and

every Hispanic-American

question

by

reading of

enumerating

together, attribute
group:

collective
to

(in

that the

that

of

reference

"Hispanic-Americans"

proposition) is
of that

American has such a. right

the above

Chavez

sentence is that

possessing the

sentences

that right

"Ceasar

Moral Individualism says

which,

right

in

taken

when

to each and every member of
has

the

right

to

not

be

discriminated against on the basis of his ethnicity," "Fidel
Castro has

the right not to be discriminated against on the

basis of his ethnicity," "Jose Ortega y Gasset has the right
to

not

be

discriminated

ethnicity,"

and

reduction of

so

against

forth.

the above

To

on
be

the

basis

sure,

the

of

her

complete

sentence into talk about individual

Hispanics' respective rights not to be discriminated against
is

quite

lengthy,

but

it

is

nevertheless

possible

in
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principle.
a

Thus talk of collective rights, though useful as

time-saving

device,

is

corporate-collectives

reducible.

such

as

In

the

corporations,

Individualism may grant that corporate rights are
reducible to
But this

of

Moral
not fully

the rights of the members of that corporation.

is one

reason why

fictitious entities!
lead to

case

we posit

such collectives

as

The failure of reduction here does not

collectivism about

rights, according

to the moral

individualist.
Moral Individualism, then, is the view that collectives
do not

constitute basic
Talk about

universe.

entities or furniture in the moral
collective

rights,

responsibility,

punishment and compensation, it avers, can be reduced to the
language of
and

individual rights,

compensation.

It

individualist argues,
kind to

responsibility,

is

unjustified,

to attribute

collectives as

punishment
the

moral

moral properties of any

entities not

so reducible (except,

perhaps, as a useful fiction).
MORAL COMPATIBILISM
I argue for a compatibilist view of Moral Individualism
and Moral

Collectivism.

My theory, which I shall refer to

as "Moral Compatibilism," argues for a logical compatibility
between Moral

Rights Collectivism

Individualism, and
question, "Is

and Moral Responsibility

Punishment Individualism

it justified

to ascribe

insofar as the

moral rights, moral

responsibility to collectives, and is the state justified in

41
imposing sanctions
and denies

on them?"

certain theses

either Moral

is concerned.

But it affirms

essential to any pure account of

Individualism or

Moral Collectivism.

For my

theory affirms the justifiability of collective moral rights
attributions (thus
claim and
denies

affirming a

denying a
both

the

certain individualist
plausibility

responsibility ascriptions
state's imposing
certain moral

certain moral

and

sanctions on

of

the

collectivist

one), while

collective

justifiedness

collectives (thus

individualist theses

and denying

it

moral
of

the

affirming
some moral

collectivist ones).
My argument
lines.

In

"The

Attributions," I

along the following general

is structured
Problem

of

Collective

Moral

Rights

argue that it is justified to ascribe some

moral rights to certain collectives.

In my argument there I

first set forth criteria of adequacy for a justified view of
collective moral rights ascriptions.
analysis of

justified collective

After contrasting

and

comparing

developed (philosophical)
and May,

respectively), I

most important

Secondly, I provide an

moral rights ascriptions.
my

view

with

the

most

ones to date (those of Joseph Raz
provide plausible replies to the

objections to

my version

of

Moral

Rights

Collectivism.
In "The

Problem

of

Collective

Moral

Responsibility

Attributions" and "The Problems of Collective Punishment and
Compensation," I

argue against

Moral Collectivism

in that
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numerically large
typically do

nations, corporations

not satisfy

liability (which

is

groups

the necessary conditions of moral

itself

collective's being

punished

justified

The

way).

and ethnic

a

necessary

by

the

questions

condition

state

here

in

are

a

ones

of

a

morally
of

the

justifiability of holding collectives morally liable and the
justifiability of
untoward events
it is

imposing sanctions
for which

on them

they are liable.

for

certain

Whether or not

justified to treat collectives in this way depends on

the plausibility

of certain moral principles.

I argue that

it is plausible to deny that collective moral responsibility
ascriptions are
liability and

justified, and
the imposition

that both

collective moral

of sanctions are unjustified.

But I deny the justification of the imposition of collective
sanctions on
theory.

strictly moral

No employment

grounds, on the basis of moral

of moral individualist reductionism

is necessary.
More specifically,

in "The Problem of Collective Moral

Rights Attributions" I proffer my own modified individualist
account

of

Individualism.

moral

responsibility:

Moral

Responsibility

Although it is justified to attribute moral

rights to certain collectives, it does not seem as

plausibl~

to hold

collectives morally responsible for untoward events

(or for

beneficial events,

specific conditions
actual world.

for that

which rarely

Although

I provide

matter!) except under

(if ever)
some

obtain in

ideal

the

conditions
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under which

it would

moral liability,

be correct

to ascribe to collectives

I raise sceptical doubts about collectives

actually satisfying

such conditions

in the

actual

world.

Thus collectives of certain sorts can, but typically do not,
qualify as morally liable agents.
In

"The

Problems

of

Collective

Punishment

and

Compensation," I agree with May, though not for entirely the
same reasons,

that imposing

sanctions

unjustified (i.e.,

not fully

on the

moral reasons)

balance of

responsibility attributions
unlike May,
sorts of

go beyond

collectives

is

justified on moral grounds or
because collective moral

are not

the realm

collectives as

on

well.

justified.

Here

of corporations
Thus,

while

I,

to other

May's

anti-

collectivism in regards to punishment is primarily concerned
with corporations, mine is more general in scope.
punishment individualist
individuals,

not

view in

collectives,

(typically) plausible

that it
guilty

objects of

Mine is a

holds that

of

punish~ent

only

wrongdoing

are

and subjects of

compensation.
Thus,

my

thesis

is

that,

although

Moral

Rights

Collectivism is sound, Moral Responsibility Collectivism and
Punishment

Collectivism

empirical factors
disagree with

are

each

about groups.

French,

who

Responsibility Collectivism37

holds

unsound

given

certain

In taking this position, I
some

version

and Punishment

of

Moral

Collectivism,
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and May

to the

extent that

he subscribes

to a version of

Moral Responsibility Collectivism.
The general
extent to

one

ways to

be a

might

try to

There are

solve the challenge.

First,

thoroughgoing moral individualist.

deny

Moral

thoroughgoing Moral
do) opt

this project is to explore the

which Moral Collectivism is plausible.

three general
one might

purpose of

for a

Individualism

Collectivism.

in

favor

Third, one

compatibilist position,

Second,
of

a

might (as I

arguing that

it is

justified to attribute only certain moral properties (of the
ones discussed

in this

thesis), namely

moral

rights,

to

Individualism

is

certain collectives.
Roughly, my
aimed primarily

argument against
at Moral

Moral

Rights Individualism,

the

moral

rights ascriptions.

The

individualist position

on moral

question with

am concerned

Collective
justification

which I
Moral
in

attributions, not
to understand

Rights
regards
simply one

moral

Collectivism.

"The

Attributions")
to

collective
of ontology.

Problem
is

moral

one

of
of

rights

Thus it is hard

how Moral Individualism (in the form of Moral

Rights Individualism),
the

(in

as a

collectivist

metaphysical doctrine, defeats
doctrine

of

Moral

Right.s

In any case, I provide an example of a purely

37 For an extreme version of Moral Responsibility
Collectivism, see also Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue
(Notre Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 1982).
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right, one which, if it does exist, is not

collective moral

plausibly construed as a distributive right.
~HE

What is
try to

the overall

of

clarity about

entities (collectives).
the

starting

political philosophy,
solve the
and

significance of

provide conceptual

facie odd
one

SIGNIFICANCE OF MORAL COMPATIBILISM

points
one which

a

I

what appear prima

This

of

this project?

clarity serves as

plausible

must, among

moral

and

other things,

problems of the justifiability of both collective

individual

attributions.

moral

rights

Unless we

collectives and

moral

become clear

their possible

conceptual muddlement

and

about the status of

roles in

will likely

responsibility

a

just

result when

society,

we speak as

frequently as we do about collectives.
My

also

thesis

philosophy of
strict legal
it provides

law in

has
that it

liability as
an answer

important

challenges the

Thus my

to the

question of

of

moral

responsibility.
theory

and

political philosophy,

latter as well.

d~,qU:alify

of
And
not

as intentional

theory in that intentional agency is one

theory, responsibility
pertinent to

whether or

for

thesis has implications for action theory

and responsibility
condition

doctrine

it applies to corporations.

collectives (some of them) can and
agents.

implications

Insofar
punishment

~y

thesis

as

action

theory

are

concerns the
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More specifically,
theory which

even if

helped us

the transition

political philosophy had a

to understand the ideal state38 and

from our state to it,39 there remains a need

to understand how to deal with emergency situations in which
social problems
the part

arise which

of collectives

Ad~itionally,

ideal, and

even

which are

if we

about the

various collectives.40

of others.

there

of

remains

to

Why?

do things

help.

ideal,
a

rights, responsibilities,

significant ways

They sometimes

in positions

have principles

corrective justice,

become clear

in various

call for cooperative action on

non-

need

to

etc., of

Because collectives often and
effect our

individual

lives.

which pose a threat to the rights

When they do such things, it is crucial that we

begin to understand the moral limits of how such collectives
may be

treated by society.

noticable

resurgence

collectivism.
plays an

For the

intregal part

political philosophy.

It is no wonder that there is a

of

philosophical

discussion
in any
Thus

of

Moral

writing

on

Collectivism

comprehensive and plausible

it is

clear that this project

has significance for moral and political theory.

38 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971).
39 Michael Phillips, "Reflections on the Transition
From Ideal to Non-Ideal Theory," Nous, 19 (1985), 551-570.
Collective
40
David
Copp,
"Responsibility
for
(Central
Inaction," American
Philosophical Association

Division), 1990.
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My argument
theory.

has further

The ramifications

ramifications
themselves are

the argument for them is novel.
of

Collective

principle

Punishment

that

only

adversely effected

the

for

political

not new, though

As I argue in "The Problems

and

Compensation,"

guilty

should

by punishment

or

be

the

moral

punished

compensation

or

implies

that collectives are not legitimate objects of punishment by
the

state-~even

in cases

where

considerations

of

social

utility seem to require it.

This has important implications

for political

For an

lacking

a

philosophy.

fundamental

capable of

cooperative

adequately and

justice when

things

actions), say,
system which

go

in the

fairly
wrong

out retributive

element
meting

(as

the

corporate world.

functions according

mutual cooperation

individualistic society

between its

to a

out

not

be

retributive

result
Only

of

human

a political

basic principle

citizens can

justice adequately

will

of

begin to mete

and fairly.

A

purely

competitive society will not have a government which will be
able to

rationally persuade

due

the

to

fact

that

its people to help one another

competitive

individualism

places

citizens at odds with each other.
For example,

if you

individualistic society,
socio-economic class

and I

live in

a class-based and

and if I am a member of the lowest

and you

are a

member of

the highest

one, then it is unjust that I must help mitigate damages for
which you

are morally

responsible as a corporate executive
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or government

official who

corporate or

governmental veil

criminal activity).
suffice here.
forced

to

No

law, hide

(unless you

simple

behind

the

are engaged in

utilitarian

answer

will

It is of no solace to the poor person who is
pay

compensation

for

must

the

be

Corporate Executive
or that

can, by

wealthy

paid

to

person's

the

errors

victim

of

that

either

a

Officer's or a legislator's negligence,

the environment

will not

be returned

to its near

normal condition without every member of society helping out
financially.
keep the

For such

poor in

executives and
where the

a system

their economic

political leaders

of compensation serves to
place,

and

the

in theirs--even

wealthy
in cases

latter are the sole or contributory causes of the

problem!
live in

If I
the members

of other

competition with
well-beings.
to help

an individualistic
classes are

each other

How fair

to secure

for what

say, negligently?

consent to such a system.
is

coerced

compensation
wrongdoings.

(or,
of

at
the

my opponents.

a member

Only

respective

of the higher

the foolish poor would

And without such agreement, there
least,

poor

But neither

"unknowing
for

the

agreement"

wealthy

to)

person's

alternative (foolhardy "consent"

or coerced "consent") seems justified.
a cooperative

our own

We are in

is it to require me (a poor person)

pay compensation

class did,

class-based society,

What is justified is

system where people are sometimes required to
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help compensate
directly to
criminal

even

do with

where

they

themselves

had

nothing

the action which resulted in a tort or

offense.

But

this

requires

a

system

where

individualistic competition (supported by a system of almost
unlimited individual

liberties) is

actualizes interhuman
turn seems

to

society where

trust and

require

a

there is

supplanted by one which

cooperation.

classless,

little or

or exclusively

own

the

Thus

near

no reason

individuals primarily
welfare.

or

But this in

argument

classless,

to compete as

concerned with
in

"The

their

Problems

of

Collective Punishment and Compensation," though it primarily
concerns the
and

moral justifiability

compensation,

implies

that

of collective punishment
any

just

society

must

function according to a basic principle of cooperative (nonindividualistic) justice.
Another point
it seeks

of significance

of this project is that

to remind the reader that we must discover ways in

which personal

responsibility for

outcomes

is

no

longer

diffused to the extent that it is when persons act on behalf
of nations, corporations, or other conglomerates.

John Ladd

is correct when he states that
Traditional
political
theory
conceived
of
authority and responsibility as more or less
concentrated in one sovereign power, but now we
have a new problem that comes from the fact that
through formal
organizations,
authority
and
responsibility have become quite diffused. As a
result the
"point of
contact" between
the
individual and the powers that be can hardly be
ascertained, for indeed there is no such point;
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our contact with formal organizations, their power
and authority over us is continuous and blurred.41
Political Philosophy
responsibility may
error of

must consider
be maximized,

ways in
lest it

which personal
fall prey to the

advocating the diffusion of one factor which makes

us moral persons.

The likely result of such a philosophy is

the alienation of persons from a vital element of that which
makes them humans.
But this

work is

also

innovative

when

compared

to

competing theories

of its

kind.

May (respectively)

do not

argue for the particular version

of Moral
than

Compatibilism for

trying

individualist
compatibility

to

meet

"head

which I argue.

the
on,"

For instance, French and

of

reductionism
I

argue

for

individualistic

of

Further, rather
the

moral
logical

the

reductionism

and

collectivism, showing that any genuine disagreements between
Moral Individualism
level

of

moral

theory.

disagreements about
philosophers believe
quarrels.

As far

and Moral

Collectivism arises
They

ontology, though

are
the

not

at

the

fundamentally

above

mentioned

them to be ontological or "conceptual"
as I am aware, no one else has taken the

position of Moral Compatibilism (or anything akin to it).

41 Ladd, "Morality and the Ideal of Rationality in
Formal Organizations," 489. Elsewhere I note the diffusion
of personal
responsibility as
a major
problem with
collectivist views of punishment [See Corlett, "Collective
Punishment and Public policy"].
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Up to

this point, the debates about collective rights,

responsibility and

punishment have naively assumed that the

"ontology of groups" is truly what is at issue.
really at

issue here

moral rights

and moral

justification of
These points

justification

of

collective

responsibility ascriptions, and the

collective

allude May,

other philosopher
collective

is the

But what is

punishment

who to

who argues

and

compensation.

my knowledge

in favor

rights,

responsibility,

begin our

assessment of

of a

is the only
theory

about

punishment

and

compensation.
Let us

considering the

plausibility of

certain moral

rights

Collectivism.

I

justifiability

of

to
shall

large

view

which

collectives:

limit

collective

concerning numerically
ethnic groups.

some

the

Moral Collectivism by

my

moral

Moral

examples
rights

nations,

ascribes
Rights
to

the

attributions

corporations

and
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THE PROBLEM OF COLLECTIVE MORAL RIGHTS ATTRIBUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
Despite

the

neglect

by

political

liberals

in

the

distant and recent past to take collective rights seriously,
the problem of collective rights is beginning to capture the
attention of an increasing number of philosophers.l
clarify

and

assesses

collective moral
adequacy for
rights.

some

of

the

chief

I shall

categories

of

rights talk

and proffer

some criteria of

a philosophical

analysis of

collective moral

Finally, I

set forth

and defend

an analysis

of

justified collective moral rights attributions.
A moral right is a valid moral claim which is conferred
on someone

or something

by the

principles of

objectively

1 See Allen E. Buchanan, Secession: The Morality of
Political Divorce From Fort Sumter to Lithuania and Quebec
(Boulder:
Westview
Press,
1991);
A.
Carter,
"On
Individualism,
Collectivism,
and
Interrelationalism,"
Heythrop Journal, 31 (1990), 23-38; J. Angelo Corlett, "The
Problem of Collective Rights Attributions," 42nd Annual
Northwest Conference on Philosophy, Eugene, Oregon, 1990;
"The Right to Civil Disobedience and the Right to Secede,"
The Southern Journal of Philosophy, 30 (1992), 1-10; R. P.
George, "Individual Rights, Collective Interests, Public
Law, and American Politics," Law and Philosophy, 8 (1989),
245-61; Mary Gibson, Workers' Rights (Totowa: Rowrnan &
.A.llenheld, 1983); A. Kernohan,
"Rawls and the Collective
Ownership of
Natural Abilities,"
Canadian Journal of
Philosophy, ~O (1990), 19-28; I. Macdonald, "Group Rights,"
Philosophical Papers, 18 (1989), 117-136; Avishai Margalit
and Joseph Raz, "National Self-Determination," The Journal
of Philosophy, 87 (1990), 439-461; L. May, "Corporate
Property Rights," Journal of Business Ethics, 5 (1986), 225232; Robert J. Rafalko, "Corporate Punishment: A Proposal,"
Journal of Business Ethics, 8 (1989), 917-928; Leslie R.
Shapard, "Group Rights," Public Affairs Quarterly, 4 (1990),
299-308; R. L. Simon, "Rights, Groups, and Discrimination: A
Reply to Ketchum," Analysis, 40 (1980), 109-112.
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true morality,
conscience.
right,

or

by

the

principles

of

an

enlightened

If it is an absolute and nonconflictable moral

then

there

is

legitimately infringed

never

a

time

or violated.

when

it

can

be

If it is a prima facie

moral right, then its strength is determined by the strength
of the moral principles which confer it on the rightholder.2
Furthermore, a moral right is a moral guarantee against
the

setting

choice. 3

A moral

subject (the
whom the

back

of

the

rightholder's

right (as

any other

rightholder) and

right holds).

an object

interest

and/or

right) has

both a

(an agent against

A collective moral right always has

as its subject some collective, though its object mayor may
not be

a collective.

For

example, a corporate-collective

may have a right to sue either a competing corporation or an
individual.

A collective

collective legal
conferred by

right.

legal rules

guarantee against
interest and/or

the
choice,

moral right

is distinct

from a

A collective

legal right

is one

on some

collective

infringement
as

the

of

case

as

that
may

a

legal

collective's
Like

be.

a

2 This notion of a moral right is largely taken from
various statements made by Feinberg [See Joel Feinberg,
Social Philosophy (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1973);
Rights, Justice, and the Bounds of Liberty (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1980); "In Defense of Moral
Rights," The Romanell Phi Beta Kappa Lectures, 1990, in Joel
Feinberg, Freedom and Fulfillment: Philosophical Essays
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992)].
3 These are Feinbergian senses
rights applied to collectives.

of

legal

and

moral
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collective moral

right, a

collective

legal

right

has

a

subject and an object.4
Prior
justified

to

turning

collective

my

attention

moral

rights

to

an

analysis

attributions,

it

of
is

essential that I clarify what I mean by ones being justified
in making

certain moral

Briefly, to
that the

be morally

weight of

rights ascriptions to collectives.
justified in

doing something means

moral reasons in favor of what one does

(or believes)

at a

given time

outweighs the

moral reasons

and in a given circumstance

against what

one has done (or

what one has believed).
Are collective
Before considering
collective moral
in light
let us

moral

rights

attributions

a philosophical

analysis

justified?

of

justified

rights attributions and then looking at it

of some

objections to

first ask

Moral Rights Collectivism,

what is required for a plausible analysis

of justified collective moral rights ascriptions.
WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR A PLAUSIBLE ANALYSIS OF
JUSTIFIED COLLECTIVE MORAL RIGHTS ATTRIBUTIONS?
Having already
some of

the key

collectives, I
for

a

set forth

some working

definitions of

terms of the debate on the moral status of
will now delineate some criteria of

plausible

philosophical

analysis

of

adequa~y

justified

4 It is worth noting that a collective right may be
conferred by both moral and legal rules, such as when a
corporation has a right to have its contractees honor that
to which they agree.
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collective

moral

adequacy" I
an

mean a

analysis,

theorist

to

a

analysis of

answer

of

independent

concerning

questions

collective

I shall

justified collective

moral rights

"criteria

of

list of independent disiderata for such

list

argued that

By

ascriptions.

Following this

ascriptions.

It is

rights

for

moral

proffer a

the

rights

plausible

moral rights ascriptions.

the justifiability of certain collective

attributions provides one good reason to think

that such ascriptions are sometimes justified, and that this
in turn

supports (though

not conclusively)

Moral Rights Collectivism.
adequacy for

the thesis

of

What are some of the criteria of

a justified collective moral rights ascription

theory?
(1) One

criterion of

a

theory

of

collective

moral

rights ascriptions

is that it not minimize the separateness

of persons.5

should

persons as
lives is

It

autonomous individuals
the only

emphasize the
expense of

recognize

one each has.

importance

o~

in that

significance
the

life

of
each

Moreover, it ought not to

collective moral rights at the

individual welfare.

the totalitarian

the

For

state overemphasizes

instance, a theory of
(among other things)

5 For an explanation of the separateness of persons
objection to
utilitarianism's treatment
of individual
rights, see Rawls, A Theory of Justice, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971), Chapter 3; Robert Nozick, Anarchy,
State, and Utopia (New York: Harper, 1974), Chapter 7; J. L.
Mackie, "Rights, Utility, and Universalization," in Frey,
Editor, Utility and Rights (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1985), 86f.
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collective

rights

(of

the

state)

individual

rights

(of

its

citizenry).

individuals are
the loss

group constituents,

of individual

individual's

pursuit

projects (which

essential

promotion of

or

also require

Individual autonomy,
like are

his

the

expense
But

this does

identity or
of

at

even

of
if

not require

the abandonment of the
her

own

interests

and

protection by way of rights).

concern for one's own welfare, and the
to

self-respect,

which should

the

protection

and

be among the primary aims of any

theory of moral rights.
(2) A

second criterion

moral rights

of adequacy

for a

collective

attribution theory is that it not view persons

or groups as mere means to the end of, say, social uti1ity.6
This Kantian point stresses the importance of human dignity,
individual and
It cautions

against an

place such

an emphasis

that individuals
of social

collective, in

any theory

of moral rights.

act-utilitarian theory
on the

value of

which would

collective rights

may be used as mere means to, say, the end

stability by permitting a nation's right to peace

and security

to always

trump an individual's right to free

speech.

(3)

A

third

justified collective

criterion

of

moral rights

a

plausible

theory

attributions is

of

that it

6 Rawls and Nozick each make this point against
utilitarianism's not
respecting individual rights [See
Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Chapter 3; Nozick, Anarchy,
State, and Utopia, Chapter 7].
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provide general
of collective

and plausible guidelines for the resolution
moral rights

ascription conflicts: conflicts

between the

moral right

attributed to

one group

and

the

moral right

ascribed to another, or between the moral right

ascribed to a group and that attributed to an individual.
full-blown theory
some way

of collective

moral rights

A

must give us

of deciding under what circumstances certain moral

rights "trump" others.
For example,

Leslie R.

Shapard argues

cannot have

a right

against its

corporation

have

legitimate

a

employees (members)

not pilfer

that a "group"

members. 7
moral

But does not a

interest

that

its

monies from it, an interest

supported by the moral rule that such pilfering (at least in
general) is

morally unwarranted?

at least

some corporations

lines, a

right

respective

which

employees

corporations?

is

Does not this imply that

have a

moral right along these

correlated

have

Thus Shapard

to

with

not

a

pilfer

is incorrect

duty

their

from

such

to claim

that a

group cannot have a right against its members (This assumes,
of

course,

that

cqrporations).

by

"group"

A full-blown

Shapard
theory

of

means

to

collective

include
moral

rights ascriptions should provide substance to this idea.
(4) In
rights

order to

conflicts,

7 Shapard, 304.

a

throw light
theory

of

on the

problem of moral

collective

moral

rights
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ascriptions needs
moral rights.
between a
right in
of the

to enumerate
This

involves

collective moral
general terms.

sorts of

the varieties of collective
explaining

right and

the

an individual

which are not shared by both

groups and individuals and an explanation why.

Larry May

moral

But it also entails a description

moral rights

Joel Feinberg's

difference

In following

model of a claim-right in the narrow sense,

does not

property rights,

tell us

what sorts

certain collectives

corporations have

more than

of rights, besides

can have.S"

just property

Certainly

rights.

They

have, for

instance, due

process rights,

rights to payment

for goods

and

provided

proper

rights to

free expression,

collective

services

moral

explain (in

rights

some

detail)

under

etc. An

adequate

ascriptions

must

which

sorts

contract,

analysis

of

care

to

it

is

theory

of

take
rights

of

justified to say that certain collectives might have.
(5) A

fifth criterion

of adequacy

for

a

collective moral rights ascriptions is that it explain which
collectives can

possess such

every collective

has moral

their individual

members) do

rights and
rights.

why.

Mobs (as

not possess

Surely not
opposed

to

such rights.

A

collective moral rights theory needs to explain what makes a
collective

a

plausible

candidate

for

moral

rights

ascriptions.
8 Larry May, The Morality of Groups (Notre Dame: Notre
Dame University Press, 1987), 112.
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(6) Sixth, a collective moral rights attribution theory
should also
when they

say why
are.

collective moral

rights are

valuable

Of course, such rights are going to be seen

as valuable in at least many of the sorts of ways individual
rights are

valuable.

collective moral

However, there

rights carry

may be ways in which

with them

a special

value.

This possibility needs exploration.9
(7) Seventh,
collective moral
of collective

like

any

rights

theory,

a

theory

of

rights attributions must explain the place

moral rights in a moral/political philosophy,

while avoiding

the difficulties of political individualism,

i.e., treating collective moral rights as solely fundamental
to such

a philosophy.IO

Certainly collective moral rights,

though they have a central place in general rights theories,
do not occupy the exclusively central role in a more general
moral/political theory.
moral rights

Neither

collective nor individual

are the be-all or end-all of a promising moral

or political philosophy.ll

9 Thus to the extent that my position satisfies this
condition, my view differs from those which, John Tomasi
argues, deny the value of (individual) rights [See John
Tomasi, "Individual Rights and Community Virtues," Ethics,
101 (1991), 521-522].
10 Joseph Raz makes a similar point about individual
rights theories [See Joseph Raz, "Right-Based Moralities,"
in R. G. Frey, Editor, Utility and Rights (Minneapolis:
Univerity of Minnesota Press, 1985)].
11 See Loren Lomasky, Persons, Rights, and the Moral
Community (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 228-229.
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(8) Another proper goal of a theory of collective moral
rights ascriptions

is that

it not conflate the analyses of

collective legal rights and collective moral rights.

One

must

the

safeguard

distinct sorts

against
of rights

collective, and

right, and
says how
this task,
this

which might

rights and

instance, require

right, it

differentiating

recognizing that

collective legal

results in

not

collective moral

see that

a moral

vice versa.12

possessed

For

right without

I

rights,

much

for

confusion

having a

legal

Such a theory is desirable if it

however concisely,
when

a

if a collective can have a

rights are conferred in each case.

chapter

by

justified attributions of

separate analyses.

failing to
can have

be

between

in the

proffer

my

I accomplished

following section of

analysis

of

justified

collective moral rights attributions.
(9) Ninth,

a

rights attributions
asserting that

plausible
is one

theory

which evades

collective moral

individualism or atomism.13

of

rights

collective

moral

the difficulty of
support

political

For the sole or primary purpose

12 This does not mean, however, that one or more
persons cannot be the subject of a particular moral right
and a particular legal right at the same time. For there is
some overlap in the contents, subjects, and objects of both
moral and legal rights.
The content of a right is what it
is a right to.
A subject of a right is the one (or
collective) who (which) possesses the right. The object of
a right is the one(s) against whom the right holds to a
duty.
13 This point is made against certain theories
individual rights
[See Charles
Taylor, "Atomism,"

of
in
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of collective

moral rights

is not

to protect individuals'

interests, freedom or the like.
(10)
attribution

Tenth,

a

theory

plausible
must

sufficient conditions

also

which

collective
state

explain

both
when

moral

rights

necessary

and

ascriptions

of

moral rights to collectives are justified.

This is required

of any

An example of an

full-blown analysis

analysis which

fails to

Raz's. Raz

provides what

conditions

of

collective right

a

of a concept.

satisfy this

condition is

Joseph

he takes to be jointly sufficient

collective's
exists," argues

possessing

a

right.

"A

Raz, "when

the following

three conditions are met:"
first, it exists because the interests of human
beings justify
holding some person(s) to be
subject to a duty.
Secondly, the interests in
question are the interests of individuals as
members of a group in a public good and the right
is a right to that public good because it serves
their interest as members of the group. Thirdly,
the interest of no single member of that group in
that public good is sufficient by itself to
justify holding another person to be subject to a
duty.14
Philosophical Papers,
Volume 2
(Cambridge:
Cambridge
University Press, 1985), 187-210]: Atomism is the social
contract theory which arose in the l7th'century with Thomas
Hobbes and John Locke.
It holds that society consists of
individuals for the fulfillment of individualistic ends.
It
asserts the priority of the individual agent and her rights
over society.
It advocates an instrumentalist view of
society, i.e., that society is valuable only to the extent
that it serves individual welfare.
Finally, it avers the
truth of what Taylor calls the "Primacy of Rights Thesis:"
that it
is fundamental to ascribe certain rights to
individuals instead
of their obligation to belong to
society.
14

Raz, "Right-Based Moralities," 53.
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Later on I shall discuss Raz's view.
simply want

But at this juncture I

to point out that his analysis fails to satisfy

this criterion of theoretical adequacy.
(11)

Finally,

a

plausible

collective

moral

rights

ascription theory must, as must any plausible rights theory,
explain the

basic relations between collective moral rights

ascriptions and

the moral

are correlated.

A

duty ascriptions with which they

plausble theory

of rights

ascriptions

must explain both the subjects and the objects of collective
moral rights ascriptions.

The subjects of such attributions

are moral

However, their

rightholders.

objects are moral

duty bearers.
Although adequate
required

of

any

collective moral
provide

plausible

replies

seek to

justified collective
defeats Moral

and

full-blown

theory

of

rights attributions, I will not attempt to

complete

Instead, I

answers to each of these problems is

to

provide a

each

of

these

foundation of

moral rights

Rights Individualism

a

ascriptions,

quandries.
theory
one

of

which

by making plausible the

claim that collective moral rights ascriptions are sometimes
justified.
COMPETING MODELS OF- COLLECTIVE MORAL RIGHTS ATTRIBUTIONS
Imagine the
Congress of

United States

of America (U.S.A.) and the

Native American Nations (a federation of ethnic

groups-nations which include the Navajo, Zuni, Hopi, Apache,
Seneca and other Native American ethnic groups-nations) non-
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coercively entering
whose behalf

others act)

treaty whereby
be allowed

for one

to mine

designated (by
So for

those

agreement and

on

signing a

century a certain corporation is to

gold from

the mountains

of an already

government) tribal

that corporation

outset of

the Congress

secondary agents:

into an

the U.S.A.

a century

from the

(i.e., as

reservation.

mines the

gold, having

the agreement "secured permission" from

of Native

American Nations

to build

a small

town to house its employees, making it easier to attract and
retain qualified

personel.

During this century-long period

a few generations of miners have come and gone, and everyone
- except

for the

forgotten about

Congress of Native American Nations - has
the treaty.

The

century in

question

is

nearing its end, and the Congress of Native American Nations
(the legal

"landlords" of

corporation, its

the said

territory) reminds the

employees, and· the U.S.A.

that they will

need to relinquish the land.
The employees and the corporation, including the U.S.A.
government, are
never made
American

taken by

such an

treaty.
from them

The

land lIin

How could
by these

They, as individuals,

agreement with

Nations!

developed the

surprise.

Anglos

their own

the Congress
in

territory

image," unaware

"theirll property
nations?

the

of Native

and jobs

of

have
the

be stripped

Nevertheless, when the treaty

is produced, it is clear that the U.S.A. and the Congress of
Native

American

Nations

signed

it

both

knowingly

and
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uncoerced.

In fact,

the nations

a "treaty

the treaty.

The

and moral

Americans,

The

U.S.A.'s relocation

land.

Americans (as

right to

property right
things,

now

This

right

was

established by

the

of the Native Americans) to among other

places, the piece of land in question.

of

are

corporation, by way of the

to the

the Native

possessed the

seems,

the treaty, shared a certain temporary legal

property right

possessed by

it

claim to their legal and moral right to

in question.

U.S.A. signing

the U.S.A. government sent

cloth," which was one stipulation of

Native

collectively making
the property

each year

protect the corporation's temporary

to use the land.

justified

corporations, nations,

Moreover, the U.S.A.

to

Thus it seems, on the face

speak

of

collectives

such

as

and ethnic groups having rights such

as property rights, rights conferred, moreover, by legal and
moral rules.
MORAL RIGHTS INDIVIDUALISM
But a

sceptic might argue that collective moral rights

attributions are
models

of

more

properties to

unjustified.
general

moral

there are

concern.ing

rights

"Introduction").
to as

matters

collectives (i.e.,

Moral Collectivism),
these views

Just as there are competing

the

attributions

of

Moral

attributing

Individualism

more specific

justifiability
(See

moral

Figure

and

instances of
of

collective
2

in

the

Some might espouse what might be referred

"Moral Rights

Individualism."

This is the view that
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collective moral
there is

rights ascriptions are unjustified because

insufficient moral

is, there

are no

confer moral
exist to

reason to

ground them.

(That

objectively valid moral rules which would

rights on

confer moral

collectives, though
rights on

moral rules do

individuals).

John Ladd

holds a variant of the individualist position when he writes
of formal organizations that
they have no moral rights.
In particular, they
have no moral right to freedom or autonomy. There
can be
nothing morally
wrong in exercising
coercion against a formal organization as there
would be in exerc1s1ng it against an individual •
• it would be irrational for us, as moral
persons, to feel any moral scruples about what we
do to organizations.15
The

challenge

generally be
to those

Moreover, of

Moral

Rights

put in the following way.

who have

capacities

of

will

members

any collective

of

may

Moral rights accrue

certain capacities.
be

Individualism

Those who have such
collectives.

certain

whose constituents

have moral

rights, it should not be said that that collective has moral
rights.

For the reason why such collectives are believed to

have moral

rights is either that collectives simply fail to

satisfy the necessary and sufficient
collective moral
moral

rights

rights' talk

individualist terms.

is

~onditions

ascriptions,
ana1yzab1e

Moral

or

into

of justified

that
or

collective

reducible

Rights Individualism

to

may hold

15 John Ladd, "Morality and the Ideal of Rationality in
Formal Organizations," The Monist, 54 (1970), 508.
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that the language of collective moral rights ascriptions can
be successfully
language of

reduced, without

individual moral

loss of

rights.

meaning, to
This

makes

the
Moral

Rights Individualism a species of Moral Individualism.
Regarding the

above example

of

the

U.S.A.

and

the

Congress of Native American Nations, the moral individualist
or moral

rights

individualist

Although treaties
such as

say

the

following.

are formal agreements between collectives

nations, agreements

both parties

(among them

party remain

true to

agreements do

would

which confer

the moral

the terms

not confer

moral rights

right that

of

the

rights on

the

other

agreement),

collectives.

on

such

For the

treaty was signed by individuals, and it represents only the
interests of

individuals, rather than the interests of some

collectives or nations.
MORAL RIGHTS COLLECTIVISM
Moral Rights
that it

Collectivism, on

is justified

certain collectives.
about

what

collective

makes

the other

to attribute
Moral

an

justifiable.

some

hand,

moral

rights

Rights Collectivism

ascription
It

of
is

moral
a

holds
to

is a view

rights

species

of

to

a

Moral

Collectivism.
It is clear to both Moral Rights Collectivism and Moral
Rights

Individualism

ascriptions are

that

individual

sometimes justified.

(non-distributive) moral

rights

But

moral
are

attributions

rights

collective
justifiable?
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To be

sure, there

might be

said to

are other
have and

sorts of
exercise

rights a collective
(such

as

political,

legal, and

human rights), but I will limit my discussion to

whether or

not it

certain

is justified

collectives

ethnic groups
The question

such

are the

as

to say
nations,

(or believe)

that

corporations,

and

legitimate subjects of moral rights.

of whether or not (or how) certain collectives

might exercise such rights is addressed as well.
TOWARD AN ANALYSIS OF
JUSTIFIED COLLECTIVE MORAL RIGHTS ATTRIBUTIONS
In the

remainder of

this chapter, I will set forth an

analysis of collective moral rights attributions.
matter of

whether or

moral rights
Rights

not it

justified to ascribe

to individuals is not disputed by either Moral

Collectivism

plausible defense
in that

is ever

Since the

Moral

Rights

Individualism,

a

of Moral Rights Collectivism is essential

it claims

attributions are

or

that

certain

justified.

In

collective

moral

rights

defending

Moral

Rights

Collectivism, it is necessary to provide a rationale for the
claim that
rights to

it is

sometimes justified

certain collectives.

of collective

moral

rights

to

attribute

moral

I take it that the problem

attributions

is

one

of

the

preliminary and vital steps to a more general and full-blown
theory of moral rights.
Is one

justified in saying that the Congress of Native

American Nations

has a

moral right to some land?

What one
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needs is

an analysis

of justified

ascriptions to answer this query.
the Congress

of Native

nations, as
is it

well as

justified to

collectives)

a

collective moral rights

There is no question that

American Nations is a federation of

a federation of ethnic groups.
ascribe to

moral

right

that collective
to

the

land

Again,

(or set of

in

question?

Consider the following Principle of Collective Moral Rights:
I am

justified in attributing to a collective a moral right

to do

or have

choice, as

something

the case

(respecting

may be)

an

interest

and/or

at a given time to the extent

that:
(a) I am justified in believing that objectively
valid moral rules confer on that collective a
valid moral interest and/.or claim at that time~
and,
(b) that interest and/or claim justifies holding
some (other) party subject to a moral duty at that
time.
Now it

is more

reasonable for

me to believe that the

Navajo Nation has a legitimate moral interest and/or a moral
choice than
helps to
U.S.A. to
such a

the negation

explain why
violate its

violation is

of that claim.

Why? Because this

we think it'is morally unjust for the
treaty with

the Navajo

morally wrong,

other things)

the Navajo

interest that

it not

Nation

be cheated

valid treaty

it has

with the

that genuine

and legitimate

has

Nation.

If

it is

because

(among

a

legitimate

moral

concerning the terms of a

U.S.A.
(uncoerced)

That is, the belief
treaties

between
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peoples should
that the

be honored - in full

Navajo Nation

and/or choice

has no

neutralizes the

legitimate

moral

belief
interest

in regaining land taken from it by the U.S.A.

government during the Jacksonian era.
The moral
that this

reasoning

interest had
Congress of
not show

rights individualist
shows

by some

is

a

however,

legitimate

moral

party in regards to the above U.S.A.-

Native American

that the

there

might argue,

subject

Nations example.
of

the

moral

But it does

interest

is

a

collective, namely, the Congress of Native American Nations.
For all we know, the subject of such an interest may be each
and every

member of the Congress of Native American Nations

(but not

the collective

itself).

Thus the

above example

fails to

illustrate a collective and non-distributive moral

right.
But

the

following,

I

argue,

collective (non-distributive)
moral right

of the

(say, because
on the

is

moral right.

Consider

of

a
the

of constant and severe injustices perpetrated

objectively valid

Navajo Nation

example

Navajo Nation to secede from the U.S.A.

Navajo Nation by the U.S.A.).

because an

an

(collectively) a

ethnic groups/nations
("manifest destiny")
morally odious.16

be

rule

valid moral

treated

and other
Now

moral

This is a moral right

fairly,

confers

on

claim that all
for

usurpation

significant injustices

what makes

the

are

this a collective moral
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right is

that it

is difficult

right to

secede on

to make

sense of the moral

distributivist grounds.

If there is a

moral right

to secede, then it is a collectively held right

(though, as

I explain below, a collectively held right need

not be

exercised collectively).

individual right
himself,

but

which each
a

collective

individuals claim
collective.17

in order
Thus

it

But

then it

Navajo claims
moral

right

is

not

an

for herself

or

which

certain

to protect the interests of the
appears

that

Moral

Rights

Collectivism is sound; if secession is a moral right at all,
it isa collective (not a distributive) one.
One version

of Moral Rights Collectivism is implied in

Karl Marx's critique of capitalism. Marx seems to imply that
there are some collective moral rights ascriptions which are
justified when
One such

made in

reference to

a communist

society.

right is the citizens' (collective) moral right to

self-determination. 18
characterization of

This right

is implied in Marx's own

communist society:

"Collectively

they

16 Furthermore, it seems plausible to hold that the
Navajo Nation (collectively) has the moral right to secede
from the U.S.A., say, for purposes of self-preservation and
where its self-preservation is truly threatened. And this
is a right the Navajo Nation has, not simply as an ethnic
group, but as a nation.
17 For a more detailed discussion of the moral right to
secede, see "Appendix A: The Right to Civil Disobedience and
the Right to Secede."
18 For an argument in favor of this specific collective
right, see Margalit and Raz. The authors do not, however,
discuss this as a marxian right.
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would freely

choose which particular productive activity to

engage in."19
insofar as

That

this principle

morality, granting
such free

such a

choice.

the private

right is a moral right follows·
is grounded

the communist

in objectively true

citizens a valid claim to

Moreover, Marx's famous condemnation of

ownership of

the means

of production seems to

imply both that no individual is morally justified in owning
the

of

means

prohibited in
imply that

production,
communism.

in communism

and

that

In turn,

means of

that Marx

is

there is a collective right to the

condemns, it

production which,

exploitation and

ownership

however, this seems to

"ownership" of the means of production.
per se

such

is private ownership of the

he argues,

alienation in

It is not ownership

lies at the root of

capitalist society.

Thus

Marx stands as an example of one who seems to hold a version
of Moral Rights Collectivism.20
However, not
"collective moral

everything
right" is

commonly

referred

to

as

a

that which,

(like the right to

secede) is collective (not distributive).

Some such rights,

19 Allen E. Buchanan, Marx and Justice: The Radical
Critigue of Liberalism (Totowa: Allen & Littlefield, 1982),
48.
20 Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Collected Works, 52
Volumes (New York: International Publishers, 1975-1990).
There are those who argue that Marx is wholly averse to
rights [See Buchanan, Marx and Rights, Chapter 4; R. G.
Peffer, Marxism, Morality, and Justice (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1990), 324-328].
[See "Appendix B: Marx
and Rights" for a discussion of Marx and collective moral
rights].
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one might

argue, are

collective and

distributive, such as

the moral

right to

civil disobedience

privacy.

For just

as both individual persons have a moral

and

the

right

to

right to civil disobedience and to privacy, so do (one might
argue), say,

religious and political groups.

Martin Luther

King, Jr.

disobedience

for

Americans, etc.,
rights

both

Black
and it

to

claimed the

those

For instance,

moral right

to civil

African-Americans,

Hispanic-

seems justified

to

groups

their

and

to

ascribe

such

respective

constituent members.

That

is both

and individual right is echoed in the

a collective

the right to civil disobedience

words of John Rawls:
By engaging in civil disobedience a minority
forces the majority to consider whether it wishes
to have. its actions construed in this way, or
whether, in view of the common sense of justice,
it wishes to acknowledge the legitimate claims of
the minority.2l
Surely it

stretches

"minority" by

Rawls does

individuals only.
powerful weapon
is a

moral right

individuals).

credulity

to

not refer

say
to

that
a

the

use

of

group,

but

to

For what often makes civil disobedience a
against oppression and injustice is that it
possessed by
The

a collective (as well as by

possibility

collective

of

and

distributive rights is of some philosophical importance, but
I shall

not undertake

an investigation

of

it

here.

21 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971), 366.

I
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mention it

as another

Still other
right to

possible category

moral rights

of moral

are distributive only:

rights.
the moral

bear offspring, if it does exist, seems to be just

such an

example.

Nevertheless, I

argue that Moral Rights

Collectivism is sound because the moral right to secede is a
purely collective
qualify as

right.

Thus some collectives can and do

moral rightholders,

exercised distributively
of the

collective.

though their

or by

The

rights may be

a recognized representative

plausibility

of

this

claim

is

sufficient to defeat Moral Rights Individualism.
I am

not

arguing

sufficient ground
something.

for a

For the

harming) might

that

a

substantiated

collective's claim

interest which

not be

the sort

of

collective has a legitimate claim!
in ruling

is set

harm

is

a

to a

right to

back

(in

interest

to

which

the
a

One may have an interest

the American Philosophical Association (APA) with

an "iron fist" and attempt to turn each and every APA member
who

is

a

"deconstructionist"

philosopher.
(in one
rule the

way or
APA in

"analytical"

another) does not mean my putative right to
such a manner is violated.
to act

on my

paternalism would

might argue,

an

But if such an interest is set back or denied

legitimate right
show of

into

For one has no

interest given

that such a

be unjustified (even if, as some

the results might serve to improve the overall

quality of the profession!).
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Again, a
some

collective moral

subset

of

representative of
between a
one

the

subject

collective,

subject of

of

which

be exercised

or

the collective.

right the

the

right may

by

an

by

official

In fact, one difference
which is an individual and

is

a

collective

is

that

a

collective moral right, unlike an individual one, gives some
member of

the collective

the collective.
even

be

no Black
his or

Moreover, a group representative might not

appreciated

collective.

the power to claim that right for

or

recognized

by

members

of

a

Consider a case where, for fear of their lives,

African-American anywhere
her moral

the injustice

feels safe

to exercise

right to civilly disobey the law.

perpretrated

on

such

persons,

Seeing

and

taking

advantage of her being highly respected by those in power in
the society,

an

might claim
of all

Anglo-American

the moral

individual

a right,

collective

right to be treated fairly on behalf

Black African-Americans.

claim such

or

In this case she does not

naming each

and every

Black African-

American whose interest in being treated fairly is protected
by the

right.

Instead, she refers to the collective, Black

African-Americans, as the principal and relevant rightholder
in these circumstances.
But what
ways in
or enjoy

about corporations?

What

are the

sorts of

which they, as collectives, may be said to exercise
a moral

right?

corporation exercises

The

chief

manner

in

which

a

its right is by way of representation
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determined

by

a

institutional.
might state

set

of

rules,

For example,

that its

organizational

the rules

Chief Executive

and/or

of the corporation
Officer

or

another

high-ranking officer (employee) of the corporation share the
"role

responsibility"22

of

claiming/exercising:

the

corporation's moral

right, if

it has

process when

sued; its

moral right that others keep

it is

promises made
as renting

to it

makes binding
rights, if

when it enters legal transactions such

a building

incumbent upon

such a right, to due

(where the obligation to pay rent is

the corporation,
declarations with

they accrue

not its

members), when it

the community,

etc.

Such

to corporations, are created by the

individual agents or representatives of the corporation.
Not only

may ethnic groups and corporations have their

respective moral
can nations.
moral right

in various

ways, so too

The U.S.A., it might be argued, exercises its
(and its

punish criminals
criminal.24

rights exercised

perfect duty, according to Kant23) to

whenever its representatives incarcerate a

As Hans Kelsen states, "though, in reality, it

22 Hart defines "role responsibility" as that duty or
set of duties one has by virtue of the role one occupies.
[See H. L. A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1968), 212-214].
23 Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysical Elements of Justice
John Ladd, Translator (London: Macmillan Publishing Company,
1965), 23, 26, 29, 100, 107.
24 This claim is supported by Hans Kelsen, who writes:
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is always

a definite individual who executes the punishment

against a criminal, we say that the criminal is punished "by
the State" because the punishment is stipulated in the legal
order. "25

The imputation of a state official's action (of,

say, punishment)
complete or
valid.26

to the

partial legal
Similarly, it

role responsibility
to act

on behalf

state is

order that

the basis

of a

is presupposed to be

is when one who has the legitimate

(defined by
of the

made on

the rules of the system)27

state in

fact acts for the state

that the state is said to exercise a certain moral right.

A right
of the
State exists when the
execution of a sanction is dependent upon a lawsuit brought by an individual in his capacity as
organ of the State in the narrower sense of the
term, as "official." Especially within the field
of civil law, the State can possess rights in this
to the same extent as private persons. The right
of the State here has as its counterpart a duty of
a private person.
The relationship between the
State and the subjects of the obligations created
by
criminal
law
allows
for
the
same
interpretation, insofar as the criminal sanction
is applied
only upon a suit by the public
prosecutor.
The act by which the judicial
procedure leading to the sanction is put into
motion is then to be considered an act of the
State; and it is possible to speak of a legal
right of the State to punish criminals, and to say
that the criminal has violated a right of the
State.
[See Hans Kelsen, General Theory of Law
and State (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1945), 200].
25 Kelsen, 192.
26 Kelsen, 194.
27 Kelsen calls such
state. See Kelsen, 195.

an individual

an "organ" of the
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Note, however, the difference between the ways in which
rights

(if

they

are

possessed

by

collectiyes)

can

be

exercised by corporations and nations as opposed to the ways
in which ethnic groups enjoy their rights.
corporations, it

is a

rule-defined representative

nation or

corporation who,

the nation

or corporation.

groups, there

with nations and
of that

say, claims the moral right for
But

in

the

case

of

ethnic

exists no rule-governing procedure to tell us

who legitmately

represents

the

group.

This

is

partly

beca1lse nations and corporations are artificial collectives,
created and
for their

sustained (when
own particular

they are

purposes and

sustained) by humans
aims, while

ethnic

groups are what might be called "natural collectives," those
whose memberships
because

ethnic

are not
groups

collectives (lacking

determined by rules.
are

natural

a rule-governed

and

But simply

not

artificial

structure)

does

not

mean that they cannot have moral rights and that such rights
cannot be

exercised or

indicated above.
collective or
rule.

But it

right be

claimed on

behalf of

the group as

After all, what confers a moral right on a

an individual

is an

objectively valid moral

is not necessary that the subject of a moral

governed by

rules in the sense that an artificial

collective i9 governed by rules.
Thus the
be a

Principle of Collective Moral Rights seems to

promising starting

rights, at

point for

a theory

of collective

least, insofar as the matter of collective moral
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rights attributions
enables one
based on

are concerned.

to make

It is a principle which

collective moral

rights

attributions

the legitimate interests and/or choices of certain

collectives the

membership of which can be harmed precisely

because they are members of that group.
So in

the example

of the

Navajo Nation,

the

Navajo

Nation has a legitimate moral interest in self-preservation.
Moreover, their
to a

legitimate moral

moral duty

right to
have an

to not

secede from
example of

Navajo Nation

interfere with the Navajo Nation's

the U.S.A.

being exercised.

a collectively

(a collective

ethnic group).

interest holds the U.S.A.

Thus we

held moral right by the

which is

both a nation and an

It might plausibly be argued that the moral

right to secede might be extended to corporations which, for
political reasons,

wish to

secede

(taking

them) from the nation to which they belong.

property

with

Perhaps in such

cases corporations seek to preserve themselves as autonomous
agents from

a government

threatens their

which

autonomy and

(they

believe)

legitimate moral

seriously
interest in

self-preservation.
But what

does it

mean to

say that

individuals in

collective share a common interest ("together")?
it means
of

one

a

Basically,

that they share a common lot, and that the harming
member

of

the

collective

constitutes

(to

some

significant extent) a harm to each and every other member of
that collective.

Moreover,

there are

different

ways

in
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which

members

together.

of

a

collective

First, they

ethnic group,
cases, the

may do

a religious

members in

can

so by

group, a

share

interest

an

into

being born
nation, etc.

an

In such

question have little or no choice in

the matter of being a member of the collective to which they
belong.

In some cases, such as being born into a nation, a

member can
country.

use hi·s

or her

freedom to

defect

to

another

But in the case of ones being born into an ethnic

group, one

lacks the

One simply

is, say,

amount of

right of
a Hispanic

choosing to

defection from

that group.

(or partially

so),

a~d

no

become otherwise makes a difference.

Thus, members of a collective may share a common interest by
being born

into that

group, and

in some

cases one has no

freedom to leave that group.
In

other

sorts

of

cases,

however,

members

of

collectives, such as corporations (or the Congress of Native
American Nations),
collective.

They may

responsibilities
interest.
assuming

voluntarily agree

of

do so

to become a part of a

by agreeing to assume certain

collective

members

having

a

common

For instance, one may accept a position at Exxon,
certain

interests Exxon's

responsibilities

which

constituents have in common.

promote

the

Or, one may

voluntarily become a member of a religious sect, agreeing to
carry-out the religious plans and ideals of that group based
on the shared interests of group members.
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Must the members of a collective who share a common and
legitimate interest

do so

following reason.
such as

knowingly?

Although in the case of some collectives

corporations, membership

legitimate interest
groups is

I think not for the

is done

different.

or'sharing

knowingly, the

For instance,

a

a common

and

case of ethnic

visually

impaired

hermit may go through life never knowing that she is a Black
African-American (if
her of

her parents

this while she was young).

and family never informed
Yet, we would say she is

still a member of the ethnic group: Black African-Americans.
Thus, her

inability to

whatever else

know the

goes into

color

of

her

skin

and

making her a member of that ethnic

group does not affect her membership status in that group.
Finally,
mentions

that

"legitimate."
A moral

a

collective's

interest is

states that

of

Collective
moral

Moral

interest28

Rights
must

be

makes a moral interest legitimate?

legitimate to

an objectively

valid

the extent
moral

that it

principle

is

which

that interest is permissible, morally speaking.

For instance,

have in

Principle

But what

supported by

not be

the

the moral principle, "innocent parties should

unduly harmed"
not being

plausible, the

implies the

unduly harmed.

interest it

moral interest

parties

Since this principle is

implies is

legitimate.

And,

since it is justified to say that collectives such as ethnic
28 What
moral.

makes an interest moral is that its content is
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groups should not be unduly harmed, this implies an interest
of that group not to be unduly harmed.29
If

the

Principle

of

Collective

Moral

Rights

is

plausible, then it is justified to ascribe some moral rights
to certain
that such

collectives, given the plausibility of the claim
collectives do

interests and/or
say that

time

have

legitimate

moral

Moreover, it seems justified to
such as

nations, corporations,

groups, have interests and/or make choices.

is justified

ascriptions, then
of the

choices.

some collectives,

and ethnic
if it

at

to make

there may

some collective

moral

And

rights

be a prima facie case in favor

claim that a liberal society ought to recognize such

rights in its system of government.
Having set forth an analysis of collective moral rights
attributions, it

is important

plausible theory

of collective moral rights ascriptions) to

provide a

view of

which collectives
delineate the

(for the sake of providing a

collective moral

rights conflicts,

say

can justifiably be ascribed moral rights,

varieties of collective moral rights, say why

collective moral

rights ascriptions

are valuable when they

29 This notion of a collective moral interest is a
distributive one.
But there seems to be no obvious reason
why a distributive conception of collective moral interests
cannot support a non-distributivist notion of collective
moral rights possession without embracing Moral Rights
Individualism.
After all, if there is a moral right to
secede, it is a purely collectively held one. But even here
it is not obvious that there is a purely collectively shared
and recognized moral interest which grounds the moral right
to secede.
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are, and

briefly explain

the

place

of

collective

moral

rights ascriptions in political philosophy.
As I

mention above,

moral rights

a plausible

attributions must

collective moral
Consider the

explain

rights ascriptions

case of

theory of collective

are

ascribing to

to

conflicts
be

of

resolved.

a corporation the moral

property right

to strip

putative moral

right to preserve natural resources, such as

mountains, from

destruction.

collective moral
resolved?

weaker than

of the

one of

should

it

be

important to recognize that,

claims

to

a

collective
to

that

moral

right

is

This follows from the Principle of

where claims to a right conflict, at least

those claims

corporation's claim
or the

How

collective claims

the other.

Rights Conflict:

Clearly this is a conflict of

it is

two conflicting

right,'30 one

mountain versus a nation's

rights ascriptions.

In general,

given any

mine a

how

must be
to strip

nation's claim

invalid.31

Thus, either the

mine the property is invalid,

to use it for recreation is invalid.

Both claims cannot both be valid at the same time and in the
same respect.
How

is

this

collective moral

dispute
claims to

to

be

settled?

rights are

Conflicting

to be settled by an

30 In this case, the right to use the mountain in a
certain way, by strip mining it or using it for recreation.
31 The Principle of Rights Conflict is derived from the
Law of Non-Contradiction.
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appeal to

deeper moral principles concerning the respective

parties' claims.
plausibility of
argue that
favor

In

corporation's right

over the

right

Such

the other

the result

over utility

consider

mountain

the

moral

rights

level of moral theory.
how to

the

same,

assuming,

of

the nation's' right

argue that

a

On

moral

personal integrity

trump the nation's right

The point

is that

conflicts

will

about

be resolved,

debates

result

moral

in

theory.

ultimately, at the

No simple moral principle is able to

resolve conflicts

A collective

over

right to the property

the

deeper conflicts

conflicts must

would

a utilitarian view would

which reveres

question.

notion

or overall satisfaction.

considerations would

disagreements about

inform one

the

of respecting

content of

about collective

on this

deontologist might

property in

Thus, such

to

either average

hand, a

principle the

might

the nation's

corporation's right

would maximize

rights.

to

to it.

weight to

course, that

to the

principle based

nation's

give greater

one

public goods over those of private gain and

a moral

the

this case,

of

collective

moral

moral right claim is as valid as the

overall moral theory supporting it.
Now which

collectives, of

the ones

I mention

in the

typology in the "Introduction," are plausible candidates for
moral rights
only

ascriptions?

conglomerates,

candidates for

not

moral rights

The answer to this query is that
aggregates,

are

ascriptions.

the

plausible

The reason

for
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this is

that there is a crucial unity lacking in aggregates

which is

present in

which justifies
rightholder or
unity which

conglomerates, and

ones referring ·to a
the subject

of a

it is

this

unity

collective as a moral

moral right.

It is this

indicates the moral interest (legitimate) which

the members of the collective share, which in turn indicates
the moral right the collective may be said to possess.
is why,

This

of the collectives mentioned in the "Introduction,"

only conglomerates

such as organizations, groups (including

ethnic

associations,32

groups),

federations, and

coalitions are

corporate-collectives,

plausible

candidates

for

collective moral rights ascriptions.
Now if

collective moral rights do exist, then what are

the varieties
ascribed to

of

moral

rights

collectives of

which

might

the conglomerate

be
type?

properly
First,

there are moral rights which protect a collective's interest
in existing

or preserving

extinguished.

itself from

extinction or being

Such rights might be called "collective moral

rights to life" and include a political or religious group's
right to

exist, an

ethnic and

self-preservation and

•

those moral
freedom of

political group's

development, etc •

right to

Second, there are

rights which protect a collective's interest in
expression,

more specifically,

decision-making,

a corporation's

etc.,

right to

including,

make its

own

32 For an argument supporting the attribution of moral
rights to associations, see Sumner, Chapter 3.
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decisions, a

political group's

views without
moral rights

right to

persecution, etc.

express

Third,

its

collectives

own
have

that promises made to them by other parties be

kept, that their debtors repay debts, etc.
There are, however, moral rights of which it is unclear
to

say

that

possess.

Take the

Rawls construes
defines it

as

political act

government. "34
disobey the

right to civilly disobey the law.

civil
"a

disobedience

public,

contrary to

bringing about

cong1omerates--actua11y

co11ectives--even

a change

nonviolent,

"conscientious" agent.

a

"right,"33

and

conscientious

yet

law usually done with the aim of
in the

This definition

law says

as

John

that the

law

or

of the

policies
right

subject of

to

of

the

civilly

this right is a

But it is far from clear whether or

not conglomerates are conscientious agents (or aqents in the
true sense,

as

I argue in "The Problem of Collective Moral

Responsibility Attributions").

This

does

not

mean

that

33 Rawls, 376.
34 Rawls, 364.
When Rawls defines civil disobedience
as a conscientious act he means that civil disobedience is a
sincere appeal to the sense of justice of those in political
power, of those whose views and practices need to be altered
[Also see Hugo Adam Bedau, "On Civil Disobedience," The
Journal of Philosophy, 58 (1961), 653f~ Martin Luther King,
Jr., Why We Can't Wait (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
1963)].
For an insightful and critical discussion of the
traditional view of the nature and moral justification of
civil disobedience,
see Paul
Harris,
Editor,
Civil
Disobedience (Lanham: University Press of America, 1989),
"Introduction."
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canno~

become

suggests

that

conglomerates
Rather,

it

conscientious

moral

they

typically

do

not

agents.
act

conscientiously.

To the extent that collectives do not act

conscientiously,

and

(traditionalist)
sound,

then

definition

such

legitimate subjects
the law.

Thus

of

collectives
of the

it is

collective the
(unless, of

assuming

moral

not

that
"civil
are

justified
to

Rawlsian

disobedience"

typically

moral right

right

the

is

not

the

to civilly disobey
to

civilly

attribute
disobey

to

the

a
law

course, it is in turn justified to believe that

that collective acts conscientiously).35
Why are

collective moral

when they are in fact valuable?
is relatively
adversely

effect

choices of
some of

simple.

collectives.

them)

legitimate moral
by a

the

system of

are

rights ascriptions

The answer to this question

Individuals
legitimate
And since

important

valuable

to

and

moral

collectives
interests

collectives (at
human

societies,

can

and/or
least
their

interests and/or choices must be protected
moral rights.

Thus collective moral rights

35 Thus this line of reasoning does not contradict my
earlier claim about the possibility of some collectives
qualifying as subjects of the moral right to civilly disobey
the law.
If a collective is structured such that it i·s
justified to believe that it is a conscientious moral agent,
then it seems to be a plausible candidate for its having a
moral right
to civil
disobedience (other
conditions
obtaining).
For a
discussion of political, ethnic,
religious groups' and nations' rights to civil disobedience
and to secede (respectively), see "Appendix A: The Right to·
Civil Disobedience and the Right to Secede~"
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attributions

are

infringement a

valuable

in

conglomerate's

and/or choices,

that

they

legitimate

protect

moral

from

interests

which, in turn, protect those conglomerates

themselves.

The

Principle of

Collective

Moral

Rights

provides part of the basis of an explanation of the value of
collective moral

rights attributions.

The

formation

and

development of

social, ethnic, corporate and other sorts of

collectives is

important to a liberal society.

In order to

protect such collectives from harms and possible extinction,
it might

be argued,

that they

moral rights

may protect

protected).

are ascribed

to them so

themselves (or have a means of being

This, of

course, is

to

previous

an argument

from

self-

preservation.
Related

collective moral
philosophy.

the

rights in

It must

point

a general

be clarified

is

the

place

political and

that

collective

of

moral
moral

rights, though they are critical for moral rights and rights
theories insofar
are

not

the

philosophy.

as such
central

theories strive for completeness,
core

Nevertheless, the

of

a

moral

and

concept of collective moral

rights plays a significant role in such a theory.
above reason
a concept

also play

Given the

for the value of collective moral rights, such

must play

complete moral
moral duty,

political

~

central

and political

moral obligation,
central roles.

role
theory.

in

a

plausible

and

But the concepts of

moral responsibility,

etc.,

In a wider reaching project than
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this one, it would be necessary to link the moral notions of
rights, duties,

responsibilities,

etc.,

into

an

overall

coherent philosophical framework.
Furthermore, correlated
ascriptions to
moral duties

the subjects
to the

collective has
time, then

of rights

objects

a moral

of

rights

are ascriptions

rights.

right to

moral

do or

If
have X

a

of

certain

at a given

it has this right against either a collective or

an individual

(or both).

This means the right a collective

has correlates

with a

individual not

to interfere

of that

with collective

right.

correlate with

duty of

Moreover,
more than

another

collective

and/or

with the exercise or enjoyment
such

a

one duty

right

may

at

times

of one or more parties.

For instance, if the Congress of Native American Nations has
the moral

property right to the land mentioned in the above

story, then

it is

moral duties
and the

of the

of both

U.S.A. to

right, and

a right

which correlates

with: (i) the

individual citizens, the corporation,

not interfere

with the

exercise of its

(ii) the moral duty of others to honor all terms

treaty.

Thus, for every justified collective moral

rights ascription

there is some justified collective and/or

individual moral

duty

ascription.

collective moral

rights ascriptions

To

the

extent

are justified,

that
so are

attributions of moral duties to collectives and individuals.
In

order

Collectivism, it

to

further
is helpful

clarify
to

my

compare

defense
it

to

of

Moral

the

most
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developed philosophical

treatments

of

collective

rights:

those of Raz and May, respectively.
It is

helpful

Collective Moral
forth

Raz~s

of

is

account

the
Raz~s

concerns

rights,

Principle

and

of

analysis (set
the

the

existence

Principle

of

Rights concerns the conditions under which

justified

in

attributing

collective (a

conglomerate).

if valid

satisfied,

and

how

similar to

collective

Collective Moral
one

understand

Rights is

above).

conditions

to

a

moral

right

to

a

But the existence conditions,

just

do

tell

one

when

it

is

justified to make a collective moral right ascription!
Raz~s

However, while
based

model

of

Collective Moral

collective
Rights is

collective rights.
holding both

analysis

rights,
not a

There

an interest

is a

is no
and a

purely
the

interest-

Principle

of

purely interest model of
logical inconsistency
choice model

in

of rights in

general.

Although the

agents is

dubious, as I argue in "The Problem of Collective

Moral Responsibility
not preclude

a

nature of

collectives as

Attributions," my

collective~s

argument there does

being restructured

the conditions of collective agency and choice.
argument there

choosing

to satisfy
Nor does my

preclude the idea of sub-collectives (albeit

small ones)

being choosing

stretch the

imagination to say that Boards of Directors and

Regents

choose

collectives.

and

act

agents.

both

as

Surely

it

individuals

does

and

not

as

The question here, however, is whether or not
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numerically

large

collectives

conglomerate corporations,

(nations,

etc.) act

as

multi-national
agents.~

choosing

More specifically, there is no logical contradiction between
the

interest

model's

interests and

claim

the choice

that

model's

rights
claim

are

that

protected
rights

are

protected choices.36
Nevertheless, while
conditions for
Principle of
that"

to

the

proffers

existence

of

Collective Moral
connect

Although a

Raz

Rights uses

collective either

moral claim

or it

collective

analysandum

its

jointly

has a

does not,

sufficient

rights,

"to the

and

its

the

extent

analysand.

moral right or a valid

the conditions under which it

may be justified to ascribe a moral right to it may vary and
admit of

degrees.

The Principle
complete

of

"To the extent that" captures this idea.
Collective

analysis

attributions, is

of

Moral

justified

a plausible

Rights,

while

not

collective

moral

rights

propadeutic for

a

a full-blown

There is, then, a considerably greater degree of

analysis.

completeness present

Principle of

Collective Moral

Rights which is lacking in Raz's analysis.

Nevertheless, it

would be

wrong to

Feinberg's notion
Principle of

in the

think

that

of individual

Collective Moral

his

analysis,

along

with

rights, do not inspire the
Rights.

Finally, while

on

36 These notions of the interest and choice models are
taken from Jeremy Waldro~, Editor, Theories of Rights
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980), "Introduction."
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Raz's analysis
"public good"
etc.), the

of colleqtive rights a right is a right to a
(i.e., safe

Principle of

roadways, clean
Collective Moral

air and
Rights

water;
realizes

that not all rights (not even all moral rights) the subjects
of which are collectives have as their contents public goods
in Raz's

sense of

moral right

Surely a corporation's

to paid in full for goods provided and services

rendered under
public good

"public goods."

legitimate contract

in Raz's

sense.

or agreement

is not

a

Neither is the content of the

collective moral right to secede a public good in his sense.
Thus my

analysis of

broader in

collective moral

scope than

Raz's.

rights

For the

is

somewhat

content of a moral

right is not restricted to a public good.
May's argument

concerning

collective

rights

may

plausibly reconstructed as follows:
(I) "To have a moral interest is generally to be
in a position justifiably to assert a claim to
X."37
(II) "Such claims are justified when the object of
the claim is something which is a good for that
person, and something which that person wants."38
(III) Interests are in common when the wants of
all group members include or would include X.39
(IV) If it is legitimate for group members to want
X, then they as a group or a group representative
may stand justified in claiming the group's right
37 May, The Morality of Groups, 114.
38 May, The Morality of Groups, 114.
39 May, The Morality of Groups, 114.

be
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to X, over and above each
group) claiming X.40

individual's (of

the

(V) A harm is the setting back of an interest.41
(VI) "When harm can be substantiated, then the
entity which is harmed is thought to have a basis
for making claims upon society or individual human
beings for the redress or suspension of the
harmful practices."42
(VII) Some groups (corporations, certain
and
"minority"
groups)
can
be
(vicariously).43

ethnic
harmed

(VIII) Therefore,
some groups
(corporations,
certain ethnic and "minority" groups) at times
have grounds for making claims against others.
These
claims
constitute
rights
possessed
vicariously by such groups.44
May goes

on to

argue

external identification
interests which
claims are

Moreover, a

group

by others

solidarity
creates

and

group

common
members'

serve as the basis of rights claims.

made because

people because

that

of their

harm is

of "group-based"
membership in

group-based

or

These

harms, harms

a certain
collective

to

group.45
when

the

40 May, The Morality of Groups, 114.
41 May, The Morality of Groups, 112. May borrows this
notion from Joel Feinberg, Doing and Deserving (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1970), and Rights, Justice, and
the bounds of Liberty (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1980).
42 May, The Morality of Groups, 112.
43 May,

The Morality of Groups, 113 [See also Shapard,

302].
44 May, The Morality of Groups, 113.
45 May, The Morality of Groups, 115.
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actual or

perceived structure

of a

group makes

all group

members directly or indirectly (vicariously) harmed whenever
one group

member is

harmed (or,

I might

add, when

it is

correctly understood by the group that one of its members is
harmed).46

A group has an interest, according to May, when

adding up the individual interests of group members does not
capture the common interest, and when reference to the group
must be
members.

made in order to fully explain the interests of its
It is not simply that a group member is treated in

such and such a way on the basis of that member's possessing
a certain

property, but

property are

also that

treated by

coherent group.

This

those who

those external

possess that

to the group are a

latter fact justifies ascriptions of

interests to groups.47
For

May

the

sorts

of

collectives

which

can

have

interests (and rights) are, prototypically, corporations and
certain ethnic

and "minority"

groups, as stated or implied

in (VII) and (VIII), respectively.
interests based
for each

other,

because: (i)

on the

strong feelings

corporations

they can

While ethnic groups have

have

be harmed,

their members have

interests
and (ii)

vicarious~y

they engage in

46 May, The Morality of Groups, 116.
47 May, The Morality of Groups, 117. Compare Jeremy
Waldron's claim that since there is no adequate account of a
social good's desirability in terms of individual group
members, there is no point in saying that the good is any
single member's right to pursue [See Jeremy Waldron, Editor,
Nonsense Upon Stilts (London: Methuen, 1987), 196-187].
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Indeed,

joint action.48
decisions,

actions,

vicariously so."49

"the corporation

interests,
May

and

avers that

is

rights

capable
but

of
only'

interests expressed in

and consistent with the corporate charter, though individual
interests (i.e.,

interests possessed

by individuals in the

corporation) are nevertheless corporate ones.50
May's way

of handling

Individualism is
thesis it

by attempting

employs.

that corporate
reference to

the challenge
to refute

of Moral

Rights

the reductionist

Focusing on property rights, May argues

property rights cannot be fully explained by
the aggregate

rights of both stockholders and

managers of the corporation.51

He writes,

As long as it is possible for the corporation to
evade full
liability because of the limited
liability of its members, even taken collectively,
then it is not possible to reduce corporate
property rights to individual [property] rights.52
In other
is

words, because

limited

(instead of

to

the

liability for corporate negligence

property

of

the

corporation

itself

being extended to the property of its members),

the corporation

is seen

as a legal or juristic person.

In

48 May, The Morality of GrouEs, 120.
49 May, The Morality of GrouEs, 124.
50 May, The Morality of GrouEs, 124.
Even so, he
51 May, The Morality of GrouEs, 125.
argues, corporate property rights should not be afforded the
same status as individual peoperty rights (132).
52 May, The Morality of GrouEs, 132.
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fact, it

is the

legal persons,

typical case
as Hans

of a juristic person.53

But

Kelsen reminds us, are the subjects

of legal rights and duties:
The legal person is the legal substance to which
duties and rights belong as legal qualities. The
idea that "the legal person has" duties and rights
involves the relation of substance and quality.
In reality, however, the legal person is not
a separate entity besides "its" duties and rights,
but only their personified unity or
since
duties and
rights are
legal norms
the
personified unity of a set of legal norms.54
This is
May's view

an accurate
of collective

differ from
that

May's?
in

person"

paternalism, while
of Collective
sets forth
a right:

rights.

of

May's

which is a good for
argument

smacks

of

paternalism is absent from the Principle
Second,

Moral Rights.

that a

group has

the

while May's argument

moral rights

of

ascriptions, ones

as well

May's

does

collective rights

53 Kelsen, 96.
54 Kelsen, 93.

Collective

conditions for

more complete analysis.

with nations

an interest (of a certain kind,

Principle

proffers degree-laden

whereas

of

But how does my position

First, "something
(II)

the basics

a sufficient condition for a collective's having

presumably),

of a

reconstruction of

speaks of

justified

Rights

collective

which serve as a foundation
Third, my analysis deals also

as ethnic
not.

Moral

groups
Fourth,

rights in

and
May's

corporations,
position

general, with

on
some
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focus on

corporate property rights.

collective moral
justified.
view: May

rights ascriptions

This leads
does not

property rights,
have moral
rights.

But my view emphasizes

to one

tell us

and whether

they

are

point of criticism of May's

what sorts

corporations may

of rights, besides

have.

If

corporations

rights at all, they have more than just property
If they have rights, they have due process rights,

rights to

payment for

proper contract,

goods and

rights to

services

free

provided

expression,

under

etc.

This

criticism suggests a certain incompleteness in May's account
of collective

rights.

It fails

to meet

one of the above

criteria for a justified theory of collective rights.
The importance

of May's

be underestimated.

As

argument should not, however,

far as

I am

aware, it is the very

first of

its kind in the analytical tradition.

deserves

credit

argument for
which to

for

recognizing

collective rights.

a great

the

As such, it

importance

of

an

It is a seminal piece, one

extent inspires

my own

position:

Moral

Rights Collectivism.
In sum, I have provided eleven criteria for a plausible
philosophical

analysis

of

attributions.

Following this

collective
I set

moral

forth an

rights

analysis of

such attributions, one which meets or is consistent with the
above mentioned
Then I

criteria of

contrasted my

respectively.

Let us

adequacy for

view with
consider

those of
and

such
Raz

assess

a

theory.

and

May's,

some

crucial
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objections to

Moral Rights

overall plausibility,

Collectivism to

and thus

the

determine

plausibility

of

its
both

Moral Collectivism and Moral Individualism in turn.
OBJECTIONS TO MORAL RIGHTS COLLECTIVISM, AND REPLIES
Even

it

though

has

philosophical analyses
this is

been

that

the

leading

of collective rights are inadequate,

insufficient to

show that

Rights Collectivism fares well.
the most

shown

important challenges

my own version of Moral

It is necessary to consider
to my

position in

order to

discern its plausibility.
A FIRST

OBJECTION: THE EXISTENCE AND EXERCISE OF COLLECTIVE

MORAL RIGHTS

UNDERMINES THE

IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL MORAL

RIGHTS.
One general
rights is

critique of the notion of collective moral

that their

existence and exercize undermines the

importance of

individual

moral

interests and

rights of

the interests

and "rights"

rights.55

Just

as

the

a totalitarian majority undermines
of dissenting minorities, there

is a worry that making room for collective moral rights will
leave little

or no

room for the moral interests and rights

of individuals.

55 Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1978), 194.
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A REPLY TO THE FIRST OBJECTION: THE PROTECTION OF COLLECTIVE
MORAL RIGHTS

DOES NOT

IN ITSELF UNDERMINE INDIVIDUAL MORAL

RIGHTS.
To this

objection it

may be

replied that

one of the

reasons for respecting collective moral rights is to protect
the moral

interests

majority leadership.

of

minority

abuse is

against

reasonableness

rights attributions.56

from

tyrannical

Moreover, the potential for collective

moral rights
the

groups

not in

itself a
of

It

conclusive

certain

collective

appears, then,

reason
moral

that this first

concern with collective moral rights is misplaced.
A

SECOND

OBJECTION:

RESPECTING

COLLECTIVE

MORAL

RIGHTS

PROLIFERATES RIGHTS TALK UNNECESSARILY.
A second

concern with collective moral rights might be

that respect for them in addition to individual moral rights
proliferates the
with the
comes a

language of

rights unnecessarily.57

proliferation of

rights claims

confusion regarding

the place

and

rights

attributions

are

unnecessary,

attributions

of rights

political and moral theory and in society.

And

in

both

Collective moral
if

not

downright

confusing.

56 A similar point is made by Shapard, 306.
57 The caution against the proliferation of rights is
registered in Sumner, Chapter 1; Lomasky, 4-7, 82, 224.
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A

REPLY

TO

THE

SECOND

POLITICAL THEORIES

OBJECTION:

MUST BECOME

SOMETIMES

COMPLEX TO

MORAL

AND

ACCOUNT FOR THE

COMPLEXITIES OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE.
But this

worry about

dubious assumption
can admit

collective moral

that an

of simplicity

Moreover, this

adequate theory of moral rights

in regards to rights attributions.

concern simply

collective moral

rights rests on the

rights.

begs

Why not

the

question

argue

that

against

individual

rights, instead of collective ones, proliferate moral rights
talk unnecessarily?
A THIRD

OBJECTION: COLLECTIVES

ARE NOT

MORAL PERSONS

AND

THUS CANNOT BE LEGITIMATE SUBJECTS OF RIGHTS ASCRIPTIONS.
It

might

be

argued

that

the

collective moral

rights ascriptions

which

the

concerns

moral

real
is a

personhood

question

about

metaphysical one
and

status

of

collectives.
In addition,
the claim

that a

independently of
serve.

some argue that no good reasons exist for
collective may
the

~e

attributed moral rights

moral rights of the individuals they

Thus, unlike an individual's right to life, there is

no collective

and non-distributive moral right to life, nor

any other collective moral right because collectives are not
moral persons.58
58 A similar position to this is argued by Rafalko in
regards to corporations and rights [See Rafalko, 917-920].
Contrast Rawls, who considers certain collectives such as
nations, provinces, business firms, etc. to be "persons"
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A REPLY

TO THE

THIRD OBJECTION:· MORAL PERSONHOOD

IS

NOT

CLEARLY A NECESSARY CONDITION OF MORAL RIGHTS POSSESSION.
In

reply

collectivist
lines.

to

this

might

plausibly

First, if

moral properties,

objection,

being a
then it

Rights Collectivism

the

argue

moral

along

the

following

moral person entails possessing
begs the

to argue

question against Moral

that collectives

do not have

moral rights because they are not moral persons.
one accepts

rights

Second, if

the claim that non-human animals have rights,59

then it is morally arbitrary to ascribe moral rights to nonhuman animals
reason why

(non-persons) without

providing an

collectives (non-persons)

ascribed moral

rights.

cannot

adequate

plausibly

be

The moral personhood of a putative

rightholder, then, is not a necessary condition of justified
moral rights

ascriptions.

collectives are not

(i.e., are artificial persons} in itself does

moral persons
not preclude

Thus, that

them from

plausibly

being

attributed

moral

rights.
Thus Moral
appear to

be

arguments go

Rights Collectivism seems to withstand what
its

strongest

through,

then

If

criticisms.
one

major

element

the

above

of

Moral

Compatibilism is established.
[See John
Rawls, "Justice as Fairness," Philosophical
Review, 67 (1958), 164-194; A Theory of Justice, 521].
60 Feinberg,
Liberty.

Rights,

Justice,

and

the

Bounds

of
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CONCLUSION
My primary

target in

Individualism.
secede, if

I have

it does

distributive)

chapter

argued

exist, is

right,

interest and/or

this

and

I

choice model

that

is

the

a

purely

set

forth

Moral

moral

Rights·

right

collective
and

to

(non-

defended

an

of justified collective moral

rights predication.
My arguments have significance for social and political
philosophy.

Insofar as

about whether

liberals and

communitarians argue

or not individual rights or community virtues

exclude each other, Moral Rights Collectivism seems to carve
out a

hybrid position

collective rights.
by any

which affirms

Both

plausible social

liberalism nor
Surely there

that individuals
moral rights

individual

and

sorts of rights must be respected
and

political

communitarianism is
is no

both

theory.

Neither

correct on this matter.

logical contradiction in affirming both

.and collectives are the proper subjects of

attributions.

It is

incumbent on

political

philosophy to make a place for both sorts of rights.
There

are

questions

which

would

require

adequate

answers by a full-blown theory of collective rights, queries
which I did not take on in these pages.
matter of

justifying legal

rights ascriptions.
whether or
ontological

not Rights

and other

Second,

there

Realism (the

constituents

of

the

First, there is the
nonmoral
is

the

collective
question

of

view that

rights

are

universe)

itself

is
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A complete

plausible.

theory of

rights,

i~

seems,

must

answer these and other important queries.
Having provided
Collectivism, it
or not

a plausible rationale for Moral Rights

is time

to consider the matter of whether

it is justified to attribute moral responsibility to

some collectives.
elements of
does not

the following

Moral Compatibilism

have to

Individualism or
plausibly

In

accept

accept all
Moral
a

chapters,

will become apparent.

One

of the theses of either Moral

Collectivism.
mixture

additional

of

their

Instead,

one

respective

may
views

regarding moral rights, moral responsibility, punishment and
compensation.
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THE PROBLEfvl OF COLLECTIVE MORAL RESPONSIBILITY ATTRIBUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
The

problem

attributions concerns
ascribing moral

collective

of

whether or

responsibility to

moral
not one

is justified

conglomeratesl

nations, corporations and ethnic groups.
two competing

responsibility

views on this question.

such

in
as

There are at least
Moral Responsibility

Individualism states that it is unjustified to ascribe moral
responsibility

to

such

collectives,

Moral

while

Responsibility Collectivism affirms the justificatory status
of

some

such

attributions.

Moral

. Responsibility

Individualism is affirmed by Kurt Baier when he writes,
We can assign responsibility only to persons: only
persons who have had the sort of responsibility
for something which can be assigned can later be
held responsible for something that happened, and
then only if its happening shows that they failed
in their assigned, assumed, or otherwise acquired
responsibility; and only persons who have·fai1ed
in this responsibility can be responsible for
something that has happened • • • •
Holding a person responsible consists of
making him give an account of how he has handled
his task responsibility.2
It is also described in the following terms by R. S. Downie:
The individualist
• will assert that actions
performed by individual persons, and only such
actions, are
appropriate subjects
for moral
I A conglomerate is
diversified whole.

a collection

of persons

into

a

2 Kurt Baier, "Guilt and Responsibility," in Peter A.
French, Editor Individual and Collective Responsibility:
Massacre at My Lai (Cambridge: Schenkman Publishing Company,
1972), 50-51.
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predicates of the kind that are used in ascribing
blame or moral responsibility. He will then point
out that the actions of collectives are not the
actions of individuals and conclude that the
actions
of
collectives
are
therefore
not
appropriate targets for moral judgments.3
I

shall

argue

in

Individualism, though
Zimmerman

does,

Moral

I shall

not

argue,

ascriptions

reducible to

moral responsibility,

their

of

that

responsibility are

systems which

favor

Responsibility

reductionist thesis
Nor does

my view

collectives

do

assumption is

assume, as
and

is

doubtful.

does
are

Instead, I

J.

moral

aim

recognized
"in the

rule

name of"

my

version

not

contingent

about collective

act

responsibility.5

to act

is,

Individualism

Michael

collective

certain

permit individuals
That

as

attributions of individual

along with

collective. 4

of

Responsibility

Moral

of
on

the

moral responsibility.
Virginia. Held's,

plausibly
to

show

ascribed
that

that
moral

such

an

In so doing, I will stipulate some

3 R. S. Downie, "Responsibility and Social Roles," in
Peter A.
French, Editor,
Individual
and
Collective
Responsibility: Massacre at My Lai (Cambridge: Schenkman
Publishing Company, 1972), 65-80.
4
Michael
J.
Zimmerman,
An
Essay
on
Moral
Responsibility (Totowa: Rowman & Littlefield, 1988), 5
[Also see May Brodbeck, "Methodological Individualisms:
Definition and Reduction," May Brodbeck, Editor, Readings in
the Philosophy of the Social Sciences (New York: Macmillan,
1968)~
Steven
Sverdlik,
"Collective
Responsibility,
Philosophical Studies, 51 (1987), 61-76].
5 Virginia Held, "Moral Responsibility and Collective
Action," in
Peter A.
French, Editor, Individual and
Collective Responsibility: Massacre at My Lai (New York:
Schenkman Publishing Company, 1972), 106.
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of the ideal conditions which, if satisfied by a collective,
would make it a plausible candidate for moral responsibility
I conclude, partially on the basis of certain

ascriptions.

social cognitive
conglomerates

factors about

in

conditions.

general

Thus

my

conglomerates, that in fact

do

not

version

clearly

of

Moral

satisfy

such

Responsibility

Individualism, unlike others, simply denies that collectives
moral

~

typically

agents

and,

in

turn,

plausible

candidates for justified moral responsibility attributions.
I
chapter:

make

the

(1)

following

that

there

general
exist

principles discoverable

by human

distinctions

ones;

contents of
of moral
and (4)

are

real

which express

objectively
reason;

(3)

(2)

that

in

this

valid

moral

that

moral

propositions

the

moral judgments and attributions

responsibility are
that humans

assumptions

capable of

are capable

truth or falsity6;

of free choice and acting

freely at least to some extent.
If

my

analysis

significance in
challenge to

correct,

several respects.

the doctrine

regarding corporations.
unwarrantedly

is

finds

it

certain

law,

considerable

First, it poses a moral

of strict
Tort

has

liability in tort law
I

will

collectives

argue,
candidates

often
for

6 Thus I deny A. J. Ayer's emotivism, which states that
the contents
of moral
propositions express only the
iubjective feelings
of the speaker [See A. J. Ayer,
Language, Truth, and Logic (New York: Dover Publications,
Inc., 1946), Chapter 6].
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liability ascriptions.
require an

To

the extent

that the law should

objectively valid moral foundation, this poses a

moral difficulty for the tort system of liability concerning
certain collectives.

Second, as Downie states,

The claim that individual persons and only such
are morally
responsible is
a truth of the
metaphysics of
morality, but the claim that
collective actions are not exhaustively analysable
into the actions of individual persons is a truth
of the philosophy of law.
We require a theory
which allows us to incorporate both truths without
committing us
to the
existence of mystical
entities.7
My argument in this chapter reinforces Moral Compatibi1ism.8
In so

doing, it

just is

reductionist thesis
neither does

a view

employed by

it commit

which does

not hold

the

most individualists.

But

one to postulating the existence of

queer metaphysical entities which exist as persons above and
beyond the

human individuals

argue that

even though

so

is

Moral

support to
moral person
all moral

in that

philosophy.

that no

Individualism.

Third, it

it

lends

is justifably ascribed
points to some important

responsibility theory

Fourth,

This

collective is a full-fledged

no collective

properties.

implications moral

they consist. For I

Moral Rights Collectivism is sound,

Responsibility

the claim

of which

clarifies

the

has for political
extent

to

which

7 Downie, "Responsibility and Social Roles," 69-70.
8 Moral Compatibilism holds that it is justified
ascribe some moral properties to some collectives.

to
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collectives can

be and

are moral agents, a question facing

action theorists.
USES OF "RESPONSIBILITY"
Black's Law Dictionary defines "responsibility" as "the
state of

being answerable

judgment,

skill,

"responsible"
answerable."
captured in
cognates are

ability

as

and

Most of

capacity."

these aspects

ordinary usage,
used to

obligation, and includes

legally

"liable~

times "responsibility"
duties one

for an

defines

accountable

or

of responsibility are

where "responsibility" and its

refer to
is

It

many different

things.

At

used to refer to obligations or

has, such as when "She is irresponsible" or "You

cannot be

trusted

uttered.

As members

have professional
certain situations

because

you

are

not

responsible"

is

of,the academy, university professors

roles which

hold

them

accountable

as defined by institutional rules.

for
This

is the duty use of "responsibility."9

9 H. L. A. Hart calls this "role responsibility." See
H. L. A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1968), Chapter 9 [Compare Kurt Baier's
notion of
"task-responsibility" in
Baier, "Guilt and
Responsibility," 52].
This notion of responsibility is
captured also by Downie when he writes: "When ~ollectives
act individuals act, but those individuals act in roles
whose capacities
are defined
by the
nature of the
collective. •
individuals are authorized by their
collectives to act in certain ways, depending on the
function of the collective" [See Downie, 70].
I do not, however, wish to imply that there are not
important
distinctions
between
this
duty
use
of
"responsibility" and the duties which are implied by rights.
Surely the duty I have in virtue of my role or position is
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Moreover, there
I am

is the causal use of "responsibility."

responsible for

action is
or if

on the

causal use

if my

in some significant way the result of what I did,

what I

We often

did was a contributory cause of that outcome.

assign causal

problems, winning
(public

an outcome

events (economic

an athletic competition, etc.) or persons

officials,

responsible

responsibility to

for

athletes,

etc.).

To

say

that

certain

outcome

in

the

causal

a

I

am
use

constitutes a "straightforward ascription of causality."lO
But there

is the

Unlike the

well.

the praise
she did,
when I

praise use

of

"responsibility"

duty or causal uses of "responsibility,"

use ascribes

accountability to someone for what

where what she did was praiseworthy.
say, "You

child!" I

as

are responsible

am ascribing

to you

for saving

For example,
the drowning

an accountability

for your

action for which you should be praised and perhaps rewarded.
Moreover, there
that use

of the

to those

who are

is the

blame use of "responsibility,"

expression which attributes accountability
blameworthy for

what they do.

The blame

use of responsibility is exemplified in the accusation, "You
are responsible
assumed that

for

the

Iran-contra

incident!"

It

is

the person who is responsible for something in

not necessarily implied by another's having a right, moral
or otherwise, which holds against me'at that time.
10 Joel Feinberg, Doing and Deserving (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1970), Chapter 6. Hart refers
to this as "causal responsibility" [See Hart, Chapter 9].
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the blame

use of

conditions are

Thus to

is one

satisfied, is

and/or punishment
did.

the term

and that

who, if

certain

other

a candidate for moral censure
they are

at fault in what they

say one is responsible for an outcome in the

blame use amounts to an lIimputation of fault.lIll
Finally, there
This is

is the liability use of responsibility.

closely related

outcome might

be lI one 's

sanction for

it, given,

obtaining in

the case

that an

to the

adult steals

fault, II

charges

will

lIaccepted ll

be

a $.10

justified

in

victim(s) of

forcing

the

However,

an

subject

to

be

amount

of

damage

Suppose for instance

item such

as a pencil from a

and this act is discovered.

brought,

especially

socially

of IIresponsibilityll

appropriate candidate

not

is negligible.

wrongdoing,

liability use

yet

say, that

multinational corporation
no

blame use.

speaking.

to

one's negligence.

is

Thus

an
the

describes one's being an

for punishment,
one

it

if

Here

pay
When

or that the state is
compensation
I

say

that

to

the

former

President Reagan is responsible for the Iran-contra incident
in the liability use, I mean, if due process requires it, he
should be
it.12

punished and/or

I have

penalized for his involvement in

ascribed liability

to Reagan.13

Similarly,

11 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, Chapter 6.
12 Hart refers to this use of IIresponsibilityll
IIliability responsibilityll [See Hart, Chapter 9].
13 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, Chapter 6.
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when I say, on self-reflection, that I am morally liable for
an outcome, I mean that the weight of moral reasons supports'
my being

held liable to sanction for my role in causing the

outcome.

This means

that only

"unhappy events" are those

for which we may be said to be morally liable.
It

is

clear

that

"responsibility" and
use, such

as

spill!"

"responsible~'

I

say

Exxon are

Here the

"The

these

Board

of

responsible for

causal,

may

of

uses

of

its cognates may be linked in a single

when

shareholders of

various

blame

be combined.

and

Directors

and

the Valdez

oil

liability

uses

of

Or, when I say, "You acted

responsibly," I may be combining the duty and praise uses of
"responsibly," etc.
CONTEXTS OF RESPONSIBILITY
Not only

are there different ordinary language uses of

"responsibility,"
responsibility.
when

one

is

according to

there
There is

properly
the rules

moral responsibility.
objectively valid
accountable (in
outcome.

are

contexts

legal responsibility,

judged
of a

responsible
legal system.

One

is

moral rules
either the

different

morally
entail or

blame or

for

of

which

is

something

Also, there is

responsible

when

imply that one is

praise

use)

for

an

For example, if I am walking on a beach and, being

a good swimmer, chance across a drowning child, but I do not
make an

effort to significantly increase the probability of

the child's

being saved,

I am

morally responsible (in the
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blame use) for the child's welfare in that situation.

For I

have violated the' moral rule, call it "good Samaritanism:" a
moral agent

is obligated

to do whatever she can to save an

endangered stranger's life to the extent that such an action
does not

place her

at significant risk (of life).14

To be

sure, one can be both morally and legally responsible for an
outcome, such as when objectively valid moral rules coincide
with legal ones in the evaluation of ones conduct at a given
time and

place.

moral and

The abuse of children is condemned by both

legal rules, and one who engages in such behavior

uncoerced is responsible for it both morally and' legally.
There are

additional distinctions

"responsibility"15:
court.

retrospective,

among the

uses

prospective,

and

of
tout

Of these three, this project is primarily concerned

with retrospective

responsibility,

or

responsibility

for

what one did in the past and/or for what one is doing in the
present.

But as

responsible for
the future,
liability.16

Joel Feinberg
something where

which can

at times

reminds

us,

"something" is
be understood

one

can

be

located in
in terms of

Finally, one can be responsible "on balance,"

14 For a discussion of this sort of an example, see
Joel Feinberg, "The Moral and Legal Responsibility of th~
Bad Samaritan," Criminal Justice Ethics, 3 (1984), 56-69.
15 For an alternative categorization of responsibility
types, see Baier.
16 Joel Feinberg, "Responsibility for the Future,"
Philosophy Research Archives, 14 (1988-89), 93-113.
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which either
character.
a

ascribes or describes a person's excellence of
This is responsibility tout court, where one is

responsible

person,

not

necessarily

responsible

for

anything. 17
However,

in

this

chapter

responsibility,

especially

responsibility.

But there

liability: individual
(as an
or

I

shall

focus

on

moral

retrospective

moral

liability

are at least two kinds of moral

and collective.

I am morally liable

individual moral agent) with respect to an outcome18

state

of

affairs

to

the

extent

that

(among

other

things):19

17 Joel
Feinberg,
"Responsibility
Tout
Philosophy Research Archives, 14 (1988-89), 74-92.

Court,"

18 I do not mean to imply that one is morally
responsible for outcomes only. Feinberg has argued that one
may plausibly be held responsible for persons, nonpersons,
processes, achieving goals, obligations, as well· as for
actions and events [See Feinberg, "Responsibility for the
Future," 105].
19 I do not insist that (i)-(iii) must be construed as
separate conditions.
Some might argue that they constitute
a single condition, say, intentional agency. However, it is
useful to consider them separately. The plausibility of my
argument is not contingent on which of these ways one
construes these conditions.
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(i) I am an intentional agent, i.e., that my wants
and beliefs cause my action20;
(ii) I act voluntarily; and
(iii) I act knowingly,
in regards

to that

liable for

ones omissions

Moreover, one
to do

outcome.

often acts,

something.

For

Of course, one may be morally

as well

as

for

ones

actions.

but need not act, when one omits

one

might

fail

to

do

something

unintentionality.
It is
to justify

crucial to

see that (i)-(iii) must be satisfied

ascriptions 'of

especially plausible

moral

when these

liability.

This

conditions are

seems

construed,

among other things, as capacity conditions, requiring that a
moral agent

have the capacities for intentional, voluntary,

and epistemic

action in

order for

candidate for

moral liability

her to

attributions.

intentionally, but involuntarily.

be a

plausible

One may

act

I may exit the bus at the

20 This notion of intentional agency is proferred in
Alvin I. Goldman, A Theory of Human Action (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1970), 71. For purposes of this
project, I shall assume the truth of this concept of
intentionality..
For a
critique of
this notion of
intentional agency, see Raimo Tuomela, Human Action and Its
Explanation (Dordrecht: .Reidel, 1977), Chapter 6.
In
contrast, "intent" and its cognates is used in two distinct
ways in the law.
Sometimes it means that one foresaw or
believed ones own conduct would have certain results one
beleived were certain to happen. Other times it means one
believes ones own conduct is likely to occur. In addition,
Hart construes
three more
legally-related notions of
intention: (a) doing something with a further intention, (b)
intentionally doing something, and (c) intending to do
something in the future without doing anything to execute
this intention now [See Hart, Chapter 5].
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last

stop

of

route,

but .I

may

not

her returning to the bus depot.

nothing which
wants and

prevents my

action from

beliefs in this case.

moral liability
vo1untariness
justified.

be

doing

so

For the bus driver may force me to exit there'

voluntarily.
prior to

its

However, there is
being caused

It is incorrect to ascribe

to a person in such a case.
is

required

for

by my

such

Some degree of

ascriptions

to

be

But one may act voluntarily, yet unknowingly, as

in the case where I act freely in consuming food without the
knowledge that

it is

harmful to

my health.

Here I am not

,morally responsible for my health waning because of the food
intake which I engaged in freely.
action alone

is insufficient

attributions.
satisfied

It is

for

This shows that voluntary

for justified moral liability

necessary that

ascriptions

of

each of

moral

(i)-(iii) be

liability

to

be

justified.
In tort law, however, persons are sometimes held liable
for those

of our

and negligently.
for such
acts do

acts?

intentional acts that are done recklessly
Why

should we not be held morally liable

One answer to this query might be that such

not satisfy

the vo1untariness

condition necessary

for justified moral liability attributions.

For Black's Law

Dictionary defines "recklessly" in the following way:
a person
acts recklessly with respect to a
material element of an offense when he consciously
disregards a substantial and unjustifiable risk
that the material element exists or will result
from his conduct.
The risk must be of such a
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nature and degree that, considering the.nature and
purpose
of
the
actor's
conduct
and
the
circumstances known to him, its disregard involves
a gross deviation from the standard of conduct
that a law-abiding person would observe in the
actor's situation.
Given the

definitions of

then, one

might argue,

"negligently"

and

"recklessly,"

one who acts in such a way does not

necessarily act

as a morally liable agent.

both recklessly

and negligently without acting voluntarily.

Since

the

latter

liability, such

is

one

an agent

necessary

For one can act

condition

lacking this

of

moral

property would

not

qualify as a morally liable agent.
Against this position it might be argued that negligent
agents can

and often

do satisfy

the above

conditions

of

moral liability in the sense that they have the capacity for
intentional, voluntary,

and epistemic

action in regards to

the outcome or state of affairs in question.

Thus (i)-(iii)

covers cases of negligence and unwarranted harm.
with this notion of individual moral liability in mind,
it is important to ask whether or not it is justified to say
of certain collectives that they are morally responsible for
After

an outcome.

all, it

responsibility

collectivists

individualists

differ.

is on
and

Virtually

this matter

responsibility

moral
no

that moral

one

denies

that

individuals can be and often are morally responsible agents.
But are

nations, corporations,

of entities

to

which

moral

and ethnic groups the sorts
liability

can

plausibly

be
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In other words, is it justified to say that such

ascribed?

conglomerates act

intentionally, voluntarily, and knowingly'

in producing

outcomes, and

rules permit

our asribing

that

objectively

moral

liability

valid
to

a

moral
nation,

corporation, or ethnic group?
When talking
helpful to

moral responsibility it is

distinguish between

First, there
or a

of collective

are cases

corporation is

different sorts

of

cases.

where a collective such as a nation

held responsible

for the

actions

of

certain individuals, such as where strict liability obtains.
strict liability,

of course,

is any

liability

where

the

contributory cause condition is either weakened or absent.21
Second,

there

are

constituents of
George Bush)

example of

where

as a

certain
as

U.S.A.

individual
President

the actions

of the

Third, there are cases in
nation or a corporation, is

for the actions of another collective.

this third

the

(such

they represent.

sort

of

case

represents the

corporation which
but

which

responsible for

collective, such

held responsible

in

collective

are held

collective which
which a

a

cases

U.S.A.

corporation's actions.
moral justification

is

held

is

U.S.A. in

where

a

An

U.S.A.

some way acts,

responsible

for

the

In this chapter, I argue against the

of the

first sort of case, and I dwell

21 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 222.
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on instances

of the

second sort.

I

do not

consider the

third type of case.
Is

it

justified

government moral

to

ascribe

to,

say,

the

U.S.A.

liability for what former President Andrew

Jackson's administration

carried

out

Americans?

actions

in

Or are

the

against
question

the

Native

simply

the

primary actions of certain individuals who harmed the Native
Americans?

Does

the

conclusion

of

"The

Problem

of

Collective Moral Rights Attributions" (that collective moral
rights

ascriptions

Collectivism) imply

are

sometimes

that in

justified-Moral

such cases

Rights

as this collective

moral liability ascriptions are justified?
A good

starting point

for a philosophical analysis of

justified collective moral responsibility ascriptions is the
notion of criminal liability.

Criminal liability, according

to the Model Penal Code, involves one's committing a legally
prohibited

and

ommitting to

act

(actus

reus),

act when the law says one should act.

entails one's
involves

voluntary

one's

acting with

a guilty

acting

purposively

negligently22 or recklessly.

or

one's
It also

mind (mens rea), which
or

knowingly

Finally, it entails that one's

act was the legal cause of some legally specified harm.
should note

just how

or

similar these

One

conditions of criminal

22 To act negligently is to create an unreasonable risk
of harm to another [See Feinberg, Doing and Deserving,
Chapter 8].
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liability are

to those

that voluntary
liability.
Model

Penal

acts of

Moreover, it
Code

adds

the criminal

to

"knowingly"

to note
and

that the

"purposely,"

This means, for instance,

law finds liable the unintentional

view of

does not

moral responsibility
tort.

is interesting

"negligently."

agents,23 my

However, one

One example is

acts are crucial for both criminal and moral

"recklessly" and
that where

of moral .liability.

moral

liability

does

not.

want to commit the error of equating
with legal responsibility, criminal or

As H. D. Lewis argues,
how foolish it is to allow our view of moral
responsibility to be affected by imperfections in
the ways in which members of society must deal
with one another. And yet that is precisely what
happens in a great many writings on ethics and
jurisprudence, where the ideas of social and
collective responsibility
are put forward as
properly ethical notions under cover of a false
analogy with
social enactments
such as the
enforcement of 1aw.24

Perhaps it is incorrect to equate moral liability with legal
responsibility.

But it

does not follow from this that the

notion of criminal liability is not a helpful propadeutic in
trying

to

solve

the

problem

of

collective

moral

responsibility attributions.
23 The Model Penal Code, recall, says one can be
criminally liable for "gross negligence" or for voluntarily
shouldering an unreasonable risk of harm to others without
even intending it (recklessness).
24 H. D. Lewis,
"The Non-Moral Notion of Collective
Responsibility," in Peter A. French, Editor, Individual and
Collective Responsibility: Massacre at My Lai (New York:
Schenkman Publishing Company, 1972), 128.
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WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR A PLAUSIBLE ANALYSIS OF JUSTIFIED
COLLECTIVE MORAL RESPONSIBILITY ATTRIBUTIONS?
The

conditions

responsibility
years.25
or not

of

have

been

(liability)

individual

moral

extensively

debated

in

recent

The central notions of contention include whether
an individual

is a moral person (i.e., an entity to

which a

moral property may plausibly be ascribed), intended

to act,

acted freely, acted knowingly, acted or ornrnitted to

act at

all, acted

causing a

harm.

liability

to,

negligently, recklessly or heedlessly in
But is

say,

it justified

the

U.S.A.

to attribute

moral

Hispanic-

government,

Americans, or to Exxon?
Prior to
corne to

answering this

terms with

a list

plausible philosophical
moral responsibility
independent questions
provide

a

question it

of

theorist
and

justified
This

attributions.

plausible

to

of independent disiderata for a

analysis

a

is important

must

full-blown

is

face

collective
a

list

of

for

her

to

analysis

of

such

ascriptions.
(1) First, it is essential to distinguish between moral
and·1ega1 responsibility, and what justifies attributions of
each.

I have

legally and/or
This is

done this earlier when I said what makes one
morally responsible

crucial because

what counts

for their
as a

25 John Martin Fischer, Editor, Moral
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986).

own

action.

plausible moral
Responsibility
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responsibility attribution in the law is not always the same
as what counts as such an ascription in morality.
(2) Second,

a complete

moral responsibility
necessary

and

attributions must

sufficient

involves, among

theory of justified collective

for

other things,

voluntariness, and
responsibility.

such

say

what

is

both

ascriptions.

delineating

This

intentionality,

epistemic conditions of collective moral
I shall not take on this task below.

What

to provide is a plausible starting point for or a

I attempt

foundation of a theory of collective moral responsibility.
(3) Third,
language uses
above.

it must
of

"collective

various

responsibility,"

ordinary
as

I

did

The reason for this is to alert one to the many ways

in which

"collective responsibility"

ordinary usage.
about

distinguish the

is often

employed in

This in turn enables one to become clearer

possible,

different,

and

specific

uses

of

the

expression.
(4) Fourth,

such a

theory must explain why the notion

of collective moral responsibility is crucial for an overall
social and

political philosophy.

concept play

in a

For example,

in tort

other things,

can a

plausible social
law the

and political

corporation acts

and others

as,

such

a

theory?
among

so that they themselves are

subjects of a tort suit.

suit be

role does

a shield to limit the liability of individual

shareholders, CEOs,
never the

What

brought

against

a

Only in a criminal case
corporate

official

or
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employee for

.deliberately using the corporation as a shield

for criminal activity.
But is
not, then

this system
the legal

correct, morally speaking?

system should

permissible/required behavior
society.

The

way

for

morally

on the part of all persons in

No political system should tolerate the violation

of sound moral principles.
is the

make

And if

extent to

overall

The extent to which this is true

which a political system is worth having.

plausibility

contingent, at

least in

of

a

political

part, on

regime

is

its ability to construct

life for its citizens on a sound moral base.
(5) Fifth,
are plausible

the theorist must explain which collectives
candidates for justified moral responsibility

attributions and why.

Are aggregates, ethnic groups just as

plausible candidates

for such ascriptions, for instance, as

conglomerates?

I briefly

investigate this

matter in

the

course of the following discussion.
(6) Sixth,

the implications

of

justified

collective

moral responsibility ascriptions must be clarified.
the

point

of

investigating

the

What is'

complexities

of

ascriptions, and why are we so concerned about them?

such
I hope

to answer this question in the course of what follows.
Given these

independent criteria of a plausible theory

of justified collective moral responsibility ascriptions, it
is time

to

consider

what

might

constitute

analysis of collective moral responsibility.

a

plausible
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TOWARD AN ANALYSIS OF
JUSTIFIED COLLECTIVE MORAL RESPONSIBILITY ATTRIBUTIONS
In discussing the problem of collective moral liability
ascriptions, it
one's saying
that its

is crucial to ask about the plausibility of

that a

action is

conglomerate acts intentionally (i.e.,
caused by

its wants

and beliefs), and

whether or not it is justified to say that a conglomerate is
responsible for
results in
that form
where such

ommitting to act, where the act or omission

a harm.

By

"collective responsibility" I mean

of moral liability with contributory group fault,
fault is both collective and distributive,26 and

where the distribution of group fault is a matter of degree.
THE PRINCIPLE OF COLLECTIVE MORAL LIABILITY
What, then,
moral liability?
these conditions?

are the

specific conditions of collective

Furthermore,
Consider

Moral Liability,

based on

moral liability:

It is

the

do any

collectives satisfy

Principle

the above

justified for

of

Collective

analy~is.of

one to

individual

ascribe to a

conglomerate moral liability with respect to an outcome or a
state of affairs to the extent that:

26 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 243f.
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(i ') that conglomerate is
concerning that outcome;27

an

intentional

agent

a

voluntary

agent

an

epistemic

agent

(ii' )

that conglomerate is
concerning that outcome;28
( i i i ' ) that conglomerate is
concerning that outcome;29

(iv) the responsible conglomerate did the harmful
thing in question, or at least that its action or
omission made a substantial causal contribution to
it (i.e., that it is responsible for the harmful
outcome in the causal sense);
.
(v) the causally contributory conduct must have
been in
some way faulty (i.e., that it is
responsible for the harmful outcome in the blame
sense); and
(vi) if the harmful outcome was truly the fault of
the conglomerate, the required causal connection
must exist between the faulty aspect of its
conduct and the outcome.30
As

with

individuals,

conglomerates may
(omissions) as

we

want

be morally

to

liable

know
for

whether
their

or

not

inactions

well as for their actions as they are causes

(of one kind or another) of outcomes or states of affairs.3l
27 I
shall refer
intentionality condition."

to

this

as

the

"collective

28 I
shall refer
voluntariness condition."

to

this

as

the

"collective

29 I shall refer
condition."

to this as the "collective epistemic

30 This notion of collective fault ((iv)-(vi)) Ls
borrowed from Feinberg's notion of individual liability [See
Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 222].
31 For
an incisive
discussion of
shared moral
responsibility for inaction, see Larry May, "Collective
Inaction and Shared Responsibility," Nous, 24 (1990), 269278; Sharing Responsibility: Expanding~e Domain of Moral
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I disclaim any intention to deal with (iv)-(vi).
will try

to solve

(i')-(iii').

a limited

Among the

whether or

not a

number of questions regarding

most important

conglomerate does

intentionally, voluntarily,

Instead, I

matters

act

or

and knowingly.

here

are

to

act

omit
But

what does

this involve?
When I

say that

usurping the

of moral

being held

liable to

degree.

morally

reasons supports
sanction for

that

liable

for

moral liability

is

sense

where

a

strong

every

intentionally, knowingly,

member

conglomerate's

its role in causing the

But collective
There

liability,

is

land of certain Native Americans," I mean that

the weight

outcome.

"the U.S.A.

of

of
the

is a

matter

collective
collective

of

moral
acts

voluntarily, etc. on behalf of or

in the name of that collective, or where a duly acknowledged
or official
There is

representative of

also a

where not

all (but

intentionally,
collective.
it is

weak sense

the collective

of collective moral liability,

several) members

knowingly,

acts for it.

of the collective act

voluntarily,

etc.

for

that

In either case, the collective is an agent, if

an agent at all, in a secondary sense: it acts to the

extent that

its members or representatives act for it or in

its name.
Responsibility, typescript~ David Copp, "Responsibility for
Collective Inaction," American Philosophical Association
(Central Division), . 1990~ and Gregory Mellema, "Shared
Responsibility and
Ethical
Dilutionism,"
Australasian
Journal of Philosophy, 63 (1985), 177-187.
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Necessary,

but

perhaps

collective intentional
representatives of

may be)

of

the collective engaging in a valid ru1e(putatively collective),

decision-

designed to "act" (or not act, as the case

for the conglomerate.

a conglomerate

conditions

action or omission include: official

governed, goal-oriented
making procedure

insufficient,

This procedure should permit

to admit and expel members at will according

to its valid rule system.

This affords the conglomerate the

freedom to

boundaries of its own membership.

determine the

Moreover, such
must be

a goal-oriented,

recognized by

procedure

decision-making

the official

rule

of

system

that

conglomerate, be it a corporate or national charter, a legal
system, etc.

Thus

if a

conglomerate has

goal-oriented, decision-making

a rule-defined,

procedure, then

it

can

be

said to have the capacity to do things or refrain from doing
them.
But doing
different.
construed as
act

things and

For a

conglomerate's doings

So

eventuates

representatives of
is an

to

are

be

quite

plausibly

actions it is essential that that conglomerate

intentionally.

conglomerate

acting intentionally

action which

if
in

the
a

rule
decision

that conglomerate,
is caused

by the

system
by

of

the

official

and if that decision
wants and beliefs of

that conglomerate, then that conglomerate may justifiably be
said to

have acted

Moreover, if

(as a

the weight

secondary agent)
of

moral

reasons

intentionally.
supports

that
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conglomerate's being held liable to sanctions as a result of
the action

or omission,

moral liability

to that

then it

is justified

conglomerate for

to

that

ascribe

action

or

omission.
I have

just discussed

justified ascriptions
But how

an

him to

innocent

liability

to

collectives.

intentional agent?

If I shoot to

instead

kill

shoot

and

another

acted intentionally in killing the

This

is

a

problem

actions, events,

concerning

states of

the

affairs, etc.

say that I intentionally acted in trying to shoot

intruder,

Moreover, it
party.

but

have I

party?

individuation of
One might

be an

intruder,

innocent person,

the

of moral

far must the scope of an agent's intention reach in

order for
harm

the need for intentionality for

but

failed

seems that

to

succeed

in

I unintentionally

harming
shot the

him.
third

Thus, I did not intentionally act in relation to the

state of affairs of the third party's being harmed, though I
did intentionally
means that

act in trying to harm the intruder.

what one

does at

a

given

time

may

This

be

both

intentional and unintentional concerning different states of
affairs, events, actions, etc.
One might
Valdez by

saying that

earlier voted
risk

of

extend this example to the Exxon disaster at

a

the Board

against multi-hulled
grave

Nevertheless, the

disaster
Board cannot

at

of Directors

a few years

tankers and assumed the
Prince

William

Sound.

be faulted because they did
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not intend
intended

for the "Exxon
to

industry.

stay

to run aground, they only

Valdez'~

economically

Thus the

competitive

in

the

oil-

Board acted intentionally in remaining

economically competitive, while it did not act intentionally
(i.e., omitted to act in requiring multi-hulled tankers, but
unintentionally) in contributing to the Valdez disaster.
Against this
argued that

line of reasoning, of course, it might be

the Board

was to

requiring multi-hulled
did not

tankers.

act intentionally

incident, it

did

some extent negligent in not
Moreover, though the Board

in contributing

intentionally

negligent fashion.

omit

to

to

the

act

Valdez

in

a

non-

For this it can be held morally liable,

other conditions obtaining.
Thus an
state of

actor is

affairs whether

contributing to
omit to

she

that state

do something,

cause of

acts

agent
or

of affairs.

and that

concerning

omits

to

act

a
in

If I intentionally

omission is a contributory

a harmful state of affairs, then there is at least

some sense
affairs.

an intentional

in which

I intentionally

caused that

state of

One question, then, is the extent to which such an

agent is morally liable.
A DEFENSE OF MORAL RESPONSIBILITY INDIVIDUALISM
To

the

conditions set
Liability, then
liability

extent

that

forth in
it

is

ascriptions.

a

collective

the Principle
a

plausible
It

is

satisfies

the

of Collective Moral
candidate

possible

for
for

moral
certain
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collectives (namely,
nations

and

highly organized conglomerates such as

corporations)

to

satisfy

such

conditions.

However, I believe there are empirical factors which tend to
undermine any

claim to

the effect that such collectives do

in fact

typically satisfy

related

problems

with

Collective Intentional
Voluntariness, and
Each of

such conditions.
such

the

Problem

say that

liability

is

of

Problem

of

of

Collective

Collective

Knowledge.

a

challenge

for

Moral

in that each makes it difficult

a certain

satisfied
Let

organized collectives.

the

Problem

poses

Responsibility Collectivism

moral

claim:

Action, the

these difficulties

to justifiably

a

Consider three

necessary condition for

by
us

even

the

consider

most

each

highly

of

these

problems in turn.
A collective
subject of

(intentional) action

which is

collective behavior
result of

a

a collective
is a

collective,
A collective

intentions.
and desires

of the

desires and

beliefs can

individualist terms.
include "shared
two parties,32

an

action

the

intentional

agent.

'A

doing or
though

behavior which
not

action is

be accounted

the

result

is

the

of

its

caused by the beliefs

collective itself,

whether or not such
for or

explained in

Although species of collective action

cooperative activity"
I am

is

concerned with

involving as
whether or

few as

not it

is

32 Michael Bratman, "Shared Cooperative Activity," The
Philosophical Review, forthcoming.
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justified to
a

ascribe intentional action to conglomerates of
larger

numerically

sort:

(large)

corporations, (large)

ethnic groups.

are

agents,

not

intentional

subjects of

moral responsibility

incumbent on

us

(i.e., perhaps

to

would

restructure

to "democratize"

cooperative element
which

then

at the

justify

our

If such conglomerates
they

are

not

attributions.
our

social

them) so

core of

(large r

nations,

proper

Then it is
institutions

that there

is a

such institutions, one

ascribing

them

to

moral

responsibility.
Are conglomerates

such that

they act

knowingly?

Do

they have an awareness of the moral nature of their actions?
In

other

words,

are

corporations conscious
kind of

action they

collectives
of either

perform or

results it may produce?33
jointly necessary
then the

the moral
of the

as

nations

import of

or
the

moral value of the

If not, then they do not meet the

conditions of

question of

such

collective

If

moral liability.
voluntariness

or

so,

acting

freely must be answered in order to determine whether or not
they are

morally liable agents.

ascribe knowledge
attribute to

33 This

to some

them the

Even if it is justified to

collectives, is

it justified to

ability to act freely or voluntarily

idea of acting with awareness is taken from
"Moral Responsibility and Collective' Action"
French, Editor, Individual and Collective
Responsibility: Massacre at My Lai (Cambridge: Schenkman
Publishing Company, 1972), 106-107.

~irginia Held,
~n
Peter A.
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such

they

that

sufficient for
might be

meet

the

conditions

moral liability?

made for

ascribing

Again, persons

collectives.

restructure social

necessary

and/or

If so, then a strong case'

moral
have a

liability
moral

to

certain

obligation

to

institutions so that they can and do act

voluntarily and knowingly, and to some meaningful extent, as
morally liable agents.
THE PROBLEM OF COLLECTIVE INTENTIONAL ACTION
In closing

his seminal work, A Theory of Human Action,

Alvin I. Goldman writes,
The picture I have drawn here of a human
agent is that of someone whose action flows from
his desires, beliefs, and primitive abilities
(basic act-types).
The scope of his action is
also affected by the environment, which provides
generational conditions for the performance of
further acts. Can a similar picture be drawn of a
group of human agents, such as a family or a
nation?
We often speak of a nation as performing
acts--e.g., making war, sending men to the moon,
etc. Is this just a' metaphor, or is there a
precise parallel to the notion of an act in the
case of nations? There certainly are desires and
beliefs of the citizens that comprise a nation,
but can these desires and beliefs be "added" or
"combined" in any significant way?
And do they
really result in the actions of a nation in the
way that the desires and beliefs of a single human
being result in his action?34
The

insightfulness

exaggerated.
concerned

with

attributions.

of

Goldman's

Social and
the
But

34 Goldman, 226.

can

political philosophy

justification
such

queries

a

moral

of

hardly
is

greatly
liability.

moral

property

be

is

properly
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ascribable only

to those

voluntarily, knowingly,
and political
action

who act intentionally (as well as
Thus what

etc.).

philosophy depends
as

theory

regards

on

the

the

concerns social
proper

legitimate

intentional agency.

Are collectives

intentional action,

or are

view

in

subjects

of

the proper subjects of

individual humans the only ones

who act with intention?
David Copp

argues that a theory of collectives must be

compatible with

the

claim
He

perform actions.35
are moral

agents" (a

intentional agency
content of

can

and

do

to argue that "collectives

moral agent

is an

entity

to

which

can plausibly be ascribed, and where the

to

is moral).36

make

collectivist, his

collectives

goes on

one's action

insufficient

that

a

Copp

claims do

Although

this

is

responsibility

moral

not separate him very far from

that position.

My

Moral Liability

implies that I agree with Copp that certain

collectives,

espousing the

conglomerates

namely

corporations which

which face

such

as

Collective

nations

and

have rule-governed'and highly structured
~

decision-making capacities,
as) intentional

Principle of

agents.

any claim

be (restructured to qualify

However, there

to the

effect that

are

difficulties

such collectives

35 David
Copp, "What
Collectives
Are:
Agency,
Individualism and Legal Theory," Dialogue, 23 (1984), 250.
36 Copp, "What Collectives
and Legal Theory," 268.

Are: Agency, Individualism
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typically do

act intentionally such that they might qualify

as moral agents.
If one

necessary condition

of moral liability is that

the party is an intentional agent,37 then it is important to
ask whether

or not

for ascriptions

conglomerates are

of intentional

plausible candidates

agency, including omissions

to act.
It might

be thought

intentionally, and
intentionally as

individual

And there

collective might
collectives

be
as when

intended to

assassinate

collectives

might

intentions, such

be

collective is
when I

of

the

I use

ways

Castro
to

act

Instead,
act

on

in

which

soon.

have

its
a

First,

future-directed

have

the locution,

Fidel
said

do.

an intention.38

to

~t

all

behind environmental
often said

say, liThe

often

conglomerate

to have

not

First, they do not act

least three

said

do

II

liThe U.S.A.
Secondly,

p~esent-directed

as when I utter, "Exxon intended to remain

economically competitive
put profits

humans

are at

be said

might

intentions, such

conglomerates

for two reasons.

individual constituents
behalf.

that

costs now,
concerns.

rather than to
II

Thirdly,

a

to endeavor or will something, as

U.S.A. willed

that the

communist regime

37 Sverdlik, 66.
38 Raimo
Tuomela, II Intentional
Single
Action," Philosophical Studies, 62 (1991), 237.

and

Joint
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suffer great hardship so that it might feel better about its
own persistent and severe difficulties."
Another reason why it might be thought that collectives
do not

act intentionally is that, it might be argued, it is

possible to

reduce ascriptions

ascriptions

of

recognized
meaning.

individual

rule

agency

in

systems39--without

This sort

some version

of collective

of reasoning

"agency"

congruence

loss

of

would lead

attributions of

collective "agency"

with

cognitive
one to adopt

of Moral Responsibility Individualism.

ascriptions of

to

For if

are problematic, so are

collective moral responsibility since moral

liability requires intentional action by or on behalf of the
morally liable agent.
It

seems

clear

that

aggregates

and

ethnic

groups

(conglomerates) do not act intentionally because they do not
function according
system.

to a

recognized formal or informal rule

Raimo Tuomela, however, argues that even crowds and

rioters can properly be said to act:
Crowds, •
can be said to act in virtue of
their members' actions. •
Thus in a riot the
members of the collective typically perform their
destructive actions as members of the collective
without acting on its behalf.
So we are here
dealing with groups without much or any structure
(and divisions of tasks and activities),
39 Such
collective rule
systems may be enacted
formally, as
in a national or corporate charter, or
informally, as when the rules of the system are unwritten
but understood and abided by members of the collective (as
in the case of an academic assosiation or society such as
the American Philosophical Association.
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with respect
group. 40
The difficulty
aggregates

to the

with Tuomela's
as

such

altogether, though
possess

goals

the

lack

goals

respective

interests.

and

members

Rioters

interests

can

and

and

crowds

do
are

aggregates are simply a loose collection of

human

collectives are

interests of

position is that rioters and

crowds

their

and

aggregates, and
individual

goals and

persons.

It

not plausible

seems,

then,

candidates

that

for

such

intentional

action attributions.
But perhaps

certain other
~

conglomerate type

act

sorts of collectives of the

intentionally.

In fact, nations

and corporations act, though not in a primary way.
A

secondary agents.
capacity to
agent, as

act on
I said

according to
In the
whom the
action

her own,
earlier, is

a legal

case of

carried out
acting in

one

who
A

intentionally.
one for

whom

has

the

secondary

another

acts

rule system, intentionally.

her

performed and
name"
The

different respects.
is carried

or moral

is

secondary agency, both the one on behalf of

action is
"in

primary agent

They are

out, must

must

intentional

performing
agents,

but

the
in

secondary agent, for whom the act

have the

according to
her name

are

the one

capacity to have the action

her beliefs and desires.
be

capable

of

40
Raimo
Tuomela,
"Actions
By
Philosophical Perspectives, 3 (1989), 476.

The one

performing

"her

Collectives,"
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action" such that his own doings are caused by his wants and
beliefs.

For excimple, an attorney acts on behalf of (or "in

the name

of") her

even nations

clients, and

have attorneys.

conglomerates secondary
represent their
to an
"power

of

This

system.

attorney"

makes

at

least

and
some

agents to the extent that those who

putative aims

official rule

states, corporations,

the

and purposes do so according
Thomas Hobbes makes a kind of

moral

foundation

of

political

authority:
• Some (persons) have their words and actions
owned by those whom they represent. And then the
person 1S the actor, and he that owns his words
and actions is the AUTHOR; in which case the actor
acts by authority..
• . So that by authority is
always understood the right of doing any act; and
done by authority, done by commission or license
from whose right it is.
From hence it follows that when the actor
makes a covenant by authority, he binds thereby
the author no less than if he had made it himself,
and no less subjects him to all the consequences
of the same.4l
Moreover,

there

seems

to

be

no

conceptual

construing secondary agents as intentional ones.
that if
action to
problem

barrier

to

This means

it is possible to reduce the language of collective
that of
for

the

individual action, this poses no logical
justifiedness

of

collective

agency

41 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Edited by Michael Oakshott
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1947), Chapter 16.
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ascriptions. 42

Thus the

above twofold

objection to Moral

Responsibility Collectivism fails.
So it

might

be

objected

that

Moral

Responsibility

Individualism fails

to take into account the fact that some

conglomerates, such

as corporations,

via

their

Structures. 43

respective

do act

Corporate

intentionally

Internal

Decision

These structures are official regulations of

the way in which the corporation should operate.44
Now to
there is
highly

this line

no doubt

that nations and corporations (and other

organized

collectives)

intention) according
systems.

But it

to official

is unclear

such decision-making
the

of argument it might be replied that

conglomerates

often

behave

(without

rules of their respective

that behavior

resulting from

is the result of the intentionality of
themselves,

or

whether

it

is

the

42 Copp writes,
A collective, one might say, could not have any
"immediate impact" on the world, but can only have
impact "through" the actions of persons. Alleged
actions of collectives can always be explained
ultimately in terms of the actions of persons.
The question here, of course, is why should we
regard this as showing that collectives do not
act, rather than merely as showing how their
actions can ultimately be explained? [See David
Copp, "Collective Actions and Secondary Actions,"
American Philosophical Quarterly, 16 (1979), 178].
43 Larry May, The Morality of Groups (Notre Dame: Notre
Dame University Press, 1987), 65f.
44 Peter
A.
Responsibility (New
Chapter 4.

French,
Collective
and
Corporate
York: Columbia University Press, 1984),
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consequence

the

of

decision-makers in
objection

needs

supporting the

intentionality

of

certain

those collectives.45
is

an

claim

independent

that

such

What

the

argument

collectives

powerful
first

adequately
do

in

fact

exhibit intentional agency.
Against this
that some

reply it

might be

argued, as Copp does,

collectives such as nations (in signing treaties)

act "for

a reason,"

which is sufficient for a collective's

acting intentiona11y.46
suffice as

an answer

However,
to the

questioned Goncerning

this

previous query.

reason,"

it is

or

whether

them) who

plausibility of

it

is

For what is

That is, how does one

merely

or member

acts for

this

intentional action

not

the collective itself which "acts for a

individual representative
group of

does

collective intentionality also arises

at the level of collective "reasons."
know whether

counter

notion

a

certain

of that collective (or

a reason?
of

is contingent

powerful

what

is

Furthermore,

the

sufficient

for

on the plausibility of G.

45 I make this point against Peter A. French's argument
for Moral
Responsibility Collectivism
[See J. Angelo
Corlett, "Corporate Responsibility and Punishment," Public
Affairs Quarterly, 2 (1988), 4]. This argument counts also
against Larry
May's argument for a version of Moral
Responsibility Collectivism, where he asserts that the key
to corporate intentionality lies in the redescriptions of
actions of corporate-individuals into acts of corporations
themselves [See May, 65f.].
46 Copp,
178.

"Collective Actions

and Secondary

Actions,"
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E. M.

Anscombe's

theory

of

independent

requires

an

theory.

However, if

intentionality. 47

defense

we assume

of

as I

Thus

Anscornbe's

it

overall

do, that intentional

action is that which is caused by the desires and beliefs of
the agent,48
(as acting
means

then the Anscornbian view of intentional agency
for a

that

even

corporations can
obvious that

reason) is
if

collectives

and do

this is

not clearly

act "for

such
a

warranted.
as

nations

reason,"

it

is

This
and
not

sufficient for collective intentional

action.
Nor will
collectives in

it do

fact act

lawyers successfully
against them
not misleading

to argue,

for the
to say

as

does

as secondary

Copp,

that

some

agents:49 If Exxon's

defend Exxon against all suits brought
Valdez, Alaska
that Exxon

oil spill, then it is

vindicated itself in the

midst of such charges.
But even

if Feinberg is incorrect in arguing that this

line is misleading,50 and even if it does make some sense to

47 G. E. M. Anscombe, Intention (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1969).
For a critical assessment of
Anscombe's idea of intention, see Cora Diamond and Jenny
Teichman, Editors, Intention and Intentionality: Essays in
Honour of G. E. M. Anscombe (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1979).
48 Goldman, 71.
49 Copp,

"Collective Actions

and Secondary

178.
50 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 227.
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say that

Exxon vindicated

itself

from

the

said

charges

leveled against it, it does not necessarily follow from this
that what
doing

Exxon did constitutes an action.

or

a

doing-related

intentionality, doings
well-taken, requires
what a

event.

do not.

conglomerate does

Actions

And

an independent

At best it is a
entail

Copp's point, even if
argument to

amounts to

show that

an action, i.e., that

what it does is caused by its own wants and beliefs, and not
merely the wants and beliefs of certain powerful individuals
of that

conglomerate.

hope to

satisfy the

For only then can such a collective
conditions of

being

the

subject

of

justified retrospective moral liability ascript£ons.51
Another

attempt

collective intentional
argues that

collective

to

rescue

agency is

agency.

collectives

on

the

notion

provided by

intentional

individual intentional
supervene

the

agency

As he
actions

of

actual

Tuome1a, who
supervenes

on

argues, "actions by
of

the

operative

51 Ladd argues that there is a "logical II way to
distinguish
collective
actions
from
those
of
its
connstituents, especially in highly organized collectives
[See Ladd, "Mora1ity and the Ideal of Rationality in Formal
Organizations," 492-496]. However, this logical distinction
is blurred in the actual world of collective decisionmaking, where it is often difficu1,t to distinguish between 'a
conglomerate and its constituents as intentional or as
teleological (goal-oriented) agents.
To the extent that
this is true, the notions of collective intentional action
or teleological agency are problematic as a foundation for
Moral Responsibility Collectivism, that is, where such a
view pertains
to a
collective's actually
beinq
an
intentional and morally responsible agent.
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members of the collective."52
a response

to my

the claim

previous point

requiring an argument for

that collectives have their own wants and desires

requisite for

intentional agency.

accept that

collectives may

beliefs and

to act

mental states
at least

This view may be construed as

seem to

to a

Moreover, he

for a

be

Tuomela
said

to

reason, the

argues that "I
have

wants

concepts for

and
these

acquire their meanings basically (or

great extent)
argues, the

from the

individual case."53

actions of a collective supervene

on the actions and joint actions performed by its members or
representatives, and
whenever the
actions of
members

this

and

two

First,

claims.

collective does something, it does it via some
its members.

of

Secondly, suitable actions by the

representatives

(conventionally, legally,
action.

involves

of

will

collective

the

etc.) determine

the collective's

Tuomela intends his view to apply to both organized

unorganized

collectives

"conglomerates" and
the properties

(or

what

"aggregates").54

of collectives--such

I

refer

to

as

Thus, Tuomela argues,
as intention,

belief,

desire--are "embodied in" and "determined by" the properties
of individual members or representatives of that collective.

52 Tuomela, "Actions By Collectives," 494.
53 Raimo Tuomela, "Collective Action,
and Constitution," Synthese, 80 (1989), 243.
54 Tuomela,
"Collective
Constitution," 254-255.
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However, Tuomela's
begs

a

crucial

question

collective agency:
their actions

position.is
in

regard

Do collectives

caused by

their own

-For

he

problem

of·

problematic.
to

act

the

intentionally,

beliefs and

are

wants?

As

Tuomela himself admits, he assumes that collectives have the
intentional properties

individualist

responsibility
intentionality be
this requires
desires

proven by

cause

collective action.
collectives are
As

demands

a

And

But the moral
collective

that

independent argumentation, and

the establishing

which

agents.

of belief and desire.

of collective

collective's
this holds

beliefs

doings,

true

and

forming

whether

or

a
not

construed as primary agents or as secondary
Max

Weber

writes,

"Social

action

is

not

identical either with the similar actions of many persons or
with actions

influenced by

secondary agent,
believe and

other persons."55

a collective

must have

the

Even

as

capacity

a
to

desire such that members or representatives may

act for it, in its name.
Tuomela's argument
his analysis
succeed in

for collective

of "we-intentions. u 56
showing that

action is

based on

But for his argument to

collectives act

intentionally, it

55 Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic
Organizations, Translated by A. M. Henderson and Talcott
Parsons (New York: The Free Press, 1947), 113.
56 Raimo Tuomela, "We Will Do It: An Analysis of GroupIntentions," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, 60
(1991), 249-277.
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must be

successfully argued that such collectives also have

"we-beliefs"57 and
and do

"we-wants" (or

somehow causally

"convert" them
whether or
turn, it

can

generate a collective's doings and

into actions.

not collectives
is not

"we-desires") which

Thus

it

truly act

clear that

is

still

unclear

intentionally.

In

they are legitimate candidates

for moral liability ascriptions.58
But even
that

some

if a

solid case

conglomerates

are

could be made for the claim
intentional

agents,

it

is

doubtful that the typical nation or corporation is a morally
responsible agent.
means for

a

To

see this

conglomerate

to

do

we must
(or

consider what it

not

do)

something

voluntarily and knowingly.
THE PROBLEM OF COLLECTIVE VOLUNTARINESS
Legally speaking,

voluntariness is not always required

when criminal liability to a formal response by the state is
strict.

As I

liability for

said earlier, strict legal liability is that
which the

57 I consider the
attributions below.

contributory

plausibility of

fault

condition

collective

is

belief

58 It might be argued that collectives themselves need
not act intentionally for collective intentional actio'n
ascriptions to be justified.
Instead, one might argue"
collectives are intentional agents to the extent that their
members share an intention. However, this point assumes the
plausibility of
the idea of the intersubjectivity of
intentions, a notion which is itself problematic [See
Wilfred Sellars, Science and Metaphysics (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1968), 2l7f.].
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either

weakened

or

absent.

Vicarious

and

collective

liability are among its subspecies.59
But one

might argue that strict (collective) liability

(whether criminal
reasons similar

or civil)
to those

problematic nature
First, it

is

morally

given by

of strict

odious,

H. L.

A. Hart

liability for

sometimes increases

the

and

for

for the

individuals. 60

number

of

punishments

unnecessarily61 (or the extent to which punishment adversely
effects persons),

or cases

compensate victims.
predict when
Third,

minimizes

sanction.

Fourth, it

choice has

in

intentionality

by a

whether

harm.

sometimes punishes

do

what

as

a

condition

or

not

she

state-imposed sanction.

those who

capacities to

forced

to

of

minimizes the effect an individual's

adversely effects
Sixth, it

are

be negatively effected by the state.

determining

adversely effected

persons

Second, it diminishes one's ability to

one will

it

where

the

do not

law

have the
those

requires.

will

be

Fifth, it

foresight of
who

lack

Finally,

the
it

sanctions those who lack a fair opportunity to. exercise such
capacities.

Thus, it seems strict (collective) liability is

problematic

on

moral

grounds.

This

implies

that

59 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 223.
60 Hart, Chapters 3, 6.
61 This seems true in cases where imposing sanctions
(fines) on corporate-individuals can equal the sum of fines
imposed on their corporation.
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voluntariness of
is necessary
liability.

the agent (or the agent;s capacity for it)

for justified

plausibility

The

responsibility

ascriptions of collective moral

is

contingent

of
on

of

attributions
the

plausibility

of

attributions of control.
But what
is

a

does it mean to say of a conglomerate that it

voluntary

agent?

When

I

say

that

"the

U.S.A.

voluntarily negotiated with the Soviet Union," I mean, among
other things, that the decision-making process which led the
U.S.A. into

the negotiating

was approved
system of

and carried

out

according

But I

Union).

sufficient degree
the U.S.A.
according to

also assume

the

official

that

there

is

a

of de facto solidarity62 obtaining within

to accompany

and

its rule

system.

solidarity.

validate

that nations

the

decision

made

But as Feinberg points out,

is less

even within small family groups."63
is unclear

to

rules which governs the U.S.A. (and, presumeably,

the Soviet

"de facto

meetings with the Soviet Union

easily come by today,
This being the case, it

and corporations actually have the

62 Feinberg
provides an analysis of the jointly
necessary conditions of solidarity within conglomerates.
First, there must be a large community of interests between
all the members of the conglomerate. Second, there must be
bonds of sentiment directed toward common objects, or
reciprocal
affection
between
the
members
of
the
conglomerate. Third, it must be that the goods and harms of
the conglomerate
are collective
and indivisible [See
Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 234].
63 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 236.
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kind of solidarity needed for them to act voluntarily.
is, unforced

unity within a collective is essential to that

collective's acting

voluntarily.

But where

absent, so is collective voluntary action.
then it

That

follows that

candidates for

such conglomerates

such unity is

If this is true,
are

not

clearly

justified moral liability ascriptions.

This

is true because voluntary action is a necessary condition of
such ascriptions
mean that

being justified.

such conglomerates

Of course, this does not

cannot satisfy the conditions

of justified ascriptions of collective moral responsibility.
But there
lack thereof)
metamenta1

is more

to collective vo1untariness (or the

than solidarity.

evaluation

is

Higher-order

also

necessary

for

cognition or
freedom. 64

Keith Lehrer writes,
I am not free simply because I desire to drink the
water and
do it.
Someone
acting
quite
compulsively might act in the same manner. It is
not enough that I prefer to drink the water. I
must also prefer that preference and, moreover, be
such that if I had preferred not to have that
preference, I would not have had it.65

64 Keith Lehrer, Metamind (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1990); "Metamenta1
Acsent: Beyond Belief and Desire,"
Presidential Address delivered before the Sixty-third Annual
Pacific Division Meeting of the American Philosophical
Association in
Claremont, California, March 24, 1989,
American
Philosophical
Association
Proceedings
and
Addresses, 63 (1989), 19-30. Also see Harry Frankfurt, The
Importance ·of What We Care About (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988); Fischer, Moral Responsibility; J.
Angelo Corlett, "Corporate Responsibility and Punishment."
65 Lehrer,
Desire," 28-29.

"Metamenta1

Acsent:

Beyond

Belief

and
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It seems,

then, that

if conglomerates

plausible

candidates

for

ascriptions, then
Lehrer calls

justified

they must

are to
moral

be seen

as

responsibility

be capable of engaging in what

"metamental ascent" or higher-order cognition.

This higher-order

cognition is

indicative

of

an

agent's

autonomy, which is the satisfactory resolution of metamental
conflict, where one both prefers to have the preferences one
has and

has self-trust in one's own metamental evaluations.

Furthermore, as
Lehrer thinks

the above
one's ability

condition of freedom.
Unlike
ability to

for what

Lehrer,

indicates,

to do otherwise is a necessary

Harry

Frankfurt

is not

freely and

one does

Lehrer

But is this latter point true?

do otherwise

one's acting

passage from

argues

a necessary

that

one's

condition

of

of one's being morally responsible

(or omits

to do, as the case may be).66

On Frankfurt's view, a "wanton" is a being haying no higherorder volitions,
courses of

but only

action) and

having lower-order
have lower-order
they have

mere higher-order

desires as
desires on

a will.

higher-order

lower-order desires (desires for

their objects).
which they

But persons

are moved to act--

Persons not only have a will, they have

volitions:

lower-order desires.

desires (desires

higher-order

desires

to

act

on

Freedom of the will is a problem only

for persons, argues Frankfurt.

66 Frankfurt, The Importance of What We Care About.
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When one has freedom of action, one has the power to do
what one

wants (but

has freedom

not necessarily to do otherwise).

of the will when one has the power to will what

one wants

to will,

one's own

lower-order desires

act.

One

One has

when one

freedom of

willed otherwise.
have freedom

has the

power to make any of

the one

the will

to move

oneself to

only if one could have

One can have freedom of the will but not

of action, as when one is locked in a cell, or

threatened at gunpoint.
Having the

freedom to do what one wants to do is not a

sufficient condition
Frankfurt.

A

of freedom

drug

addict

irresistible desire

for a

The irresistibility

of her

that she

does not

of the
who

struggles

drug lacks
urge to

have the

will, according to
her

freedom of the will.
take the

power to

against

drug implies

avoid being moved by

that desire in acting.
The traditional

view of justified moral responsibility

ascriptions requires both an agent's freedom of the will and
freedom of

action.

But Frankfurt

rejects the traditional

position, arguing that acting freely is all that is required
for moral

responsibility

require freedom

of the

(where

acting

freely

does

not

will, freedom of action, or freedom

to do otherwise).
Frankfurtian counter-examples to the traditional notion
of

moral

responsibility

otherwise typically

requiring

take the

the

freedom

following form.

to

do

They ask one
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to imagine
subject's

a situation where, unbeknownst to the subject, a
brain

neuroscientist,
physical "act"
subject is
in the

is
who

electronically
can

make

the

controlled
subject

the scientist pleases.

walking along

ocean, and

by

perform

a
any

Now imagine that the

a beach and sees a child drowning

that the

subject is aware that she is a

good swimmer and that there is no time to spare if the child
is to

be saved.

The

fact is that if the subject does not

begin to rescue the child, the scientist will electronically
manipulate her

to do

so.

subject really

wants

to

hesitate to

do so.

It just
save

the

so

happens

child,

and

that

the

does

not

Thus, no electronic manipulation of the

subject's brain was needed to save the child.
Frankfurt argues
to

save

the

child,

reaponsible and
even though

had second

and

did

praiseworthy for

she could

scientist would

that since

not have

the subject really wanted
so,

that

doing so.

she

is

morally

And this holds

done otherwise in that the

have compelled her to save the child if she

thoughts or

began to

turn away from saving the
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child.67

Thus, one's

ability to

do otherwise

is

not

a

necessary condition of moral responsibility.68
One acts
he "really

freely insofar

wants to,"

higher-order volition

as he performs an act in that

when he
to his

secures conformity
will.

of

his

When his act is caused

in this way by his higher-order volition, this constitutes a
condition

sufficient

responsibility.
responsibility

for

The
is

condition

acting

higher-order volition

acting

freely
sufficient

freely,

to the

and

and

moral

for

moral

conforming

one's

will is sufficient for acting

freely.
Thus

Frankfurt's

explanation
separate the

of

moral

view

proposes

responsibility

question of

to

provide

us

an

that

allows

us

to

the compatibility

of determinism

67 Feinberg seems to agree at least to some extent with
this aspect of Frankfurt's position when Feinberg writes of
caused but voluntary actions concerning entrapment in the
criminal law: " . .
• insofar as the induced act was freely
done by a person who was in a high state of readiness to do
it, we find that it was truly his own action, and one for
which he is fully responsible" [See Feinberg, Doing and
Deserving, 178].
68 Thus Frankfurt argues that the ability to do
otherwise is not a necessary condition of freedom and moral
responsibility. But Patricia Greenspan takes the argument 'a
step further, arguing that the ability to do otherwise is
not even a sufficient condition for freedom and moral
responsibility.
She argues that an act is unfree if it
would be unreasonable to expect the agent to do otherwise,
even if he literally could to otherwise [See Patricia
Greenspan, "Behavior Control and Freedom of Action," The
Philosophical Review, 87 (1978), 225-240].
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with moral

responsibility from that of the compatibility of

determinism with freedom to do otherwise.
Now if
necessary

having a
for

acting

responsibility, then
for having

such

holds

freely

volitions

true

and

if

in

acting

sufficient

conglomerates must

plausible candidates
this

vol~tion

higher-order

they

for

have the

are

to

be

moral

capacity
seen

for moral liability attributions.
even

if

conglomerates

are

is

as
And

viewed

as

secondary agents.
The moral

responsibility collectivist might argue that

the sometimes highly sophisticated and complex goal-oriented
decision-making structures

of

certain

conglomerates

like

democratic nations and corporations are indicative of a kind
of higher-order
choices are

cognition.

weighed and

For in such processes, certain

balanced against

others, where in

the end a higher-level decision is reached between competing
lower-level alternative
collectives do

desires.

act freely

in the

This implies

that

Frankfurtian sense,

some
and

thus are morally responsible agents.
But this

moral

responsibility

collectivist

line

of

reasoning runs

into the same trouble which arose in regards

to intentional

agency.

putatively higher-order
is

present

in

such

How

does

one

know

whether

the

volition or metamental ascent which
conglomerates

is

that

of

the

conglomerates themselves, or merely that of certain powerful
individuals acting

within the

rules of

the conglomerates'
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decision-making structure?

If

the former is true, then it

seems justified to ascribe higher-order volitional action to
some collectives.
unclear to
agents.

But

if the

what extent,
What

is

collectivist is

latter is

true, then it is

if any, collectives are volitional

required

by

the

moral

responsibility

an independent argument rendering plausible

the claim- that conglomerates

are volitional

agents in the

requisite sense.
Thus there
with Moral
it

is

seem to

be at least two sceptical concerns

Responsibility Collectivism.

unclear

that

the

conglomerate - activities
conglomerate itself
sense).

is

separate conglomerate
of certain

intentionality

is

the

present

intentionality

(conceived of

Second, it

The first is that

in the

difficult

to

powerful decision-makers

in

the

"strange entity"

understand

voluntariness from

of

in

how

to

the voluntariness
the

conglomerate,.

even if the conglomerate is solidary.
THE PROBLEM OF COLLECTIVE KNOWLEDGE
But

even

if

it

could

be

shown

that

nations

and

corporations do behave or act intentionally and voluntarily,
it is

unclear that they are the sorts of entities which act

(or fail

to act)

normally, to

attribute moral

say "normally"
cases where

knowingly.

because, as

Thus,

it

is

unjustifie~,

liability to a collective.
Holly Smith

argues, there

I
are

a moral agent's ignorance does not exculpate.69
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thesis is

However, Smith's

not inconsistent

with the fact

that collectives are not clearly epistemic agents at all, at
least in

a sense

knowingly.

which qualifies

To the

them as agents which act

extent that collectives are not clearly

epistemic agents, they are not morally liable ones.
Consider what

an analysis

of social knowledge amounts

to, and let us see whether or not it is justified to ascribe
knowledge to
agree upon

conglomerates.
is that

One thing most epistemologists

knowledge requires

that at least (more

than) the following three conditions be satisfied.
cognizer

must

believe

proposition believed
be justified

a

proposition.

by her

in believing

must be true.
it.

First, a

Second,

the

Third, she must

One does not have to go far

beyond this inadequate analysis of knowledge in order to see
that one

of these

necessary conditions of knowledge is not

likely to be satisfied when it comes to conglomerates.
Frederick Schmitt's
argues for
which a
that

a "socialist"

group knows

group

analysis

arrives

of

view of

a proposition
at

that

"group

knowledge."

group knowledge,
at a

proposition

Take
He
one in

certain time when
via

a

method,

involving social interaction, that tends to yield true group
beliefs.70
69 Holly Smith, "Culpable Ignorance," The Philosophical
Review, 92 (1983), 543-571.
70 Frederick Schmitt, "Social Epistemology and Social
Cognitive Psychology," Social Epistemology, 5 (1991), 111120.
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But consider
writes that

the belief

condition.

Margaret Gilbert

"there is no obvious reason to think that group

beliefs in general have a high probability of truth, or that
they are

likely to

beliefs of

Social Epistemic

problem of

in

this

respect

This

Reliability. "72

collective knowledge attributions.

empirical

three

collectives such
for knowledge

problems

with

as conglomerates

or belief

to

the

More specifically, there is the

individuals. "71

"Problem of

least

be superior

is

a

There are at

the

claim

that

are plausible candidates

acquisition

based

on

collective

decision-making, making prqblematic any collectivist account
of social

is based

knowledge which

collective

decision-making.

effect the

decisions of

three ways

which question

decision-making:

by

the

on the

Collectives

reliability of
can

in at

individual cognizers
the
group

reliability

adversely

of

polarization

collective
effect,

pressure toward group consensus, or by deindividuation.
us consider

each of

least

by
Let

these aspects of the Problem of Social

71 Margaret Gilbert,
Synthese, 73 (1987), 198.

"Modelling

Collective

Belief,"

72 The
following account of the difficulties of
collective knowledge is taken from J. Angelo Corlett,
"Social
Epistemology
and
Social
Cognition,"
Social
Epistemology, 5 (1991), l40f.
This constitutes part of my
reply to Frederick Schmitt's excellent critical comment (see
note 11) on my lead symposium paper on analytical social
epistemology, "Epistemology,
Psychology, and
Goldman,"
Social Epistemology, 5 (1991), 91-100 [Also see J. Angelo
Corlett,
"Goldman
and
the
Foundations
of
Social
Epistemology," Argumentation, ,forthcoming] .
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Epistemic Reliability

in

turn.

Epistemic Reliability

poses a

The

Problem

difficulty not

of
only

Social
for

a

conglomerate's satisfying the collective knowledge condition
((ii')),

it

also

poses

a

intentionality condition
is caused

challenge

((i')) in

to

the

collective

that intentional action

(in part) by the agent's beliefs.

Having already

dealt with the collective intentionality condition, however,
I shall

focus

reliability

on

how

effects

Although collectives

the

the

problem

collective

of

social

epistemic

epistemic
condition.

of certain kinds can act knowingly, do

they in fact tend to do so?
The group

polarization effect occurs when, after group

discussion, group members often shift toward views which are
more extreme
they held

(in the same general direction) than the ones

initial1y.73

informational process
extreme,

valued

matters.

It

It

the

of persuasion

beliefs
results

is

about

from

a

result

of

both

an

and a movement to more
factual

cognizer's

or

value-laden

conformity

to

polarized norms, and the polarization of norms is a function
of

the

relationship

distribution of

between

beliefs and

that

the social

cognizer's

initial

frame of reference

embodied in the presence of a competing group belief.74

The

73 Robert A. Baron and Donn Bryne, Social psychology:
Understanding Human Interaction (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
1984),436.
74 J. C. Turner, et. al.,
(with Margaret Wetherell),
Rediscovering the Social Group: A Self-Categorization Theory
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group polarization

effect casts

significant doubt

on

any

theory of social knowledge which is collectivistic, that is,
where it seeks to justify collective belief ascriptions.

the

In addition

to the group polarization effect, there is

difficulty

of

"groupthink."

pressure

In highly

toward

group

consensus

or

cohesive groups, it is often true

that pressures develop to reach agreement on certain issues.
As a

result, members of such groups may experience pressure

whenever they deviate from the prevailing group belief about
something.

Consequently, a premature decision is made that,

though unanimous,
judgment available
making (in

may not
to that

highly cohesive

clearly reliable
group beliefs

in that

be

the

best,

group.

Thus

groups)

about

considered

group

decision-

things

is

not

pressures to conform to perceived

about something

unchallenged beliefs.75

most

lead

to

hasty

unanimously

How, then, is group decision-making

(London: Basil Blackwell, 1987), 142. See also H. Lamm and
D. G. Meyers, "Group-Induced Polarization of Attitudes and
Behaviour,"
in
L.
Berkowitz,
Editor,
Advances
in
Experimental Social
Psychology, Volume
11 (New York:
Academic Press, 1978); D. G. Meyers and H. Lamm, "The Group
Polarization Phenomenon," Psychological Bulletin, 83 (1976),
602-627; Susan T. Fiske and Shelley E. Taylor, Social
Cognition (London: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1984),
357-359.
75 Experimental evidence supports the claim that groups
exert pressure on their respective members to conform or
arrive at a consensual decision that may be premature or
harmful
[See W. C. Swap, "Destructive Effects of Groups on
Individuals," in H. Branstatter, et. a1., Editors, Group
Decision Making (New York: Academic Press, 1982), 69; I. L.
Janis, Groupthink, Second Edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1982)].
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a reliable

guide to collective belief-forming and knowledge

in light of the prevalence of this phenomenon?
Now it
might be

might be

opened up

members or

to

assumes someone

who

But

are

decision-making

soliciting
capable

the

of

groups

views

doubting

of
the

this point is problematic because it

in the

group both knows which belief is in

being doubted

and that

needs reconsideration.
these two

that

include

nonmembers

group's beliefs.

need of

argued

the group's belief in fact

Even if a group member did recognize

difficulties, this member would have to challenge

group unanimity to bring them to the group's attention.

Yet

it is conformity which leads to this difficulty in the first
place.
What the
shows is

that, in

reluctant
belief.

problem of

to

pressure toward

group

consensus

highly cohesive groups, members might be

express

misgivings

about

a

certain

group

In such groups two things are likely to happen: the

presumption
members'
decisions.

of

doubts

group

unanimity

about

group

and

the

beliefs

suppression
based

on

of

group

Thus beliefs based on group decision-making are

not obviously reliably produced.
It might be argued that pressure toward group consensus
only shows

that group

clearly reliable
one might

in cases

add, this

knowledge based

knowledge and decision-making is not
of highly cohesive groups.

does not

show that

on decision-making

group

in moderately

belief

But,
or

cohesive
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groups is

problematic.

knowledge is
a

Thus, it

might be

argued,

group

sufficiently reliable when it is the result of

moderately

cohesive

group's

decision-making

procedure

where the pressure toward group consensus does not obtain.
But"this

reply is

groups are

less likely

might lead

to a

cohesive the
to avoid

inadequate

group, the

(things which

cohesive

or knowledge.

For the less

more disunity or conformity simply

and

create a

less

to make an effective decision which

group belief

punishment,

because

selfish

behavior

is

prevalent

stumbling block to group goals such

as belief

and knowledge).

avoid the

problem of

Thus less cohesive groups might

pressure toward

group consensus, but

they may do so at too high a price.
It seems,
leads to

then, that

high

group

defective decision-making

the group

cohesiveness

where cognizers

often
within

are explicitly or implicitly pressured to conform

to group

norms instead

can group

knowledge be

of critically evaluating them.
likely in

light of

How

this prevalent

phenomenon?
A third
knowledge is

difficulty faced
that of

by collectivist

deindividuation.

theories of

Some groups may be

composed of members whose fanaticism for believing something
or reaching

some decision

believe something.
the following way:

E.

may result

in bad

decisions to

Deiner describes deindividuation in
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people who are deindividuated have lost selfawareness and their personal identity in a group
situation.
Because they are prevented by the
situation
by
awareness
of
themselves
as
individuals and
from attention to their own
behavior, deindividuated persons do not have the
capacity for self-regulation and the ability to
plan for the future. Thus. • • they become more
reactive to immediate stimuli and emotions and are
unresponsive to
norms and
to the long-term
consequences of their behavior.
Thus in

highly cohesive

from outside

groups members

are often isolated

(relative to the group) influences which might

enable them to be self-conscious and self-regulating insofar
as decision-making is concerned.
occurs

in

groups

the reliability

of

collective

When deindividuation
adversely effect

making or belief-formation.
deindividuated

members)

it

seems

to

decision-

Not only do such groups (having

not

carefully

weigh

alternative

actions or beliefs, they appear immune from influences which
might individuate the members of the group (thereby enabling
them to

become self-regulating

requisite use
actions and
justified

for the
beliefs).

belief

and self-conscious

proper consideration
How, then,

likely

in

of

the

of alternative

is group

light

in

the

knowledge

or

problem

of

deindividuation?
In reply
or justified

to this

difficulty with collective knowledge

belief it

might be argued that it is possible

76 E. Deiner, "Deindividuation: The Absence of Se1fAwareness and Self-Regulation in Group Members," in P. B.
Paulus, Editor, Psychology of Group Influence (New Jersey:
Er1baum, 1980), 210.
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that the

group leader

critical attitude

ensure that

sufficent to

group members

prevent too

spirit which leads to deindividuation.
because it
is both

assumes that

high

adopt
a

a

group

But this reply fails

someone, such as the group leader,

aware of such difficulties and knows which critical

attitude needs

to be

adopted by

members of the group.

It

also ignores the possibility that the group might reject its
leader for

not going

holding its

beliefs.

along with

the group's

decision

or

In this case, the group leader cannot

ensure the adoption of a critical attitude by group members.
For these
problem

reasons this
of

anticipated

deindividuation

reply

stands

as

fails
a

and

the

challenge

to

collectivist theories of knowledge or justified belief.
Thus there exist three widespread difficulties with any
claim that group knowledge or justified belief
the

basis

possible.

of

group

decision-making

is

arriv~d

likely

or

at on
even

For this reason, I am an individualist insofar as

belief justification and knowledge are concerned.
The upshot

of this discussion of the Problem of Social

Epistemic Reliability

is that there is good reason to doubt

the plausibility of group beliefs being reliably produced by
a collective

decision-making

knowledge depends

in part

justified

collective

contingent

on

collective moral

there

process.

on collective
responsibility

being

collective

Since

collective

belief, and since
ascriptions

are

knowledge,

then

responsibility attributions

is dubious to
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the

that

extent

doubtful.

It is

collective

knowledge

unclear, then,

that it

and

belief

are

is justified

to

ascribe intentional action, voluntariness, and knowledge (or
belief) to conglomerates such as nations and corporations.
So it

is not

that conglomerates

corporations cannot

satisfy

the

such as

conditions

collective moral liability ascriptions.
given certain

nations and
of

justified

Rather, it is that,

prevalencies of a social cognitive nature, it

is unclear that such conditions do obtain.
The

Problem

of

Social

Epistemic

Reliability

has

significant implications for some of the leading theories of
collective moral responsibility.
tends to

undercut the

highly organized
Such a

As I mentioned earlier, it

claim that collectives--even ones as

as corporations--are

intentional

agents.

claim has been defended by Peter A. French and Larry

May, respectively.77

Although these theorists differ on the

matter of whether or not corporations are full-fledged moral
persons distinct
(French argues
thesis),

they

Structures are

from the
that they
agree

keys to

moral persons
are, while

that

who comprise them

May

Corporate

denies

French's

Internal

Decision

understanding the intentionality of

corporations.
However, as I argued above, there is more to collective
intentional agency

than what

French and

77 French, Collective and
Chapters 3-4; May, Chapters 2-4.

Corporate

May

aver.

The

Responsibility,
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Go1dmanian understanding of intentional agency requires that
what the

collective does

must be

caused by

the wants and

beliefs of the agent (and, I might add, this is true whether
or not the agent is a primary or secondary agent).
it

is

difficult

to

see

conglomerates themselves
whether their
independent

how

it

have such

can

be

descriptive notion
problematic.

can

that

establish

do.

this

until an

point,

the

of collective intentional agency remains

This does

be intentional

shown

desires and beliefs, or

power-broking representatives
argument

However,

not mean that conglomerates cannot

agents. It

means that

they tend

not to be

intentional agents, as the empirical world informs us.
The point
there

may

of this

be

an

discussion so

adequate

and

far is

that, though

plausible

analysis

of

collective intentional action and justified collective moral
liability attributions,
any examples
satisfy

of

collectives

those

conditions.

propositions such
usurpation of
of pragmatic
I do

not deny

this does

as "The

in

not show
the

Thus

that there are

actual
I

do

world

not

that

U.S.A. is morally liable for the

Native American

lands" are true in some kind

way, such as semantic assertability.
that such

deny

which

propositions, when

That is,

uttered, haye

semantic meaning or are indicative of the common usage about
collectives (i.e.,

that they are sometimes ascribed certain

properties--epistemic, moral,
such propositions

etc.).

However, I deny that

are true in some "correspondence" sort of
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way, where

such a

entities (lithe

proposition is

U.S.A." and

meant to

refer to

"Native Americans")

some

which,

as

collectives, exist

in the

world and "give" the proposition

truth value.

as the

cumulative effect

arguments

For

suggests,

the

conditions

of the

necessary

for

above
moral

liability (acting intentionally, voluntarily, and knowingly)
do not

obviously obtajn with collectives of even the highly

organized and structured kind.
SHARED MORAL RESPONSIBILITY
Thus far I have discussed some problems with collective
moral

liability

ascriptions,

responsibility where
the collective.
is joint
such

collective

there are many cases where there

moral responsibility

responsibility

on

one person acts as a representative of

However,

or shared

·focusing

is

a

species

of

for action, where
collective

moral

liability.
Imagine the
the Board

following scenario.

In

the early 1980s,

of Directors of Exxon are meeting for the purpose

of making budjet cuts which are perceived by them to be much
needed.

Various

discussed and
frozen, as

are salaries
tankers is

faced with

highly competitive
among other

of

certain ones

maintenance of
Board was

aspects

the

t~immed,

budget

are

others axed.

thoroughly
Hiring is

for the next few years, etc.
discussed.

At that

time,

Then
the

a dilemma: either they risk remaining

in the

oil

things, accepting

industry
the

(which

proposal

to

involved,
implement
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multi-hulled tankers for environmental safety), or they risk
environmental safety
The Board

for the sake of remaining competitive.

discovers that

the risk of environmental hazzard

is minute at worst, and opts to maintain the status quo with
single-hulled tankers,
doing so

that every

doing the same.
tanker would

citing as

an additional

other corporation

in the

reason for
industry is

As it turns out, let us say, a multi-hulled

have decreased

the spillage

at Valdez

have

decision

duly

by at

least 80%.
Here we

a

representatives of

joint

Exxon.

action and

recognized

They gambled with the odds of a

major environmental disaster, and lost.
of joint

by

If this were a case

moral responsibility

as a

species of

collective action

and moral

morally liability

responsible for the Valdez disaster.

in order

for this

decision made

to obtain,

by the

Board be

beliefs of Exxon itself.
Surely it

liability, then Exxon would be

it

is

caused

necessary
by

the

But

that

the

wants

and

But is this plausible?

makes just as much sense to say that Exxon's

wants and

beliefs were to maximize environmental safety and

advertise

this

competitors as

to

customers

it does

to hold

to

increase

profits

over

that its wants and beliefs

were to place environmental safety behind corporate profits.
(After all,

what corporation is going to communicate in its

public charter
this is

something like the former position?)

true, then

And if

it is unclear whether the decision made
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by the

power-brokers of

wants and

desires.

reached by
It is

It is

the Board

to say
made its

misleading to

granted discretion

a

and

responsibility

on

its

It is difficult

say that it was a secondary agent at the time
decision.

or

a

liability one

authority

achieving goals,

higher

In such

case

those individuals

"discretionary liability:"

to

acted at all in the sense

a secondary agent.

ascribe to

problems and

decision

Yet if it did not intend to act, it is

made its

justified to

that the

not Exxon intended to act when the Board

decision.

the Board

action

Exxon is

whether or

not obvious

that Exxon

was shared

behalf, where

truly caused by Exxon's

was an intentional action of Exxon's.

dubious, then,

that there

Exxon was

authority

for

to

be

it

in the

seems
example

has when

one

used

solving

in

is

and is also made accountable
the

way

one

uses

that

discretion. 78
This example

casts doubt

intentional action
shared individual
claim

that

does (not
action.

collective

on the

idea that collective

"can") occur
In turn,

moral

in the

form of

it counts against the

liability

ascriptions

are

justified in certain cases where shared moral responsibility
obtains.

It

Individualism is

seems,

then,

that

Moral

Responsibili~y

sound given the weight of sceptical doubts

raised about Moral Responsibility Collectivism.

78 Feinberg, "Responsibility Tout Court," 75.
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OBJECTIONS TO MORAL RESPONSIBILITY INDIVIDUALISM,
AND REPLIES

Given the above analysis of collective moral liability,
based on

the Principle

the argument
satisfy

of Collective

that conglomerates

the

conditions

liability ascriptions,

of

there

Moral Liability, and

do not

in

justified
are

a

fact

tend

collective

number

of

to

moral

important

objections that might be raised.
A

FIRST

OBJECTION:

THE

PRINCIPLE

OF

COLLECTIVE

MORAL

LIABILITY DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT A CONGLOMERATE BE ABLE TO DO
OTHERWISE.

Since I utilize Frankfurt's theory of acting freely and
moral responsibility
Moral Liability

to support the Principle of Collective

and (i')-(vi)

collective mo~al

of my

analysis of justified

responsibility attributions,

certain objections

that are

Frankfurt's view.

More

likely to

specifically,

I anticipate

arise when I invoke
there

are

worries

about Frankfurt's claim that securing conformity between
,
,
one s higher-order volitions and one s will is a sufficient
condition for acting freely and moral responsibility.
For example,
freely simply
volition.

Gary Watson

in virtue
Watson

cognition, agency,

asks why one would be acting

of one's

rejects
and moral

the

acting on a second-order
hierarchical

responsibility in

model

of

favor of a
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model which

posits different sources of desires, instead of

levels of desires.79
A REPLY

TO THE FIRST OBJECTION: THE ABILITY TO DO OTHERWISE

IS NEITHER

A NECESSARY

FREELY (VOLUNTARY

NOR SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR ACTING

ACTION) AND

JUSTIFIED

COLLECTIVE

MORAL

RESPONSIBILITY ASCRIPTIONS.
Since Watson's
of acting

is an

freely and

Lehrer will
grips of

attack on any hierarchical model

moral responsibility,

suffice to

rescue Frankfurt's

Watson's objection.

a

reply

from

theory from the

One might argue that one acts

freely insofar as one's act issues from a totally integrated
preference or
doing X
to do

volition structure.

Thus one acts freely in

insofar as: (a) one acts on a higher-order volition

X; and

(b) for any nth-order volition to do X, there

exists an n+lth-order volition to do X.

Even if (b) demands

too much of human cognitive capacities, (a) is sufficient to
ward-off Watson's concern.
A REBUTTAL
TO DO

TO THE REPLY TO THE FIRST OBJECTION: THE ABILITY

OTHERWISE IS

A NECESSARY

CONDITION OF ACTING FREELY

AND MORAL RESPONSIBILITY.
Another
scheme I

perceived

difficulty

for

the

Frankfurtian

have adopted in my defense of Moral Responsibility

Individualism

is

conformity between

that

the

Frankfurtian

one's higher-order

79 Fischer, Chapter 2.

belief

volition

and

that
,
one s
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will as

a sufficient

condition of one's acting freely is a

problem because desires can conflict at higher levels.
being the

case, it

seems, there

is reason to doubt that a

total integration of preferences or desires
possible.

This

casts

doubt

hierarchical preference
foundation of
For

the

intricately

on

of

tied

really

to

the

or volitions is

very

notion

of

a

or volition structure, which is the

Frankfurt's theory

notion

This

the

of moral

wanting

to

multi-leveled

responsibility.
do

something

notion

of

is

human

cognition.
A REPLY TO THE REBUTTAL: THE NOTION .OF IDENTIFICATION.
To evade
early

view

the above
of

acting

difficulty, Frankfurt
freely

the

adds to his

requirement

that

one

identify decisively or wholeheartedly with one's lower-order
desire, "making
simply

securing

volition and

it one's

own."

conformity

one's will.

freely is

one's

between

not

higher-order

It is also identifying decisively

with one's

lower-order desire

conditions

of

acting

So acting

freely

responsibility. SO

SO Frankfurt, Chapter 12.

on which
are

one acts.

sufficient

for

These
moral
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A FINAL

REBUTTAL TO

IF ONE'S

THE REPLY TO THE FIRST OBJECTION: WHAT

HIGHER-ORDER

VOLITIONS

AND

IDENTIFICATIONS

ARE

EXTERNALLY INDUCED?
Is decisive
acting

fr~ely

identification a

induced, say,
mean that

responsibility?

What

and identifications

are

and moral

higher-order volitions

by electronic

the securing

order volitions

and one's

acts, are

manipulation?

if

one's

externally

Does not

this

of conformity between one's higher-

indentifying decisively
which one

sufficient condition for

lower-order desires,

with one's

lower-order

not sufficient

for acting

and

one's

desire

on

freely and

moral responsibility?81
A FINAL REPLY TO THE REBUTTAL: VOLITIONS AND IDENTIFICATIONS
ARE NOT SUBJECT TO EXTERNAL INDUCEMENT.
In reply
essential to
they

not

to this

identification and higher-order volitions
be

induced

responsibility to
this reply
makes

point, it might be argued that it is

in

the

supposed

way

be ascribable to a moral agent.

for

t~at

moral

However,

makes it hard to understand how Frankfurt's view

freedom

and

moral

responsibility

compatible

with

determinism, as Frankfurt's view proposes that it does.
However, Frankfurt
one thing
another to

to causally
do

the

might reply

by arguing

manipulate one's

same

with

81 Fischer, Chapters 3, 5.

one's

that it is

actions, but quite
identifications

and
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And

volitions.
determined,

one's

while

one's

actions

identifications

and

can

be

causally
cannot.~

volitions

This reply preserves Frankfurt's attempt to make freedom and
moral

responsibility

arguing that

this objection

mental phenomena
inducement at
the higher

compatible

can be

with

determinism,

wrongly assumes

while

that internal

externally induced.

This

causal

the lower level is compatible with freedom at

level, and

this

suffices

for

freedom,

moral

responsibility, and their compatibility with determinism.
Thus the first line of argument which challenges my use
of Frankfurt's
defeat the

theory

claim that

otherwise is

of

moral

responsibility

the ability

of a

fails

to

moral agent to do

not a necessary condition of freedom and moral

responsiblity, whether individual or collective.

A

SECOND

OBJECTION:

ARE

NOT

SOME

AGGREGATES

PLAUSIBLE

CANDIDATES FOR MORAL RESPONSIBILITY ASCRIPTIONS?
Now it might be argued that some aggregates, not acting
intentionally, may
For example,

be morally responsible for an outcome.82

Held argues

responsibility appear
random collections
aggregate

can

to be

only in
satisfy

responsibility, according

82 Held, 110-111.
83 Held, 110.

that lithe

requirements for moral

such that

they can

be met by

special circumstances. 1I 83
the
to Held,

conditions

of

An
moral

IIfor not forming itself
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into an

organized group capable of deciding which action to

take."84

Held

strangers on
one of

provides

one

with

an

example

of

seven

a subway car, where one of them is attacked by

the others (a small person) without having a weapon.

Although it

is unlikely that anyone of the aggregate could

have successfully
them could

fended-off the

have (in

is morally

or more of

all likelihood), and without seriously

endangering themselves.
victim's behalf

attacker, two

If

during this

the group

fails to act on the

incident, it, as an aggregate,

responsible (to some extent) for its "failure to

act as a group."8S
A REPLY

TO THE

IN BEHAVIOR,

SECOND OBJECTION: NO. AGGREGATES MAY ENGAGE

BUT NOT INTENTIONAL ACTION.

THUS THEY ARE NOT

PLAUSIBLE CANDIDATES FOR MORAL RESPONSIBILITY ATTRIBUTIONS.
But this

objection confuses the notion of moral causal

responsibility with
the subway

car aggregate

responsibility in
if the

moral liability.
to

act.

But

this

the causal use of "responsibility."

aggregate is

in warding-off

failed

It might be true that
is
Thus

morally responsible for failing to act

the attacker, then it is morally responsible

84 Held, Ill.
8S Note that this example is similar to Feinberg's
Jesse James train robbery example in Feinberg, Doing and
Thus
my reply here counts against
Deservin~,
248.
Feinberg s notion
of collective
responsibility
where
contributory
group
fault
is
collective,
but
not
distributive.
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(in the

causal use

of "responsibility")

for failing to do

so.
However, this

is not the same thing as the mob's being

morally liability responsible for doing the same.
liability responsibility
well as

the satisfying

Principle of
clear that

requires

of conditions

Collective Moral
any mob,

collective which

as

can

an

act

decision-making structure,
And this

intentional

action,

as

(ii')-(iii '), of the

Liability.

It is not at all

aggregate,86

qualifies
They

intentionally.
much less

For moral

a

as

have

rule-defined

a
no

one.

seems to be one of the necessary ingredients of an

intentionally acting collective.
But even if one assumes, as Held does, that collectives
can act

and be

example does
for several
than

one

held morally

responsible for outcomes, her

not prove collective moral responsibility, and
reasons.

of

attacker, it

the

First, from the supposition that more

aggregate

does not

responsible, but

is

required

to

subdue

the

follow that the aggregate is morally

only that

each of

the onlookers

who did

nothing is guilty of inaction.
Held says
as a

that the

aggregate is guilty for not acting

group, "for not forming itself into an organized group

capable of deciding which action to

tak~."

But only certain

86 An aggregate is a loosely associated collection of
individual persons.
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conglomerates, not

car

have the

power

to

Thus Held is faulting the aggregate in th~

make decisions!
subway

random collectives,

a

conglomerate--an

organizational conglomerate of some sort!

Reason would tell

us, however,
which has

for

not

becoming

that since

the aggregate

is not a collective

a rule-governed, decision-making procedure (among

other things),

it ought

not to be held morally responsible

for such inaction.
Furthermore,
aggregate is

Held

does

not

tell

us

for

what

the

responsible.

Surely it is not responsible for

the victim being attacked.

Neither did the onlookers aid or

abet in

the attack.

It

is

unclear

precisely

what

the

aggregate is morally responsible for on her example.
Finally, the
aggregate or

moral responsibility

conglomerate, seems

to be

of any

collective,

contingent

on

at

least the following conditions which do not obtain in Held's
example.

First,

solidarity within
responsible agent.
have

an

must

Second,
to

of solidarity.

for

control

regarding the

in the

an

adequate
it

to

'be

degree
a

of

morally

members of the collective must

morally responsible.

Held's aggregate

be

a collective

opportunity

significant change
are held

there

or

power

situation for

to

effect

which they

It is unclear whether or not

subway car satisfies the condition
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A

THIRD

OBJECTION:

THE

PRINCIPLE

OF

MORAL

LIABILITY

ATTRIBUTIONS BEGS THE QUESTION.
It might

be argued

Moral Liability

Attributions begs

moral responsibility
(iii')

are

argue that

Principle of

insists

conditions

but. not

Collective

the question against the

collectivist who

appropriate

individuals only,

of

that

(i')-

liability

for collectives.

for

Or, she might

(i')-(iii') must be interepreted differently for

collectives than
makes a

that the

they are

collective such

for individuals.
as a

voluntary agent. is different
individual person
Principle of

to be

That is, what

corporation or
than what

a voluntary

it

a

nation

a

means

for

an

agent, and

that

the

Collective Moral Liability Attributions should

account for this fact.
A REPLY

TO THE

COLLECTIVIST

THIRD OBJECTION:

MUST

EXPLAIN

THE MORAL

THE

RESPONSIBILITY
OF

NATURE

LIABILITY

INDEPENDENTLY OF (i')-(iii').
In reply
may be

to the

moral responsibility collectivist, it

insisted that

she has the burden of explaining what

sense there is in saying that collectives are morally liable
agents in

a different

liable.
from at

Surely the

way

And

collectivist
meaning of

this
who

individuals

very thought

least (i')-(iii')

usage.

than

raises

to
this

collective moral

morally

of moral liability apart

runs afoul

seems

are

place

of ordinary language
the

challenge

burden
to

on

the

explain

the

liability where such liability
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does not make use of the standard notions of intentionality,
knowledge, and voluntariness.
CONCLUSION
Thus it seems that the most important objections to the
defense of

the Principle

found wanting.
on both

of Collective Moral Liability are

Moral Responsibility Individualism is based

the Principle

of

Collective

Moral

Liability

in

defining (at

least some of) the ideal conditions which must

be satisfied

for justified

attributions

to

obtain,

collective moral responsibility
as

well

as

social

cognitive

psychological factors which suggest that in the actual world
collectives do

not typically

the

of

Principle

plausible, it
does as

satisfy those conditions.

Collective

Moral

Liability

stands

If
as

seems that Moral Responsibility Individualism

well.

For while

conglomerates such

as

nations,

corporations, and ethnic gorups can and often do satisfy the
conditions

of

moral

rights

possession,

they

can

(be

restructured to) but typically do not satisfy the conditions
for being morally responsible (secondary) agents.87
One of

the moral

political philosophy
must

guard

implications this
is as follows.

against

responsibility in

the

the midst

chapter poses for

A political philosophy

minimization
of a

continual

of

personal

existence

of

87 This is not to deny Weber's claim that some
properties such as solidarity often accrue to "profit-making
organizations where the participants personally conduct the
business" [See Weber, 145].
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varieties of

collectives.

For instance, where individuals

can hide behind a corporate veil in order to escape personal
liability

or

justice and
Given the

responsibility
fairness are

power of

corporations, a
clarifies the

wrongdoing,

not taken sufficiently seriously.

many nations

collectives so

of

responsible for

certain
wrongdoings

and conglomerates such as

that both

kinds
on

individuals and
morally

become

their

Otherwise,

part.

as the U.S.A. will be forced either to (say)

innocent pay compensation (one way or another) for

corporate wrongs,
Valdez oil

or permit

spill) to

certain wrongs

go uncompensated

However, neither

full.

own

duties citizens and political leaders have in

conglomerates

make the

their

plausible political philosophy is one which

structuring such

societies such

for

(such

as

and unrectified

the
in

of these options takes justice and

fairness seriously.
Furthermore, the
seem to

liberal political

account well for the complex array of ways in which

persons (as

personally and

related to

collectives.

society as

an aggregate

fundamental social
rights,

tradition does not

her

moral

compensation, etc.88
88 John
1690);' J.

morally responsible agents) are
Classical

of

liberalism

sovereign

entity seems

·to be

responsibility,
According

represents

individuals.

The

the individual--her
her

punishment

or

to some in this tradition,

Locke, Two Treatises of Government (London,
S. Mill, On Liberty (Indianapolis: Hackett
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political society is the result of a social contract between
individuals.89

But these individuals are too often, if not

always, treated

as isolated and self-sufficient "monads."90

However, just

as we saw in "The Problem of Collective Moral

Rights Attributions,"
which must

there

be accounted

are

for.

collective

moral

rights

And, if my argument in this

chapter goes through, it is important for political theories
to focus

on individual responsibility within and apart from

collectives.
conglomerates

Moreover,
corporations must
they do

be (re-)

philosophy such
responsible to

nations

and

structured by persons such that
A

must be placed at the core of political

that it

is plausible

to hold

individuals

some extent for certain collective outcomes.

that the individual exists apart from society is a

The idea

Persons are

ways, some
we speak,

linked to

the churches

Given that

in

others socially

of which we do not freely choose.

educational institutions
lives.

as

not reduce or eliminate personal responsibility.

cooperative element

myth.

such

several

The languages

or synagogues where we worship, the
we attend,

pride and

etc.,

all

shape

our

liability to guilt and shame

Publishing Company, 1978); Robert Nozick, Anarchy,
and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974).

State,

89 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971).
90 Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Collected Works,
Volume 3 (New York: International Publishers, 1975), 146174.
.
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are two aspects of the same reality, unless one is liable to
the reactive

attitudes91 of resentment, hatred, indignation

concerning what
can hardly

his country

have genuine

unless there
society, he

is present
will have

or corporation did wrongly, he

pride in

a fundamental
little

or

cooperative in

no

reason

to

responsibility beyond what is strictly his own.
not have

reason to

one which

produced

Also,

that collective.

his

take

on

For he will

see himself as part of a wider society,
certain

collectives

which

themselves

cause certain negative outcomes.
A moral

person

property may
conscious,

be

to

entity

ascribed, and
Some

Rights

which

that no

which
It

ascribed.
agent

intentional

where the

who

content of

ethnic groups)

is

a

moral
se1fher

A moral agent is
is

justifiably

one's action is moral.
such
mora~

as

nations,

persons in the

plausibly be ascribed moral properties

moral rights

(see "The Problem of Collective Moral

Attributions").

But

a full-fledged

currently

are

some

assesses

action

(conglomerates

they can

collective is

to

relation to her projects.

corporations, and

such as

entity

justifiably

collectives

sense that

an

project-pursuing

achievements in
an

is

existing

it

is

unclear

that

any

moral person because it seems
collective

91 For a discussion of reactive
Strawson, "Freedom and Resentment,"
British Academy, 48 (1962), 1-25.

can

plausibly

be

attitudes, see Peter
Proceedinqs of the
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ascribed all moral properties.

This shows that the criteria

for justified collective moral rights attributions and those
for collective
former are
latter.

easier

As I

to be

collectives

a rightholder,

be morally

to

satisfy

than

the

but it

must be

such an

responsible (liable) for what it does.

have argued in this chapter, collectives are typically

not plausible
For this
punish

for

After all, a collective need not be an intentional

moral agent
agent to

moral responsibility ascriptions differ: the

candidates for

reason, it
them,

or

for

moral liability

ascriptions.

is not completely morally justified to
the

state

to

force

them

to

pay

compensation, as we shall see in liThe Problems of Collective
Punishment and Compensation."
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THE PROBLEMS OF COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT AND COMPENSATION
INTRODUCTION
If the

argument of

"The Problem

Responsibility Attributions"
that conglomerates
fact satisfy

of Collective

is sound,

(even nations

then it

Moral

is unclear

and corporations)

the conditions of moral liability.

do

in

If this is

true, and if moral liability (as I define it in liThe Problem
of

Collective

necessary

Moral

condition

sanctions imposed

primary

or

offense) or

conglomerates

for

a tort
liable.

collectives are

a

is

punishable

This is
view

having

For
(for

an
a

agent,
criminal

by the state to compensate

the view

which

the legitimate

holds

a

offense) to the extent that that agent

compensation by the state.2
hand,

justifiably

is

state, then they are not

sanctions.

legitimately forced

Individualism,

other

by the

such

secondary, 1

another (for
is morally

of

on them

obvious candidates

Attributions ll )

Responsibility

that

taken by Punishment

concerns
objects of

whether

or

not

punishment

and

Punishment Collectivism, on the
it

is

justified

to

punish

collectives, or to force them to compensate their victims.

1 For a definition of "primary" and "secondaryll agency,
see "The
Problem of
Collective Moral
Responsibility
Attributions."
2 I defend a version of this view in J. Angelo Corlett,
"Collective Punishment
and Public Policy," Journal of
Business Ethics, 11 (1992), 207-216. In that work I provide
a somewhat broader delineation of models of collective
punishment (but not of compensation).
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Now it
Problems of
issue is

is worth pointing out that when it comes to the
Collective Punishment

one of

and Compensation,

moral justification.

In

the

general, to

be

morally justified in doing something is to have performed an
action which

is either permitted or required by the balance

of moral

reasons which

might be

matter.

For instance,

the state

punishing politicians
extent that

the

requires the
the state
a crime
the

brought to

who cheat

balance

state to

of

is morally

that

justified in

their constituents

moral

do so.

bear on

reasons

to the

permits

or

Is it morally justified for

to punish a conglomerate which is found guilty of
or for the state to force it to pay compensation to

victim(s)

justified" I

of

its

tort

mean completely

negligence?

morally

By

"morally

justified.

It

is

apparent that there exist certain utilitarian reasons (i.e.,
deterrence,

for

justification
collectives.

example)

for

the

which

state's

serve
imposing

as

a

partial

sanctions

on

But is it completely morally justified for the

state to impose sanctions on collectives?
"PUNISHMENT" AND "COMPENSATION" DEFINED
Prior to commencing the main part of the discussion, it
is necessary

to come

to an

un?erstanding of the nature of

punishment and

compensation, as well as criminal, tort, and

contract law.

By

attachment of

"punishment" and its cognates I mean the

legal penalties

to the

violation

of

legal
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rules.3

More specifically, punishment "must involve pain or

other consequences
of an

actual or

against legal
humans other

has an

than the

functions of

for his

offender; and

an authority
the offense

must be

offense

and

Punishment also

It expresses

the

for his offense.

include

non-aquiescence,

imposed

constituted by a legal system

is committed.4

the criminal
punishment

legal

be intentionally administered by

expressive function.

resentment to

symbolic

supposed offender

rules; must

administered by
against which

normally considered unpleasant;" must be"

community's
Other related

authoritative

vindication

absolving the innocent of guilt.5

of

disavowal,

the

law,

and

Punishment, of course, is

a societal response to crime; it is the defining function of
criminal law.

Punishment

fines, imprisonment,

may involve

and/or death.

It

penalties
is the

such

as

result

of

enforced public standards.6
Compensation, on
state to

a victim

of

the other

hand, is an award from the

negligence7

or

3 John
Rawls,
"Two
Concepts
Philosophical Review, 64 (1955), 4.

intentional

of

Rules,"

action

The

4 H. L. A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1968), 4-5.
5 Joel
Feinberg, Doing and Deserving
Princeton University Press, 1970), Chapter 5.

(Princeton:

6 Jeffrie G. Murphy and Jules L. Coleman, Philosophy of
Law: An Introduction to Jurisprudence (Boulder: westview,
1990), 145.
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intended to make up for her losses.
involve hard

treatment,

punitive damages
element

to

though

It does not necessarily

it

may

be

coupled

with

and/or punishment when there is a criminal

the

case

(e.g.,

negligence as

well as,

crinlinal law,

which operates

where

there

is

criminal

say, corporate negligence).

Unlike

under the standard of proving

criminal guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, tort offenses need
be shown

only by a preponderance of the evidence.

standards of

proof in

Thus the

tort cases is lower than in criminal

ones.
The

main

concern

of

tort

liability

is

to

make

compensation to victims of negligence, while in criminal law
punishment seeks
itself, on

to inflict

criminals.

negligent, omits
it

employees and

others,

someone, the
tort law.
victim(s) of
may even

where the

been
and

its own

of one

warned
if

it

of its

about

its

collapses

held liable

negligence.

buildings
danger

and

to

injures

for damages under

In some cases the

victim(s) "punitive

of compensation
tort offender

fault" cases

end in

may be forced to provide compensation to the

award the

every case

has

a roof

corporation is
It

as an

For example, if a corporation, being

to have

repaired when

hard treatment,

under tort

is at

of tort liability.

fault.

damages."
law involves

cou~t

But not
cases

There are also "no

Worker's Compensation is a

7 Negligence is the creation of an unreasonable risk of
harm.
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system of

no-fault

compensation. 8

Compensation

result of privately enforced public standards.9
state brings

is

the

Whereas the

a charge against a criminal, a private citizen

brings a charge against another for compensatory damages.lO
MODELS OF PUNISHMENT
Having defined "punishment," "compensation," and having
differentiated between various sorts of law, it is important
to distinguish

between various

Rawls

that

argues

discussing punishment.
justifying

the

insti tution) •
infliction

of

particular degree

we

must

separate

two

John

questions

in

The first is the question of morally

practice
The

models of punishment.

of

second

punishment

punishment
is

on

and form.

morally
an

These

itself

(as

justifying

innocent

party

in

questions, related

an
the
a
as

8 William L. Prosser, John W. Wade and Victor E.
Schwartz, Torts: Cases and Materials, Seventh Edition (New
York: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1982), 1308f.
9 Murphy and Coleman, 145.
10
Distinct from
criminal law and tort law is
contract law.
Contract law enforces private standards.
That is, the initiative to secure state enforcement of a
private agreement, say, is up to the complaining private
party (the "plaintiff"). It is related to tort law in that
both tort law and contract law privately enforce standards,
but whereas tort law enforces public standards, contract law
enforces private standards.
The private standards of
contract law are the legitimate expectations or provisions
stated in
a legitimate contract or agreement between
parties. They are not necessarily the public standards of a
penal or civil code, though they must satisfy public
standards of enforcibility.
That is, they cannot be
contrary to public policy or public morality.
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they are,

should

nevertheless

be

kept

separate

in

any

discussion of the justification of punishment.ll
What,

then,

punishment?

are

some

Karl Menninger

of

the

competing

models

of

defends a therapeutic model of

"punishment" according to which society's proper response to
criminal offences should be to "cure" him.12
the therapeutic
model of

There is,

which states

orderly outlet
the

model, there are varieties of the vengeance

punishment.

valve version

first of

that

legal

for aggressive feelings.

hedonistic

In addition to

version

which

holds

all, an escape-

punishment

is

an

Secondly, there is
that

punishment

is

justified because of the pleasure it brings to the victim in
knowing the
version

guilty party is punished.

says

that

punishment

is

Third, the emotional

justified

because

the

emotions it allows us to express are self-justifying.13
Then there

is the moral education model of punishment.

This view is that the state ought to use punishment to teach
the offender
not have
the state

that what she did was morally wrong and should

been done for that reason.
" a l so wants

In punishing offenders

to use the pain of punishment to get

11 Rawls, "Two Concepts of Rules."
also made in Hart, 8-12.
12 Karl Menninger, The
The Viking Press, 1968).

This distinction is

Crime of Punishment (New York:

13 Joel Feinberg, Editor, Reason and Responsibility,
Seventh Edition (Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing Company,
1989), 348.
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the human wrongdoer to reflect on the moral reasons" for the
law's

existence,

so

she

will

decide

to

obey

working definitions

of

the

the

law

primarily for moral reasons.14
Rawls provides
prominent historical
retributivism

philosophical

and

models

utilitarianism.

"retributivism" (distinct

from the

of

two

most

punishment:
He

defines

vengeance model) as the

view that punishment is justified on grounds that wrongdoing
merits punishment;
should suffer

in

criminal should

it is

morally fitting

proportion

be punished

the severity

of the

depravity of

her act.16

to

her

that a

wrongdoing;

follows from

appropriate punishment

criminal
that

a

her guilt;15 and
depends on the

Most believe that Immanuel Kant is

the paradigm retributivist in this sense of "retributivism."

14 Jean
Hampton, "The Moral Education Theory of
Punishment," Philosophy & Public Affairs, 13 (1984), 212.
15 Rawls does not say whether or not the retributivist
position concerns legal or moral guilt.
If what is meant
here is legal guilt, then it is unclear that Immanuel Kant
truly is a paradigm of retributivism in that Kant's view
seems to concern moral culpability.
16 Rawls, "Two Concepts of Rules," 4 [Contrast Rawls'
definition of "retributivism" with that found in Michael S.
Moore, "The Moral Worth of Retribution," in Ferdinand
Schoeman, Editor,
Responsibility, Character,
and
the
Emotions: Essays in Moral Psychology (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1987), Chapter 8].
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Rawls goes
position that

on to
only

present decisions;
justified by

construe act-uti1itarianism17 as the

future

consequences

particular instances

reference to

institution's maintenance

are

material

of punishment

to
are

the probable consequences of the
as a

means of

social order; and

punishment is

justified only if it promotes effectively the

best societal

interest.18

the utilitarian
both that
society

David Hume

justification of

seems to articulate

punishment when he argues

the point of punishment is to secure benefits for
and

that

punishments

must

be

proportionate

to

crimes:
Punishment, without any proper end or purpose, is
inconsistent with
our ideas of goodness and
justice; and no end can be served by it after the
whole scene is closed . • • • What man, who has not
met with personal provocation . . • , could inflict
on crimes, from the sense of blame alone, even the
common, legal, frivolous punishments? . • •
Punishment, according to our conception, should
bear some proportion to the offense • . . • 19
Seeing

a

conflic~

retributivist views

between

the

act-utilitarian

and

of punishment, Rawls seeks to reconcile

17 A consequentialist, but non-utilitarian version of
punishment that is required to rid one's soul of evil which
results from
one's wrongdoing is discussed in Plato,
Gorqias, 472, 478d-480.
18 Rawls, "Two Concepts of Rules," 4-5.
19 David Hume, "0f the Immortality of the Soul," in
Essays Moral, Political and Literary, Edited by T. H. Green
and T. H. Grosse, Volume 2 (London: Longmans, 1875), 402-403
[Also see Jeremy Bentham, The Principles of Morals and
Leqislation (New York: Hafner Press, 1946), Chapters 13-15].
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these views

by the

"time honored" device of making each of

them answer

different questions (at different levels) about

the justification of punishment.

In so doing, he argues for

a rule-utilitarian model of punishment.
utilitarian

arguments

questions about

Rawls

while

of

for

the

retributivism

answering

institution

answers

of

questions

justification of punishments in particular cases.

also

argues

retributivists that

that

general practice

of the

innocent could

However, rules
any

utilitarians

agree

with

"only the guilty should be punished" so

that a

having

appropriate

the justification

punishment itself,
about the

are

According to Rawls,

whose rules permitted "punishment"
not

would be

even

be

called

"punishment."

in place to prevent officials from

discretionary

power

to

inflict

punishments

whenever they believe it might maximize social utility.
rule-utilitarian theory
utilitarianism permits
innocent (a

evades the classical criticism that
or requires

system Rawls

promote social utility.
the non-utilitarian

The

refers

the punishment
to

of

as· "telishment")

the
to

Thus rule-utilitarianism allows for

justification of particular punishments

on the grounds that only the guilty may be punished. 20
Rawls'
argument

for

punishment.

construal

of

retributivism

rule-utilitarianism
However,

it

is

as

a

underlies
hybrid

problematic.

20 Rawls, "Two Concepts of Rules."

his

model
For

of

Rawls
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misconstrues the intent of retributivism when he argues that
the retributivist

need not

legal system

purpose

the

turpitude.
for a

In other

advocate as
of

which

an

is

institution

to

punish

a

moral

words, retributivism should not argue

retributivist justification

punishment, according

of

to Rawls.

But

the

institution

of

from the supposition

that the retributivist need not be concerned with justifying
the institution

of punishment,

retributivism may

not be

overall plausibility
it.

Of what

(because they
they caused

does

not

follow

concerned with

it.

In fact, the

of retributive

value is

that punishments

it for

should or

deserve it)
to the

it

that

punishment depends

on

the retributivist to assert

must be meted out to the guilty
in proportion

victims

if

the

very

to the

suffering

institution

of

punishment is morally groundless?
In

rejecting

the

intent

of

retributivism,

unwarrantedly limits its explanatory power.
that retributivism
punishment.

Thus Rawls'

and utilitarianism
still

open

plausible.

does seek

as

to

Rawls

He fails to see

to justify the institution of

attempt to wed both retributivism

fails.

Or at

which

theory

least, the
of

question

punishment

is

A retributivism which seeks to provide a

is
more

gener~l

justifying aim of the institution of punishment as well as a
justification

for

particular

serious consideration.

punishments

must

be

given
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Even if
all

Rawls' attempt

utilitarian

and

in the

end fails to reconcile

retributivist

elements

punishment's justification,

he reminds

about the

punishment may very well lie in

justification of

some hybrid
will argue

theory of
in favor

punishment.

us that

concerning
the

truth

Later in this chapter I

of a Kantian model of punishment which

is retributivist and utilitarian in character.
WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR A THEORY OF JUSTIFIED COLLECTIVE
PUNISHMENT AND COMPENSATION?
With the
to consider

previous discussions in mind, it is important
some

plausible theory

of

the

independent

of collective

must tackle.

Whether

of collective

punishment and

denies it,

desiderata

that

a

punishment and compensation

one affirms the moral permissibility

the following

compensation, or

whether one

considerations must be dealt with

by the theorist.
(1) First,

one

between punishments
as I

have done

must

keep

for crimes

above.

in

mind

the

distinction

and compensation for torts,

Philosophe~s

who have taken on the

herculean task of trying to solve the problems of collective
punishment and

compensation usually

fail (in

another) to distinguish between punishment and
But one

must also

realize that

one

way

or

compensatio~.

an agent may be tried as a

criminal and as a tortfeasor and for the same action.
(2) Whether one is a utilitarian or a retributivist, or
some hybrid

theorist, one

must not sacrifice the view that
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only the

quilty should

their victim(s).
this

important

be penalized

or made to compensate

Only a crude act-utlitarianism would deny
point

always

and

necessarily,

as

Rawls

argues.2l
(3) Whether

one is

hybrid theorist,

one must

(rough) proportional
proportionality

hold fast

punishment.

between

difficulty,22 there
for

a utilitarian,

proportionality

rough

punishments

to

to the

That is,

crimes

seem to

retributivist,

and

principle

or
of

though perfect

punishments

is

a

be no

insurmountable problems

when

it

crimes.23

Although

comes
the

to

fitting

doctrine

of

proportional punishment is usually misattributed exclusively
to retributivist
it seems,

such as

would not institute, say, capital punishment, for

parking violations
would violate
stability

in

punishments.24
goal at

Immanuel Kant, rule-utilitarians,

a

(no matter
utilitarian
relation

It would

exorbiant cost.

how numerous!)
principle

to

One

concerning

'perceived

also achieve

because this
social

fairness

of

its valuable social

could achieve

just as

much

21 Rawls, "Two Concepts of Rules."
22 Edmund L. Pincoffs, Philosophy of Law: A Brief
Introduction (Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1991)',
28-31.
23 Pincoffs, 30.
24 Rawls, "Two Concepts of Rules." Even Bentham argues
that punishment, as an evil, should be proportional to the
crime committed [See Bentham, Chapter 14].
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compliance at
sentence.

so it . would not be an optimific

Moreover, the moral principle that similar cases

should be
as other

lower cost,

treated similarly
acts.

Thus, any

applies to punishments as well
plausible theory

of punishment

faces the problem of (roughly) proportional punishment.
(4) Fourth,
of

the

any theory of punishment must take account

differences

mitigation.

justification,

excuse,

and

In the law, an act is justified when it is not

prohibited by

law, or

Excusing conditions
but one

between

when it

is

obtain when

condoned

one breaks

by

the

law.

a rule of law,

is not punished due to the fact that one is insane,

incompetent in

other ways,

Finally, mitigating
penalty for.

or coerced or compelled to act.

circumstances do

breaking a

law.

not excuse

Instead,

one's

one

penalty

from
is

lessened under circumstances such as when one shoots another
while under

the influence of a mind altering drug, or where

a severely mentally retarded person breaks a rule of law.25
(5) Fifth,
punishment and
is justified

it

theory of justified collective

compensation must
to punish

compensation.
then'

a plausible

must

explain whether or not it

collectives or

to

make

them

pay

If the answer to this problem is affirmative,
say

which

collectives

can

be

plausible

candidates for punishment by the state.
25 Mitigation is sometimes classified as weak excuse
(not fully exculpatory) as opposed to strong excuse (totally
exculpatory).
Both are distinguished, on this construal,
from justification.
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(6) Sixth,
which a

such a

theory must

guilty collective

or an

explain the

extent to

individual may

be

found

liable and punished and/or made to compensate a victim.
(7)

A

plausible

punishment and
of whether

theory

of

compensation must

justified

also address the guestion

or not the state has a right to impose sanctions

on a collective for an alleged wrongdoing.
sort of

collective

right is

it, and

what sorts

If so, then what

of duties

does this

right impose on other parties?
(8) Eighth,
sanctions

a plausible theory of justified collective

must

punishment
Whether one

explain

and

the

compensation

is a

significance
in

a

political

punishment collectivist

individualist, what

are the

of

philosophy.

or a

implications of

collective

punishment

each of these

views for an overall political philosophy?
(9) Furthermore,
state's imposing
morally

such a

theory must

(Punishment

Collectivism)

unjustified (Punishment

Individualism).

needs

out

be

implausible for

the

sanctions on certain collectives is either

justified

to

explain why

pointed

the state

that

one

to impose

or

morally

example,

For
reason

sanctions

why
on

it

it
is

ethnic

groups is that their constituents are members of some ethnic
group, but

such membership

one's control.

Thus

is determined

by means

beyond

the fact that ethnic group membership

is involuntary is a good reason for the state's not imposing
sanctions on

ethnic groups.

For

no member

of an

ethnic
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group is

a voluntary agent insofar as her being a member of

that group is concerned.
(10)

Moreover,

collective

sanctions

a

plausible

must

explain

theory
the

of

value

justified
of

either

imposing sanctions or not imposing sanctions on collectives,
as opposed

to imposing sanctions on individual criminals or

tortfeasors only.
(11) Finally, such a theory needs to explain whether or
not the state has a duty to impose sanctions on collectives.
If so,
it a

then it

must explain the nature of such a duty.

perfect duty26

then does

or an

the state's

prerogative?
prerogative?

If so,

imperfect duty?

"duty" to
then what

Is

If the latter,

sanction amount to a mere
is the

nature of

such

a

Is it an "agent-centered prerogative?"27

Although each

of these

desiderata are

crucial for

a

theory' of collective punishment and compensation, I will not
attempt to

answer all

of the

questions raised

by them in

26 That the state has a perfect duty to punish
criminals is articulated by Kant [See Immanuel Kant, The
Metaphysical Elements of Justice, Translated by John Ladd
(London: Macmillan,
1965); Corlett, "Foundations of a
Kantian Theory of Punishment," note 6].
27 For a definition of this category, see Samuel
Scheffler,
The
Rejection
of
Conseguentialism:
'A
Philosophical Investigation of the Considerations Underlying
Rival Moral Conceptions (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982); J.
Angelo
Corlett,
"Scheffler
and
the
Rejection
of
Consequentialism," International Conference on Contemporary
Moral Theory, St. Andrews, Scotland, 1988; "Schefflerian
Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility," Journal of
Business Ethics, 7 (1988), 631-638.
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what follows.
of

Instead, I shall provide a basis of a theory

collective

punishment

and

compensation

which

is~

consistent with these disiderata.
TOWARD A THEORY OF PUNISHMENT INDIVIDUALISM
Is it
punish a

completely morally
collective for

pay compensation
offense?

As I

to its

justified for

the state

to

criminal wrongdoing, or to make it
victim(s) in

pointed out

in "The

the case

of a

tort

Problem of Collective

Moral Responsibility Attributions," nations and corporations
(not aggregates, ethnic groups, or other collectives lacking
a formal

decision-making

structure)

can

become

But it is

restructuring) candidates for intentional agency.
unclear

that

even

voluntarily, and

these

collectives

knowingly.

act

How, then,

(through

intentionally,

can they

be held

such that the state is justified in imposing

morally liable

sanctions on them?
However, assuming
act intentionally,
are plausibly

that some

conglomerates can

knowingly, voluntarily,

construed as

morally liable

and can
or

and do
be and

responsible

agents, I propose the following Kantian justification of the
institution

of

punishment

(and

compensation)--both

collective and individual:
Judicial punishment can never be used merely as a
means to promote some other good for the criminal
himself or for civil society, but instead it must
in all cases be imposed on him only on the ground
that he has committed a crime; for a human being
may never be manipulated merely as a means to the
purposes of someone else.
• • . He must first be
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found to be deserving of punishment before any
consideration is given to the utility of his
punishment for
himself or
for
his
fellow
citizens.28
Thus for

Kant punishment is justified primarily because the

state has

a

categorical

criminals, and

secondarily because

consequences for
view of

an important

ought to

consideration.
element in
to

the criminal

to

inflict

it may

pain

on

have beneficial

and/or society. This Kantian

punishment is in the spirit of the claim that guilt

is always
how we

imperative

construe

(ethical) consideration in deciding

treat persons.
Nor is

Kant's view
Kant's

But

it is

it sufficient.29

not the

only

This utilitarian

is overlooked by those who continue
view

of

punishment

as

purely

deontological in nature, having no utilitarian element.30
28 Kant, 100. Emphases added. John Locke also appears
to think sometimes as a retributivist, and at other times
like a utilitarian [see John Locke, Two Treatises on
Government (London, 1690), II, 23; John Locke, A Second
Letter Concerning Toleration in The Works of John Locke
(London: Thomas Davison, 1823), Volume 6, 71, 105. Also see
A. John Simmons, "Locke and the Right to Punish," Philosophy
& Public Affairs, 20 (1991), 318; The Lockean Theory of
Rights (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992); James
Tully, "Political Freedom," The Journal of Philosophy, 87
(1990), 517-523].
29 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, 84, 85, 94.
30 Those who interpret Kant as a strict retributivist
are too numerous to list here.
They include, however,
Hampton and Pincoffs, respectively.
For an analysis of
Kant's notion of punishment, see Jeffrie G. Murphy, Kant:
The Philosophy of Right (New York: St. Martin's, 1970);
"Kant>s Theory of Criminal Punishment," in Jeffrie G.
Murphy, Editor, Retribution, Justice, and Therapy: Essays in
the Philosophy of Law (Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publishing
Company, 1979),
82-92; "Does
Kant Have a Theory of
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Not only
\'li th

is this

least

at

punishment, it
vengeance

version of

part

of

is not

model,

education model.
preventing the

retributivism consistent

the

utilitarian

doctrine

on

inconsistent with any version of the

the

therapeutic

model,

For

example, there

Kantian retributivist

and

the

moral

is nothing logically
from recognizing

the

importance of retributivist emotions and their expression in
the process

of punishment.

Kantian retributivism
allow for
out of,

(as I

the state's
say, a

admit that

Nor

is there

anything

about

have stated it) which does not

trying to

cure those who break laws

mental disorder.

Finally, the Kantian can

there may

be a

punishment, particularly

role

for

when it

moral

education

in

comes to lesser sentences

for lesser crimes.
I

seek

to

defend

this

justification of

collective

where punishment

and compensation

because

the

(collective

punishment

or

notion

Kantian

and

the

compensation,

are justified

individual)

of

primarily

criminal

or

tortfeasor deserves it, and secondarily because either he or
the society may benefit from such treatment in the ense that
overall social
himself notes

utlity is

maximized.

Moreover,

as

Kant

in the above passage, the collective criminal

(or tortfeasor, I might add) must never be treated as a mere
means to

an end,

say,

of

social

utility

(This

is

not

Punishment? Columbia Law Review, 87 (1987), 509-532. Also
see J. Angelo Corlett, "Foundations of a Kantian Theory of
Punishment," typescript.
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inconsistent with
honors the
her

G. W.

F. Hegel's

criminal as

due).31

And,

punishments should

a rational
as

Kant

be made

claim that

agent, as one receiving

adds

to

punishment

in

another

passage,

(proportionately)

fit

the

crime.32
Assuming

that

Corporation are
Kantian scheme

conglomerates

morally liable
seems to

such

is that

parties within
extent that
because each

Exxon (or

rectify the
should be
it is

must

force them

The Kantian view I
punish

the

guilty

to compensate) to the

morally liable for the harm caused and

Exxon

minimized as

likely that

cleanup

importance of
that area

the following

must

Moreover,
be

where

forced

to

the

innocent

compensate

to

situation for which the guilty are liable, this

constituent of
the

state

deserves it.

constituents of

Exxon

be applicable to the case of Exxon

the

each is

The

agents, then

and the Valdez, Alaska disaster of 1989.
am espousing

as

much as possible.

seizing all

Thus even though

the assets'

of each

guilty

Exxon is insufficient to pay for the cost of
effort,

the

restoring the

of Alaska

Kantian

may

admit

environment and

outweighs or

that

the

employment in

overrides the

financial

31 See G. W. F. Hegel, The Philosophy .of Right,
Translated by T. M. Knox {London: Oxford University Press,
1969), section 100.
32 Kant, 101~ Murphy, "Does Kant
Punishment? 532~ Corlett, "Foundations
of Punishment."

Have a Theory of
of a Kantian Theory
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burden placed

on the

such compensation
such funds

innocent employees

is payed

by way

of Exxon (even if

of corporate insurance,

could have went for higher deserved salaries for

the innocent,

instead of

serving

as

a

bailout

negligence of the guilty parties in Exxon.

for

the

Of course, it is

an empirical matter as to whether or not the clean up effort
outweighs the
any case,

burden placed

however, the

on the

innocent in Exxon.

In

Kantian will choose the alternative

mode of

punishment and/or compensation which most minimizes

harm to

the innocent.

guilty must

be punished

for their wrongdoings or

Again,

this presupposes

and/or forced

in some

pierced

in

negli~ence.

criminal cases

order

to

corporation as

a shield

corporate veil

must be

to force

them to

the

to pay compensation

This requires a revision of tort law.
is only

that

seek

For typically it

that the corporate veil is
and

find

for criminal

those

activity.

using

the

But

the

pierced to punish the guilty and/or

pay compensation

for their tort offenses

(negligence).
So it

is open

each guilty

party in Exxon is punished and/or forced to pay

compensation to
the oil

the extent

that she

is morally liable for

spill are considerations of utility justified.

forcing Exxon's
(say, by

to the Kantian to argue that only after

way

innocent to
of

corporate insurance

taking

But

pay supplementary compensation

lower

which would

salaries
cover such

for

a

type

of

disasters)

is
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justified only
or made
in

on the assumption that "Exxon is democratized

to have a significantly greater cooperative element

every

arm

of

employees having

the

corporation.

etc.) for

greater financial

higher-level managers'
will decrease.
conditions

This

of

occurring and
to be

the

as

does,

along

At the same time,
and

salaries

is part of what is likely to make the
collective

punishment

and

for Exxon (along with prior notice

to

the

the possible

odds

of

certain

disasters

punishments and/or compensation

paid, as well as collective solidarity obtaining to a

significant within
satisfied by
or

renumeration.

justified

employees

what Exxon

decision-making power

compensation satisfiable
to all

includes

a greater share of personal responsibility

(decision-making power,
with a

This

Exxon in

negligent

one),

considerations are
compensate its

When such conditions are

the future (regarding a wrongful act
then

both

desert

and

utility

satisfied when Exxon itself is forced to

victims.

morally palatable
deserves it,

Exxon, etc.).

Under conditions like these, it is

to impose

while the

sanctions on

threat of

Exxon because it

social utility not being

considered is minimized.
But to
sanctions?

what

or another)

should

one

be

held

liable

to

In cases where moral liability is shared between

individuals in,
others share

extent

say, a

conglomerate, does

responsibility for

the

fact

that

an outcome affect (one way

the extent to which one is responsible for that
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same outcome?
query.

There

are various

possible answers to this

"Ethical di1utionism" is the view that one's degree

of moral

responsibility for

the outcome

of a collective's

action is lessened by the fact that others in the collective
are likewise

responsible (either

various degrees)
suffers from

not.

the

the obvious

putative or
one is

for

equally, partially, or to

outcome.

The fact

this

view

flaw of lessening an individual's

actual responsibility

r'esponsible to

However,

for an

outcome.

Either

some degree for an outcome or one is

that others

share responsibility

for that

outcome in no way lessens anyone's responsibility for it.33
"Ethical Anti-Dilutionism"

is the view that the degree

of an individual's responsibility for a collective's outcome
is unaffected
for the

by the

outcome.

This view is held by Gregory Mellema, who

writes, "Whatever
degree of

factors which

contribute to the

moral responsibility,

the

fact

are responsible is for the anti-dilutionist not

among them."34

that no

are the

an individual's

that others

that some

fact that others share responsibility

But

this position is misleading.

The fact

persons share responsibility for an outcome means
one person

can be

totally

responsible

for

that

33 Gregory Mellema, "Shared Responsibility and Ethical
Dilutionism," Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 63 (1985),
177-187;
Individuals,
Groups,
and
Shared
Moral
Responsibility (New York: Peter Lang, 1988), Chapters 1-5.
34 Mellema,
Dilutionism," 178.

"Shared

Responsibility

and

Ethical
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Thus, there

outcome.

responsibility for

is a

sense in

which

one's

shared

an outcome is affected by (or contingent

on) the extent to which others are responsible for the same.
But there

is,

concerning shared
agent is
that he

chapter) in

outcome.
total

a

think,

a

more

plausible

moral responsibility.

morally responsible
satisfies

limit as

I

for an

conditions

reqards to

It is that a moral

outcome to the extent

(i)-(vi)

that outcome.

position

(of

the

previous

Moreover, there is a

to the extent of the shared responsibility for the
The cumulative
sum

over

responsibility for

what

shares of

responsibility

is

the

truly

the outcome.

total

cannot

amount

of

This means that Mellema is

incorrect in arguing that
if S
is a
moral
agent
who
shares
the
responsibility for outcome Q with other moral
agents, then the degree of ~'s responsibility for
Q is unaffected by whether, relative ,to the
other's involvement, S's involvement is major or
minor.
The degree of S's responsibility is a
function only
of ~'s- actions, including ~'s
intentions, and it would be no different than if,
other things being equal, each of the others were
replaced by robots.35
Mellema's claim is wrong in that if my shared responsibility
for an outcome is unaffected by the responsibility of others
for that

same outcome,

would be

unable to prevent mine from being complete (100%)'.

Yet, in

many tort cases, my share of the responsibility for

35 Mellema,
Dilutionism," 187.

then their

"Shared

responsibility

Responsibility

and

for

it

Ethical
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the outcome

cannot be

complete.

And this

is because the

responsibility of others for the same outcome does affect my
share of

responsibility by

shared responsibility

limiting the

for the

outcome.

total

amount

of

Moral

intuitions

seems to be congruent with tort law on this matter.
For example,

if the

committee together
automobile and
if he
The law

three members

accidentally walk

of my dissertation

into the

side of

my

damage it, none of them is morally liable as

were the

only one

of torts

involved in

(and moral

damaging my vehicle.

intuition) would hold each of

them liable to the extent that he contributed to the damage.
If the

damage to

my vehicle

equally negligent,
compensation (I

then each

would gladly

is $100.00,
will

pay

and if
to

me

each was
$33.33

in

absorb the remaining penny!).

Tort law is incongruent with Mellema's view in that, if only
one member

of my

extent ($100.00),

committee damaged
then he

for the full amount.

my vehicle to the same

would be forced to compensate me

Thus in tort law, it is often the case

that one's liability is partially dependent on the fact that
the negligence

of others

is also a contributory cause to a

harm.
However, it

should be

shared moral

liability is

criminal law.

Consider

punished with
of two

noted that
to some

a

case

Mellema's

extent
where

view

congruent

each

criminal

of

with
is

life imprisonment for the (conspired) murders

persons, and

where each of them contributes equally
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to

the

crimes

by

voluntarily, etc.
aligns with

commiting .one
Here

it

seems

murder,
that

knowingly,

Mellema's

scheme

the criminal law, holding that each criminal is

liable for a murder (or double-murder) regardless of whether
or not the other shared liability for the crime.
We might, then, construe the responsibility (moral) for
an outcome

as resembling

degrees or

shares of

slice representing
For example,

if

assassinating

which can

responsibility for

be sliced

into

an outcome,

each

a person's true share of responsibility.
there

are

President

responsibility for
shared

a pie

two

persons

Bush,

then

Bush's death.

responsibility

The

between

who

they

share

precise
two

the

succeed

in

moral

degree

assassins

of
is

contingent on the intentions, knowledge, voluntariness, etc.
of the

respective

Directors and
for the

shared

on

their

if

the

Board

of

of Exxon were responsible

the "Exxon Valdez" in Valdez, Alaska,

responsibility

voluntariness, powers
etc.

Again,

major shareholders

grounding of

then their
depend

assassins.

for

respective
to effect

the

incident

intentions,
change in

the

will

knowledge,
situation,

Moreover, such persons ought to be punished or made to

compensate
factors

victims

obtain

according

regarding

the
their

degree

to

involvement

which

such

in

the

wrongdoing.
So much

for the

individuals within

degree of

shared

collectives for

responsibility

an outcome.

by

Now let us
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turn to

some of

when trying

the different

to impose

situations the

state faces

sanctions on

a collective such as a

two kinds

of cases, someone might

corporation.
There are
argue, where

at least

conglomerates may

compensate parties.
morally liable
sanctions,

and

each

of

compensate.

dead
I

state's

those

constituents

will

cannot
focus on

imposition
of

of
the

and liability responsible for

is alive.

and

where a conglomerate is

to the

is causally

in question

persons are

first is

and subject

conglomerate who
the harm

The

be punished or be forced to

The
be

second is where such

punished

or

forced

to

those cases where the guilty

are still living.
However, to
Principle of
by

a

member of

particular

for what

conglomerate;

those conglomerates

effect change

within the

the conglomerate

probabilities and
fault and

that (a) the conditions of the

Collecive Moral Responsibility36 are satisfied

constituents of
power to

the extent

(b)

the

individual

each have

significant

conglomerate; (c)

each

is made adequately aware of the

conditions of her being made partially at

made to pay compensation or be adversely affected
another conglomerate

member does negligently;

(~)

each member of the collective is not forced to remain in the
collective (either by political, economic, or other forces);
36 See "The Problem of Collective Moral Responsibility
Attributions" for a discussion of this principle.
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and (e)

solidarity

reasonably high
for

environmental

state's

in .such

conglomerates

to

a

degree, the state's penalizing, say, Exxon,'

compensation to
the

obtains

damages,

and/or

making

pay

Exxon

certain private citizens who sued Exxon (or

fining

Exxon

for

criminal

negligence),

is

morally justified.
In reality,
obtain in

the

solidarily is

however, such
numerically

conditions are

large

rarely present.

unlikely to

conglomerate.

Employees

Genuine

are never

fully

informed of the probabilities of an environmental (or other)
disaster occurring.
if such

a disaster

Furthermore,
does

happen,

they are never told that
they,

as

innocent

and

faultless as they may be, will bear part of the brunt of the
sanction

imposed

Further, often

on

the

market or

corporation

by

political forces

the
to some

state.37
extent

coerce or pressure one's decision to remain in a collective,
however unfavorable
in the

case where

the circumstances.
the

corporate

This is exemplified

executive

says

to

her

spouse, upon being reminded of the unfavorable circumstances
in her
tough to

corporation, "But
simply transfer

what else can I do, times are too
or quit."

Thus, vicarious strict

legal liability,38 when imposed on a corporation the size of

37 In part, what makes such employees (most of them)
innocent is that they rarely, if ever, have the power to
effect significant
change within
their hierarchically
structured organization.
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Exxon, typically
guilty should
that the

be punished or forced to pay compensation and

cumulative adverse effects of punishment should be

minimized.
or not

violates the moral principle that only the

This renders 'implausible any claim that, whether

a conglomerate

moral liability,

can actually

it satisfies

meet the conditions of

the conditions

of justified

collective sanctions.
Thus

in

conglomerate

cases

where

are

alive,

individual

constituents
punishment

collective

compensation is morally problematic.

of

a
or

The state must instead

prosecute the putatively responsible individual constituents
of the

conglomerate.

that the

This holds,

at least, to the extent

conditions of collective moral liability [(a)-(e),

above] are not satisfied.
But how

harshly ought the guilty to be punished?

They

ought to be punished in proportion to the crime they commit.
When

is

this

First, the

considered.
action is

important.

extent that
intent is

done,

however,

several

harm caused

factors

a criminal

pun~shed

to the

Second, the guilty party's

relevant to the state's punishing

harm caused,

be

by the guilty party's

A criminal should be

she harmed another.

must

should be

her~

punished to

Given the
the extent

that she intended to harm another.
38 For a criticism of the merits of strict legal
liability when applied to collectives such as corporations,
see "The
Problem of
Collective Moral
Responsibility
Attributions."
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Now it
such as

might be

argued that, concerning conglomerates

corporations, the

satisfied is

negligence with

or recklessness
knowingly with
will a

culpability

in respect

reply to

to an

it

is

respect to a certain outcome,

that outcome.

But

hardly ever

be guilty of acting intentionally

outcome that

this point

that

to that outcome, or even acting

respect to

corporation, say,

with respect

condition

should

is harmful to others.
be

pointed

out

that

In
my

discussion is about imposing sanctions on guilty individuals
in collectives.
required for

My

be justifiably

as one

that intentional

moral liability

liability conditions

Surely one

point is

ascriptions, and

must be

punished or

agency
that

is

moral

satisfied before an agent can
forced to

compensate a victim.

who is not an intentional agent does not qualify

on whom

the state

conglomerates typically

may

do not

impose

sanctions.

Since

act intentionally, they are

not, morally speaking, open to state imposed sanctions.
Third, the
sentencing her.
the criminal

guilty party's

knowledge is

important

to

Given the harm caused and criminal intent,

should be

punished to

the

that

the harm.

Fourth,

voluntariness in

causing the

harm is crucial to sentencing

For

given

knowledge she
punished to
are some

the

had in
the extent

of the

harm

caused,

doing the
that she

guilty

she

knowingly caused

her.

the

extent

criminal

party's

intent,

or

deed, a criminal should be
acted voluntarily.

essential elements

These

which go into figuring
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out how a criminal ought to be punished.

No doubt there are

other considerations in sentencing, but these are crucial in
determining the

extent to

which the

hard treatment on criminals.

state ought to impose

These factors, taken together,

constitute the degree of moral liability one has.
one's degree

And it is

of moral liability which determines the extent

to which one ought to be punished.
When it comes to compensation in tort cases, the amount
of harm

caused, intent,

relevant

in

negligent.

knowledge, voluntariness, etc. are

determining

the

to

which

one

is

For once it is determined that one is guilty of

negligence, such

factors may

punitive damages

owed to

often

extent

much

more

be used

to

a victim.

complicated

figure

out

the

Admittedly, torts are

than

this

brief

account

suggests.
OBJECTIONS TO PUNISHMENT INDIVIDUALISM: AND REPLIES
There

are

a

Individualism which
compensation)
important of

number

of

might be

posed by

collectivist.
them in

objections

Let

turn, along

us

to

Punishment

the punishment (and
consider

with the

the

most

most plausible

punishment individualist replies to these objections.
A FIRST

OBJECTION: ADVERSE

PUBLICITY MAY

BE EFFECTIVE

I~

PUNISHING GUILTY CORPORATIONS.
Peter A.

French argues

against

view of punishment and compensation.
pUblicity model

of punishment,

this

individualistic

He proffers an adverse

one he

calls

the

"Hester
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This

Prynne Sanction."
court ordered,

institutionalized

administered to
wrongdoing.

It takes

the conglomerate

guilty conglomerate.

create a

psychological

conglomerate for
thinks that
is

the form

made

such shame,
public,

of

an

punishment

found guilty of

of a court ordered adverse
the cost

of which is paid

The aim of the sanction is to
of

shame

within

which it is found guilty.

the

French

when the guilt of the conglomerate

is

most

(especially corporations)

to

fatal

becaus~

Sometimes, French

prestige.

which is

disposition

that of

largely

psychological

the conglomerate

publicizing of
byt he

sanction consists

public

any

conglomerate

shame damages its

argues, adverse

publicity is

coupled with fines.39
A REPLY
GUILTY

TO THE
MEMBERS

FIRST OBJECTION:
OF

A

ADVERSELY PUBLICIZING THE

CONGLOMERATE

ADVERSELY

AND

UNDULY

EFFECTS THE INNOCENT MEMBERS.
One thing
seems

to

to note

incorporate

resentment, though
a legitimate

about French's
Feinberg's

proposal is that it

notion

of

vindictive

(unlike Feinberg) it argues that this is

model of

collective punishment.

As

I noted

above, Feinberg argues that such resentment by the community
is one of the many expressive functions of punishment.

39 Peter
A.
Responsibility (New
Chapter 14.

French,
Collective
and
Corporate
York: Columbia University Press, 1984),
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Elsewhere I

have raised

a

number

of

French's model of collective punishment.40
one, however,
only

the

is that

guilty

be

compensation to

the victim(s)

adverse effects

on innocent

punished

forced

The Hester

this rule

of morality

to the

to

pay

wrongdoing.

parties concerning

minimized.

turn cause

The most crucia1-

or

of their

should be

the economic

with

it violates the moral principle that

should

conglomerate's prestige

concerns

The

wrongdoing

Prynne Sanction violates

extent that

the loss

of

a

due to the sanction contributing to

difficulties of

that conglomerate,

which

in

innocent constituents of that conglomerate to be

adversely effected
punishment, say,

due to 1ay-offs and the like.
of an

individual criminal

affect those

closely related

sanctions on

collectives tends

to him,

While the

does adversely

the state's imposing

to maximize,

not minimize,

the extent to which innocent parties are adversely affected.
French's act-utilitarian remark that this "should not overly
concern us"41
is insensitive

flies in the face of justi6e and fairness and
to the

fact that

retributivists and

ru1e-

utilitarians alike would deplore his attitude on this point.
Recall

that

Rawls

argues

that

both

retributivists

and

40 J. Angelo Corlett, "French on Corporate Punishment:
Some Problems," Journal of Business Ethics, 7 (1988), 205210; "Corporate
Responsibility and Punishment," Public
Affairs Quarterly, 2 (1988), 1-16; "Collective Punishment
and Public Policy."
41 French, 200.
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utilitarians agree

that only

(or, I

adversely effected

might add,

French needs

to save

the guilty should be punished

his view

is a

What~

by punishment).

plausible argument in

support of his unwillingness to minimize the extent to which
collective sanctions adversely effect the innocent.
Furthermore, it
form of

collective punishment

not fall
against

is difficult

to imagine

a

and compensation

justified
which does

prey to the same kinds of criticisms I have raised
French~s

view, and strict liability in general.

reason for

this is

an eternal

moral law,

even the

One

not because Punishment Individualism is
but because,

as I noted previously,

most highly structured collectives such as nations

and corporations
solidarity

and

Collectivism

rarely, if
other

to

be

ever, exhibit

qualities
sound,

required

that

is,

the

degree

for

Punishment

for

of

state~s

the

sanctioning of collectives to be morally justified.
If Punishment
empirical facts
cases of
case of

about collectives, what ouqht to be done in

wrongdoing, say, in the corporate world?
Exxon and

increasingly

the Valdez

clear

shareholders, and
for

Collectivism is dubious due to prevelant

negligence

that

under

the

may

It

becoming
officers,

criminally liable

"Comprehensive

be

is

corporate

be held

and Liability

liability which

certain corporate

individual

employees may

Response, Compensation
theory of

disaster.

Take the

Environmental

Act" (CERCLA).
invoked

officers, shareholders

here

is

The
that

and employees may
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be held

individually liable

parties under
In U.S.

because they

are

responsible

Consider the following legal cases.

CERCLA.

v. Northeastern

Pharmaceutical & Chemical Co., the

court held that CERCLA imposes strict liability on those who
arranged for

the disposal or transportation for disposal of

hazardous substances.
refers to

individuals or

corporate officers
was a
the

As

defined

by

statute,

"person"

corporations and does not exclude

and employees.

The person found liable

vice president, employee, and immediate supervisor of
facility,

and

was

responsible42

and

arrangement of

the disposal

court also

found a

directly

liability

for

the

of waste.

The

responsible43)

and transport

major shareholder

(role

responsible

and officer

of

the

company individually liable for contributing to the disposal
and transport
find

of dangerous

corporate

officers,

individually liable
include U.S.
Carolawn, U.S.
Inc., New

v. Northernaire,

York v.

provisions of

shareholders,

for the

v. Pollution

disposal
U.S. v.

of

and

Mirabile,

Corp.

liability is

Thus

which

employees

hazardous

Abatement Services

Shore Reality

CERCLA, strict

Other cases

chemicals.

waste

U.S.

v.

of Oswego,
under

the

imposed on

any

42 For a definition of "role responsibility," see "The
Problem of Collective Moral Responsibility Attributions."
43 For a definition of "liability responsibility," see
"The
Problem
of
Collective
Moral
Responsibility
Attributions."
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person who

arranged for

the disposal

or transportation of

hazardous substances.
Now it might be argued against my version of Punishment
Individualism that CERCLA does not illustrate my theory well
because it speaks of "strict liability," and I argue against
strict

liability

in

"The

Problem

Responsibility Attributions."
that CERCLA
guilty who

has (to

my knowledge)

does not

at fault.

from Hart)
which are
are

this is
yet to

Moral

misleading

in

find any person

Nor does it find guilty those who

My criticisms of strict liability (taken

are concerned

with punishing

those collectives

not guilty or at fault, not those individuals who

contributory

wrongdoings.
and shows

Collective

play some significant causal role in a

wrongdoing covered by it.
are not

But

of

causes

of

and

at

fault

for

such

Thus CERCLA supports Punishment Individualism

that it

can be

successfully implemented through

our legal system.
In

cases

nations do
fines and

where

qualify as

numerically

corporations

may

often

serve

who suffer
there

seem

morally

For under such

are no innocent members of the collective

unduly from
to

as

of retribution (assuming, of course, these

are jointly sufficient modes of punishment).
conditions, there

or

morally liable agents, state-imposed

adverse publicity

legitimate means

large

be

no

such sanctions.
significant

collective punishment and compensation.

In such instances,

moral

scruples

with
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A SECOND

OBJECTION: PUNISHMENT

INDIVIDUALISM FALLS PREY TO

THE PROBLEM OF SHALLOW POCKETS.
Those who
pockets

might

incapable of
Exxon

are concerned
argue

that

about the
Punishment

securing rectification

Valdez

incident.

difficulty than

This

a theoretical

is
one.

problem of shallow
Individua1ism44

in cases

such as

more

a

of

is
the

practical

But it is incumbent on

the punishment individualist to provide an adequate reply to
this concern.
The worry

seems to

incident, sufficient
be secured

be that

in the case of the Valdez

funding for

clean up efforts will not

if the state forces only guilty individuals such

as corporate

officers, shareholders,

fines and/or

compensation for damages.

argued,

has

much

constitutents.

deeper
On

vicarious liability

a
it is

pockets

theory

of

and employees

to pay

Exxon itself, it is
than

its

strict

individual

collective

or

possible (or much more probable)

to collect enough money to clean up Exxon's mess.
A REPLY

TO THE

SECOND OBJECTION:

THE POCKETS OF THOSE WHO

ARE OFTEN GUILTY OF GROSS NEGLIGENCE ARE VERY DEEP.
However, the
against Punishment

shallow pockets problem is not as telling
Individualism

as

one

might

initially

44 "Punishment Individualism," as I have defined it,
entails what
might be
referred to
as "Compensation
Individualism," the view that it is not morally justified
for the state to force a collective to compensate for
damages.
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think.

Again,

principle that

it

does

compensation, and

on the

innocent should

who are

take

seriously

the

moral

only the guilty should be punished or forced

to pay

most cases,

not

that adverse
be minimized.

those corporate

guilty of

e~fects

of sanctions

Moreover, in many or

officers, shareholders,

wrongdoing in

such cases

wealthy.

If their

respective estates

state for

purposes

of

fines

and

etc.,

are extremely

are seized

compensation

by
for

the
such

disasters, several millions (sometimes billions!) of dollars
can be collected for, say, oil spill clean up efforts.
in

a

small

minority

insufficient to

of

rectify

a

cases

will

situation

this

due

to

Only

be

grossly

the

guilty

parties' shared negligence.
Furthermore, if
compensate for
have argued

Exxon itself

the Valdez

disaster, then

e1sewhere,45 pass

and/or compensation

is fined

on the

to consumers

in

certain oil

They might

simply take

prices also.
relieve

Exxon

responsible and

45

companies a

Why

the

(or

the

for the

of

form

the
of

fine
higher

advantage.

to raise their own

consumers be

individuals

as I

Perhaps this would

competitive

the opportunity

should innocent

Exxon can,

price

prices for oil and other Exxon products.
then give

and/or made to

of

Exxon

forced to
who

are

disaster through their negligence)

Corlett, "French on Corporate Punishment: Some
"Corporate
Responsibility
and
Punishment~"
"Collective Punishment and Public Policy."

Prob1ems~"
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of its

liability for the oil spill?

major shareholder
Shell Oil

in Exxon's

Moreover, why should a

fiercest competitor, say, The

Company, be forced to help Exxon pay whenever she

purchases an

oil product

from Exxon

(perhaps she does not

reside in an area where non-Exxon oil products are sold)?
Thus the

problem of

against Punishment
most

cases,

of that

their own

negligence

guilty

liability for

Yet this

are morally

is what

damages or

In

adequately

liable for
only

compensate in

completely

the one

morally

(on the
Exxon

for what

to
a

other hand).
is

civil court.

justified

from

hand), and

innocent persons

results when

forced to

is

be

corporate-individuals

harms (on

adversely effect

relative few

can

think.

What is clearly unjustified, morally

to shield

penalize or

one might

or penalized via individual guilty officers

corporation.

speaking, is

measure

Individualism as

corporate

compensated for

shallow pockets is not as telling

only

fined
Such
when

for
a
the

conditions of collective moral liability obtain.
A

THIRD

OBJECTION:

PUNISHMENT

INDIVIDUALISM

UNDERMINES

CAPITALISM.
A third

objection to

it undermines
in the system.
in order
many

Punishment Individualism is that

capitalism in

the sense that it wreaks havok

If the corporate veil is continually pierced

to seek, find, and punish guilty parties, then too

persons·

will

fear

managing

either

nations,

corporations, or other sorts of organized conglomerates, for
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the risk

of personal

liability will be too great.

Even if

the end result of such a policy is that corporate officials,
as well

as politicians

securing "malpractice"
this may

still have

highly probable,

(in the case of governments) end up
insurance to cover their negligence,

the effect just mentioned.

capitalism

cannot

function

This being
efficiently.

Thus, Punishment Individualism is implausible. because of the
impractical implications for capitalist systems.
A REPLY

TO THE

THIRD OBJECTION:

PUNISHMENT

INDIVIDUALISM

IMPLIES A PRIMARILY COOPERATIVE, NOT A COMPETITIVE, SOCIETY.
There is
in response

a vital social and political point to be made
to the

writes, "The
bureacracy

third objection.

society in
and

individualism

antagonists."46
individualism

which we

Alaisdar

live

are

is

one

partners

as

MacIntyre
in

which

well

as

I shall focus on the competitive aspect of
in

response

to

the

third

objection

to

Punishment Individualism.
Given that competition is a norm of the U.S.A. society,
why should

I, for

the negligence
a cooperative
U.S.A. society
for, say,

example, pay

for another's harm through

of certain Exxon officials?
element embedded
and economic

in the

Unless there is

very

relations, it

core

of

makes no

the
sense

innocent, faultless poor people to bear the brunt

of anyone--especia11y

for the

negligence of

the

wealthy!

46 A1asdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: Notre
Dame University Press, 1982), 35.
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Certainly justice

and fairness

this sort

of policy_

goods and

services, nor

Exxon goods

is

support

taxpayers who are not consumers of
should

be

forced

to

bear

the

compensate for that for which certain officials,

shareholders, and/or
This

require or

Neither Exxon nor consumers of Exxon

and services

penalty or

do not

true,

employees of Exxon are morally liable.

at

individualistic and

least,

competitive.

significant cooperative
perhaps there
things) to

will be

a

society

such

a

sufficient solidarity

highly

is

However, if

element in

justifiy, on

innocent persons

if

there is

society,

a

then

(among

other

moral grounds, the state's forcing

to help

offset the cost of damages caused

by a relative few in Exxon.
What is
mean

that

meant by
there

competitive and
a whole:

is

a

their being

By this I

reduction

of

the

individualistic aspects of the society47 as

things, that

few decision-makers

the innocent

element?"

significant

economic, political,

among other
what a

a "cooperative

social, etc.

This

means,

if the innocent must help pay for
of Exxon

did negligently, then

who help pay ought to receive renumeration for
troubled.

After all, what the innocent are in

effect doing in such cases is "lending" monies to the guilty
to pay compensation or fines, and it is only fair that those
47 By this I mean elements of society which attach
signficant emphasis and importance on individual achievement
through competition over those of cooperation and the joint
pursuit of public goods.
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who lend

money are

repaid (with

interest)

by

those

who

borrow it from them.
For example,
within Exxon
Exxon.

those who

might be

They might

come to

made significant shareholders within

be given

a certain amount of the stock

owned by the guilty Exxon personel.
workers the

the aid of the guilty

collective power

In turn, this gives all

to remove from position those

who do not act in the collective's best interest, all things
considered.

Whether or

not this

particular

proposal

is

justified, the point here is that if one causes a harm which

is too

great for one to pay in full, and if it is essential
harm is

that the
(as in

the case

of a

nature that it must be paid in full

of the

Exxon Valdez

oil spill), then the

innocent members of society may be forced to offset the cost
of damages.

But

where there

this is

morally justified

only in cases

is a significant element of cooperation in that

society, where' competition is

minimized and

the

economic

benefits of innocent members of that society for helping the
guilty pay for their harms caused are significant.
no justice
lower or

or fairness

middle socio-economic

damages caused
classes without
example)

in asking

and

competition.

by a

member

of

an innocent

class to
the

maximal cooperation
the

minimization

help

higher

There is

member of a
offset

the

socio-ecoomic

in profit-sharing (for
of

individualistic
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In the case of wrongdoing in a nation's government, the
principle is similar.
every member

of the

who deserve

it.

The key is not to impose sanctions on
government, but to do so only to those

For a

President who illegally undermines

Congressional orders, for example, the penalty might be loss
of position,

coupled with

long-term and harsh imprisonment

the cost of which is borne by the guilty party himself.
an official

who commits

an illegal

For

act the consequence of

which is quite costly to the nation, the penalty might be to
seize the

assets of

the guilty

party until

the

cost

is

offset, etc.
It is

not, according to Punishment Individualism, that

the state's

forcing innocent

compensation or

moral grounds.

justified to

the extent

innocent parties
the

punished or
when the

help

Exxon

Rather,

it is

only

(among

other

things)

that

are provided

guilty

Individualism

to

pay

for the clean up effort at Valdez, is never

justified on

from

parties

some financial

constituents

holds

made to

innocent are

that

not

of

Exxon.

only

must

compensate their
forced,

by

the

morally
such

renumeration
Punishment

the

guilty

victim(s}, but
state

or

by

be
that
the

economy, to help pay the pe?alty or compensation of another,
that they
parties.

at least be financially renumerated by the guilty
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A FOURTH

OBJECTION: WHAT

ABOUT

CASES

WHERE,

IF

ARE IMPOSED

A

COLLECTIVE IS

FOUND GUILTY

OFFENSES, THE

INDIVIDUALS WHO COMMITTED THE OFFENSES ARE NO

LONGER ALIVE

AND SANCTIONS

EVEN

FOR

TO BE SANCTIONED? ARE NOT COLLECTIVE SANCTIONS

STILL PERMISSIBLE IN SUCH CASES?
But what
removal of
American

ought to

the Native
lands?

If

Collective Moral
then the

of

Americans and

the taking

the

in

argument

"The

Responsibility Attributions"

of Native
Problem

is

of

correct,

U.S.A. is not an obvious candidate for intentional

agency, and,
that a

be done in the case of the U.S.A. 's

in turn,

nation or

moral

Assume,

however,

a corporation does satisfy the conditions

liability

sanctions.

moral liability.

and

Does it

that

it

follow, in

warrants

state-imposed

the case of the U.S.A. and

the Native Americans, that the descendants of the victimized
Native Americans
what is

to pay

individuals such
perpetrated the
dead.

deserve compensation?
compensation to
as former

by

the Native Americans?

President Jackson

criminal and

How, except

If so, then who or

tortious acts

vicarious

or

The

who actually
are long since

strict

(collective)

liability measures, are they to be compensated?
A REPLY

TO THE

PROPERTY HAS

FOURTH OBJECTION:

NO RIGHT,

TO IT.

THE RECIPIENT OF USURPED

UNLAWFULLY ACQUIRED PROPERTY

MUST BE RETURNED TO ITS RIGHTFUL OWNER OR APPROPRIATOR.
It may

seem that

there is

a plaintiff, but no living

defendant in the case we might refer to as "Native Americans
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v. U.S.A."

It

is not open for me to argue that the U.S.A.

(which usurped
still a
to the

the Native

nation and

the land

Collective Moral

Feinberg says,
liability

in question.

For in "The Problem of

strict (collective)

includes collective

(under

government pay
grounds

in the past, should be held liable

Responsibility Attributions"

arguments against

the

can be brought to trial for what it did

Native Americans

for usurping

American land), being that it is

the

I

presented

liability, which, as

and vicarious

law).48

Thus

to

forms of

make

today's

compensation for past governmental abuses on
that

the

government

(liable) for

them seems

strict forms

of liability

Moral Responsibility

itself

is

responsible

to violate the stand taken against
in "The

Problem

Attributions," given,

of

Collective

of course, that

collectives typically do not satisfy the conditions of moral
liability.
Perhaps the

following is

difficulty.

There is

that, though

collectives such

candidates
possess a
is

no

for

moral

no logical

inconsistency in arguing

as nations are not typically

liability

ascriptions,

individuals

moral right to what was usurped from them.
doubt

that

the

distributively, excluding
truly

a way out of this particular

belongs

to

land

U.S.A.

citizens

Native Americans)

various

Native

"own" or

Americans

48 Feinberg, Doing and Deserving, Chapter 9.

and

There
(taken
rent
their
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respective descendants
Native Americans
(or its

in that

when it

was taken from the

(time after time) by the U.S.A. government"

re~resentatives

improper transfer

acting

in its

name) there

was an

of property from various Native Americans

to the U.S.A. (and in some cases, France, Spain, etc.).
Native Americans
land usurped

(distributively) have a mqral right to the

from them

government (and

or their

by anyone

rectification is
and legitimate

The

relatives by

else, for

needed to

the

U.S.A.

that matter!).

Thus

return the land to the original

appropriators and/or

owners.

This seems to

imply that those who are paying rent or mortgages to various
financial institutions for land in the U.S.A. are paying the
wrong parties!
paying the

Instead,

various and

(governments) for
once theirs

non-Native

Americans

respective Native

the use

should

American

be

tribes

of land and resources which were

and usurped from them by the U.S.A. government.

This much is quite clear, given the history of U.S.A.-Native
American relations.
"Prior appropriation"
destiny, meaning
right."

matter is

that

superior right
right, or
trumps any

that "the

Anglo settlers

American land

was the

Native

to the

time is

the first in

first in

motto

to usurp Native

But the fact of the

resources.
Americans

land and

a rights-package
other right

of manifest

used this

and natural
the

battle cry

have

case

or rights-package

basic

Theirs

resources.

(as the

a

may

be),

to the

and
is

a

which

land

in
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question.

What non-Native American U.S.A. citizens have, if

they have

anything at all, are akin to

to the

land.

But such

Americans' superior
Now it

is time

them by right.

rights

moral right

"squatter's rights"

hardly

trump

to ownership

the

Native

of the land.

for Native Americans to collect what is due
After all, as Sitting Bull once said,

What treaty that the whites have kept has the red
man broken?
Not one. What treaty that the white
man ever made with us have they kept? Not one.
Where are our lands?
Where are our waters? Who
owns them now? Is it wrong for me to love my own?
There are

those who,

like Loren

Lomasky, argue

such measures call for no rectification or compensation.

that
He

goes on to assert,
If it is impossible to iqentify which individuals
have been victimized or in any way to make amends
to them, whether actually or symbolically, then no
transfer of property rights is called for.
It is
undeniably the case that virtually all current
holdings of property descend from a historical
chain involving the usurpation of rights. It does
not follow
that those
holdings are thereby
rendered illegitimate, morally null and void. • •
There is no basis in the theory
rights for this attitude • . • • 49
But several
he offers

are meted

basic

things are wrong with Lomasky's claims.
absolutely no

that certain
purview of

of

argument to

past rights
a serious

out against

support his

First,
position

violations are somehow beyond the

justice system.
those who

are

Insofar as sanctions
liable

for

a

past

49 Loren Lomasky, Persons, Rights, and the Moral
Community (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 145.
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offense, Lomasky owes us a reason in favor of the claim that
some offenses,

but not

compensation.

Why

others,
should

require
the

law

rectification

or

seek

in

justice

contemporary cases of usurpation of land, but not cases from
the past

where history

Moreover, what
favor of

is relatively

argument could

the claim

clear on the matter?

Lomasky

possibly

amass

in

that even though virtually all holdings

stem from a chain of usurpation that it does not follow that
such holdings

are morally

objectively valid
not others?
to why

If

or how

why does

invalid?

moral rules

Does

he

mean

that

support some usurpation, but

so, then Lomasky owes us an explanation as
morality supports this notion.

not Lomasky

take on

either rectification

the troublesome

or reparations,

say, in

contemporary

U.S.A.

If not, then
question of
the case

of

Native Americans?
So

even

though

American) citizens
taking

of

land

were not
from

contemporary U.S.A.
the land

the

(non-Native

responsible (liable)
Native

Americans

for
long

the
ago,

citizens are not the rightful owners of

they claim

to own.

They have been swindled into

purchasing land that did not belong to the parties from whom
they purchased
indeed they
who actually
against those
which is

it.

have one,

Their morally legitimate complaint, if
is not

have legitimate

against the Native Americans
moral claim

to the land, but

who have swindled them, a chain of usurpation

rather complicated

indeed.

But

it

is

not

so
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complicated

that

we

should

conclude

that

the

Native

Americans are not morally entitled, as a matter of right, to'
ownership of

their land!

moral short-sightedness

Nothing
keeps

one

except selfishness

and

from

the

seeing

that

Native Americans both deserve and can (practically speaking)
be made

legal owners

payments people
chain of

of their

currently make

misappropriators of

land.

The taxes and other

to one or more members in a
Native American

land can

be

paid directly to the appropriate Native American tribe(s).50
Thus it
caused and

does not
were liable

Americans (former
pay compensation
there

is

Americans.

follow from

no

the fact that those who

for the original harm to the Native

President Jackson, et. al.) are unable to
to the

legitimate

Does not

Native Americans' descendants that
way

to

compensate

moral intuition

say to

the

Native

the buyer of

50 That something like this scheme of reparations to
Native Americans is practically impossible is refuted by the
fact that similar reparations are being pressed in current
litigation in the State of Arizona, where water rights are
being claimed
by Native
Americans. The
"Gila River
Adjudication" is a series of legal cases pending against the
federal and state governments to reclaim Native American
rights to natural resources such as water. The stage for
this set of suits was laid in 1908, with Winters v. The
United States. The decision in this case stated that Native
American tribes possessed aboriginal rights to water whi~h
were never ceded or given up when the U.S.A. relocated the
Native Americans onto reservations.
This established that
Native Americans
hold water
rights which
cannot be
eradicated by state law. There is, then, neither practical
nor theoretical reason barring a substantial compensation
(including transfers of land and resource rights) to Native
Americans by the U.S.A. citizens for U.S.A. governmental
offenses of the past (and present).
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stolen property

that such

rightful owner--even

property must be returned to its

if it

means the

buyer of

the stolen

property is unable to retrieve her payment to the thief?
It is, then, not neccessary that only those who wronged
the Native

Americans long

obvious impossibility)
and paid

ago compensate their victims (an

in order for compensation to be owed

to the Native Americans.

are entitled
not those

to their

who seized

compensate them.

For the Native Americans

land as a matter of riqht whether or
it from

Those

them are

alive and

able to

who illegitimately reside on their

land must at least return the' st.olen property, even if it is
not in its original condition--unpolluted, undeveloped, etc.
A REBUTTAL
"KANTIAN"

TO THE

REPLY TO THE FOURTH OBJECTION: THE ABOVE

JUSTIFICATION

PUNISHMENT AND
LESS EXTREME

OF

OF PARTICULAR
SOLUTION TO

THE

BOTH

INSTITUTION

PUNISHMENTS WOULD

OF

SUPPORT

A

THE USURPATION OF NATIVE AMERICAN

LAND.
However,

it

might

be

rebutted

that

the

previous

proposal is extreme and that it ignores an essential element
of the

above Kantian

Not only

moral intuition, but the criminal law supports the

view that

stolen

returned to

or

misappropriated

its rightful

exceptions to
unavailable or
behalf of

view of punishment I explicate above.

this case.

owner.
One

destroyed, thus

the criminal.

property

There are
is where
requiring

Another

the

is

to

at least

be
two

property

is

compensation

on

accompanies

a

"laches"
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defense.51

A laches defense obtains where property has been

stolen by A from B at a given time, tn, but where A has over
time invested

a certain amount of money, resources and time

into developing
claim

to

the

(knowingly) as
at tn+1,

property

of the
which

a mitigated

A

property, but
stole

from

where B's
B

is

made

an afterthought, or because the property is,

worth substantially

basically hold

normal

the value

more.

A laches defense would

that if B is entitled to the property, it is

entitlement in

investments

in

that A

the

has made

property

reasonable or

such

that

these

investments need to be offset if the judgment of entitlement

is made in B's favor.
It might be argued, then, that a laches defense applies
to the case of Native Americans and that if a decision about
land entitlement

is made

in their

Native Americans

must be

compensated for "improvements" of

the

such

land

as

beautification, etc.
Native Americans
the land,

home

building,

various

modes

of

Such compensation might amount to the

not being

but rather

favor that current non-

awarded full legal ownership of

being given

a lump sum of money or a

scheme of payments which would indeed make each of them some
of the most wealthy persons in history.
of reasoning
the above

is consistent

Kantian account

51 I thank Howard
defense to me.

with the

Moreover, this line
utilitarian strand in

of punishment

and compensation.

Klepper for explaining the "laches"
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Thus,

~t

Native

is both

impractical and

Americans

question.

full

legal

unnecessary to award the

ownership

of

the

land

in

To grant Native Americans full legal ownership of

the land would very likely lead to the demise of the U.S.A.,
since the Native Americans at least in some cases form their
own nations,

nations which

guarding against
could then
off, or
no one

rent control,

either force

they could

have to

etc.

observe

rules

The Native Americans

those who now reside on their land

simply raise rent payments so high that

could afford

outcome.

do not

to meet

them, thus effecting the same

In either case, the U.S.A. would meet its demise.

This, it might be argued, is impractical and unjust to those
millions of

non-Native Americans who are not responsible in

any meaningful

sense

generations ago.
that the

for

the

siezure

of

such

property

This would be a violation of the principle

adverse effects

of

punishment

and

compensation

should be minimized.
A REPLY

TO THE REBUTTAL: THE KANTIAN VIEW OF PUNISHMENT AND

COMPENSATION CANNOT
PREVIOUS REBUTTAL

BE INVOKED
DOES.

IN THE

FOR NON-NATIVE

MANNER IN WHICH THE
AMERICANS ARE NOT

BEING PUNISHED OR FORCED TO COMPENSATE THE NATIVE AMERICANS.
THEY ARE

BEING FORCED,

ON THIS VIEW, TO RETURN WHAT IS NO,T

THEIRS BY RIGHT.
In reply
the position

to the

rebuttal, it must be pointed out that

for which I am arguing does not hold that non-

Native Americans

are to be punished or forced to compensate
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anyone for

So it

anything.

extremist in

the way

larceny laws

which state

purchases stolen

cannot be correctly dubbed as

suggested.

Although some states have

that if one knowingly receives or

or misacquired

property (or if one should

have known or been suspicious of the property's being stolen
or misacquired),
(not to

one may

mention the fact that the property must be returned

to the rightful owner).
American homeowners
they were

non-Native

And surely thousands of non-Native

purchased their homes on land which, as

taught in their early educational experience, was

usurped from

the Native
Americans

receiving stolen

that

I

can

be

to this
would

Surely, then, several

Americans!
found

property under

proposed solution
extreme

be imprisoned for up to ten years

guilty

such a

massive

of

But

my

not

so

criminalization

of

statute.

difficulty

suggest' the

knowingly

is

contemporary non-Native Americans in any such manner.
Instead, they
Native Americans

are morally
what

required to

rightfully

belongs

return to
to

Americans: land usurped from them by the U.S.A.

the

the

Native

As I argued

earlier, if

non-Native Americans in the U.S.A. have a valid

moral claim

against anyone,

between themselves

it is

against those who stand

and the Native Americans in the chain of

[Also see
52 California Penal Code, section 496.
Charles W. Fricke, California Criminal Law, Tenth Edition
revised by Arthur L. Alarcon (Los Angeles: Legal Book
Corporation, 1970)].
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usurpation of

the land

in question.

It is not against the

Native Americans.
Moreover, the
this case.

For

Americans have
justice in

history

is unlikely

shows

us

that

to apply in

various

Native

during the past decades and centuries sought

this matter,

government.

but were turned away by the U.S.A.

Surely it

Native Americans
justice in

laches defense

is implausible

have not

the U.S.A.

to argue

repeatedly attempted

courts regarding

that
to

the

secure

to their own land!

Furthermore, though much the land in question is po luted and
misused in various ways, it is not impossible for non-Native
Americans to simply return it to them, however damaged.

All

it takes is the legal signing of deeds, etc. to realize this
objective.

If this means that the U.S.A. meets its demise,

perhaps this

is poetic

justice, or a sign of precisely how

unjust the U.S.A. 's political, social and economic order is.
If

the

U.S.A.

centuries of
Black African

cannot

survive

slavery (in

the case

Americans) and

Native Americans),

except

on

the

of

of Native Americans and

usurpation (in

should we

backs

really seek

the

case

to continue

of
its

existence?
As for
two: the

the victims

in this

Native Americans

are at least

(of course) and the bulk of non-

Native Americans

who currently

victimization of

the former

latter collective,

case, there

reside on

collective is

however, must

come to

their land.

The

apparent.

The

the

realization
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that the

very forebears

ones, in

many case,

injustice which

whom they

who have

celebrate are

set in

the same

motion the forces of

morally require the heartache imagined when

justice is finally realized for the Native Americans.
It does

not follow

Native Americans

should be

homes, buildings,
exist on

from what

itself is

theirs, and

most likely
rental or
imply that

other sorts
the Native

land, would

dictate (as

terms under

which any

said

that

the

of

the

ownership

by non-Native Americans which

land.

My point is that the land

that others

be required

supreme moral

given legal

etc. built

Native American

I have

(by the
of fees

who reside

on it would

Native Americans)
to use

it.

to pay

It would also

Americans, as rightful owners of the
long as they are owners of it) the
such land

is developed.

rights to the land, as I argue.

They have
Compensation

to the Native Americans by the U.S.A. is not an option.
this

would

parties who

constitute
currently

overriding moral
persons pay

adversely
reside

right to

for the

on

it.

crimes

of

For

effecting

the

innocent

the

but

have

land

This would
the

past

make

no

innocent

generations

of

government officials, something which goes against the above
Kantian formula

for punishment and compensation.

compensation alone
For it

for the Natve American.

would keep them in a legal and moral position to the

land which
no more

is insufficient

Moreover.,

affords them

(except for an incr~ase in wealth)

claim to it than the chain of those who usurped the
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land from

Of what value is financial wealth to those

them.

who traditionally
which they

and consistently valued the very earth on

live above

falls short.

It

money?

misses the

The

compensation

proposal

entire point of rectification

for Native Americans.53
A FIFTH

OBJECTION: SHOULD

NOT THE LIABILITY CONDITIONS FOR

COLLECTIVE COMPENSATION DIFFER FROM THOSE OF PUNISHMENT?
A final
it wrongly
are the

Punishment Individualism is that

objection to
assumes that

same for

compensation. 54

the conditions

of moral liability

both collective punishment and collective
However, does

not collective compensation

sometimes require only tort negligence as the sole condition
of

the

state's

compensation to
collective

forcing,
victims?

negligence

say,

a

corporation

to

pay

Surely the moral justification of

does

not

entail

the

collective's

satisfying the conditions of collective moral liability.

53 It is worth noting that the problem of rectification
for past wrongs committed by those who are dead plagues
every theory of punishment and compensation.
It is not a
difficulty unique to Punishment Individualism. For example,
Lomasky's alternative of simply ignoring past wrongs flies
in the face of justice, and the alternative of making the
current U.S.A. citizens pay a tax which would serve as
compensation to the Native Americans violates the dictum
that only the guilty should be forced to pay compensation.
54 See "The Problem of Collective Moral Responsibility
Attributions" for
a discussion
of the conditions of
collective liability.
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A

REPLY

TO

COMPENSATION

THE

FIFTH

FOR

OBJECTION:

COLLECTIVE

COLLECTIVE'S CAPACITY

FOR

MORALLY

NEGLIGENCE

MORAL

AND

JUSTIFIED

REQUIRES

INTENTIONAL

THE

AGENCY,

KNOWLEDGE AND VOLUNTARINESS IN ITS CREATING THE UNREASONABLE
RISK OF HARM (I.E., NEGLIGENCE).
Although there
which could

be cited

state's imposing
the nature
not

make

are obvious
in order

sanctions on

it

justified for

an

obvious

candidate
it is

moral

for

the

negligence,

justified

moral

not completely morally

even in

agency

compensator has

typically lack

of the

and

cases of

Forced compensation

Since collectives

the state

collectives for

Thus

for

necessary condition

that the

to justify

the state to impose sanctions on collectives.

capacity

criminal.

to attempt

of the typical numerically large collective does

liability ascriptions.

For the

utilitarian considerations

liability

is

negligence, tort

for negligence

the capacity

a
or

presupposes

of moral liability.

sorts considered

in this project

this capacity, it is morally unjustified for

to impose

sanctions on

them.

Therefore,

this

fifth objection to Punishment Individualism is not telling.
Thus

it

plausible.

appears
It is

imposition of

that

Punishment

not, according

collective sanctions

Rather, it

is that,

Collective

Moral

collectives are

given the

to this

Individualism
view, that

is
the

can never be justified.

argument in "The Problem of

Responsibility

Attributions"

that

not paradigm candidates for moral liability
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ascriptions, and given that the satisfying of the conditions
of the

Principle of

necessary

for

collectives,

the

Moral

punishment

collectives

state's power
U.S.A. and

Collective

are

to sanction

Responsibility

are

compensation

of

and

unobvious

objects

(morally speaking).

of

the

Thus,

the

its citizens should not be punished or forced to

compensate Native

Americans for

past governmental

abuses.

Instead, because the Native Americans, as individual members
of nations

and separate

moral rights

to the

ethnic groups,

land, those

land must turn it over to them.
consequences for
demand of
is not
is a

the future

have a

cluster of

of us who reside on their
This process has tremendous

of the

U.S.A.

But it

justice and morality, I have argued.

a matter
matter of

It

is

what

a

However, it

of punishment or compensation.
rectification.

is

Rather, it
justice

and

morality require.
CONCLUSION
In

this

chapter

I

argued

for

a

Kantian

view

of

collective (and individual) punishment and compensation, one
which: (i) justifies punishment (and compensation) primarily
on grounds

of desert,

utility considerations;
even highly

and secondarily on grounds of social
and (ii)

organized conglomerates

corporations--are

obvious

state-imposed compensation.
world, it

denies that collectives--

seems

that

such

candidates

for

as

nations

and

punishment

or

Given conditions of the actual

state-imposed

collective

sanctions
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violate a

moral rule

utilitarians.
the dictum

by both retributivists and

That is, collective sanctions tend to violate

that only

adversely affected
true for

held dear

fines,

the

guilty

should

by state-imposed
compensatory

be

punished

sanctions.

measures,

as

or

This holds

well

as

for

schemes of adverse publicity against certain collectives.
Socrates reminds
good,

it

possesses

moderation, and
political

us that
the

virtues

justice.55

philosophy

to

begin

justification
collectives is
philosophy a
the state

the

for
to

to

as a nation is

wisdom,

courage,

imperative that liberal
take

collective

and compensation seriously.

lay

to

of

It is

begin

responsibility, punishment
way

that insofar

the

groundwork

state's

embed

at

the

cooperate element,

for

the

imposing

sanctions

core

our

of

moral
One
moral
on

political

one which binds persons of

together in solidarity.

This feature (along with

prior notice to members of collectives that they may be held
liable for

certain actions

being uncoerced),
state's imposing

may go

of the
a long

sanctions on

collective and members'
waY,toward justifying the

collectives.

But it is also

necessary that persons in collectives each possess the power
to effect

significant change within that collective if suqh

persons are
sanctions by

going to

be legitimate

the state.

Otherwise,

subjects of collective
a liberal society may

55 Plato, The Republic, Translated by G. M. A. Grube
(Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 1974), Book 4.
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continue to adopt strict (collective) liability measures and
violate

a

moral

dictum

retributivists cherish..
typical private

on a

rigidly hierarchical,
In

structures in

a liberal

remain organized,

liberal societies
seriously when

turn,

utilitarians

and

a

liberal

structure of

regime,

which

management which

is

revised to a more democratic

this

implies

society must

that
be

other

social

reorganized

(or

as the case may be) in democratic ways to

in them

those collectives.

in

must be

structure.

both

This implies, for example, that the

corporation

currently operates

give persons

which

power to effect significant change in
If

this

is

will continue

not
to fail

accomplished,
to

take

then

justice

it comes to collective moral responsibility,

punishment and compensation.

And any society which does not

take justice seriously is itself unjust.
society is no society at all.

However, an unjust

It is not worth enduring.
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CONCLUSION
The Problem
to which:

of Moral

is justified to attribute moral rights to

(1) it

collectives;

(2)

state

to

collectives.

the state
whether

justified

impose

to

attribute

moral

(3) it is justified for

collectives; and
sanctions

on

putatively

guilty

Neither the moral individualist nor the moral

collectivist denies
rights and

is

it

responsibility to
the

Collectivism concerns the extent

is justified

that it

to ascribe moral

moral responsibility to individuals--or even for
to impose

or

not

or

sanctions on
to

what

The main issue is

them.

extent

collectives

can

be

plausibly ascribed moral properties.
My position is a compatibilist one.

In "The Problem of

Collective Moral Rights Attributions," I argued that certain
conglomerates such
groups can

some moral

such collectives

responsible and
on them.
I also

corporations,

rights to them.

collectivist in

a moral

argued that

nations,

and

ethnic

and do have some rights and that it is justified

to attribute
make me

as

thus the

But this does not

a pure sense.

are (typically)

For I also
not

morally

state should not impose sanctions

Thus while I argued for Moral Rights Collectivism,
argued for

Punishment

(and

Moral Responsibility
Compensation)

Individualism

Individualism.

nations and corporations, for instance,

~

an~

Although

(be restructured

to) satisfy the conditions which would make them responsible
and punishable

agents, they

do

not

typically

meet

such
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conditions.

Thus it is unjustified to ascribe to them moral

responsibility, and

it is

unjustified

for

the

state

to

impose sanctions on them.
But to

the extent

that my view is individualist, I do

not employ

the reductionism

element of

the individualist position.

postulating strange
do not
favor

employ the
of

either

usually construed

a

core

And I do so without

metaphysical entities.
reductionist rationale
Moral

as

Responsibility

Furthermore, I
when I

argue in

Individualism

or

Punishment Individualism.
The significance
evident in
from others
argues

that

that my

variant of

of my project is also

Moral Compatibilism differs

proferred in philosophy.
collectives

existence distinct
that it

and uniqueness

from their

is justified

the plausibility

such

as

While Peter A. French
corporations

have

an

respective constituents, and

to punish guilty corporations, I deny

of this position.

However, I do show that

certain collectives are to some extent moral persons, though
not in

the way French thinks they are.

avers, moral

persons because

responsibility ascriptions
because at

least some

moral rights

they are

proper subjects

and punishment.

collectives are

attributions.

They are not, as he

Rather,

of

it is

proper subjects

of

While Larry May agrees with my

criticism of French concerning collective sanctions, he also
agrees with
agency.

French on

This leads

the matter
May to

of corporate intentional

adopt a

collectivist view

of
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intentional action

and moral responsibility, a view against

which I argue.
Moreover, while
reductionist thesis

the refutation

of the individualist's

plays an important role in the views of

French and May, my project is not contingent on the truth of
that thesis.

Whether

ascribed moral
or not
is a

or not

collectives can plausibly be

rights and moral responsibility, and whether

state-imposed collective sanctions can be justified,
matter of

philosophical

analysis

and

argumentation

quite independent of the issue of reductionism.
or not

And whether

collectives tend to actually satisfy such conditions

is partially

a matter

of empirical

cognitive

psychology,

factors about social groups and how they tend to function in
our society,

etc.

Again, there

is no

dependence on

the

reductionist thesis here.
If moral
of the

philosophy offers

relationship of

intentions, and
these ideas

a partial or full analysis

an agent

actions, and

to her

in so

reasons, beliefs,

doing presupposes that

are embodied (or can be embodied) in the actual

world, then it is significant that I have provided arguments
which limit

the subjects

humans (except

in the

of moral predicates to individual

case of

moral rights

ascriptions) .•

Additionally, Alasdair MacIntyre argues that
• it will generally be a decisive refutation
moral philosophy to show that moral agency •
could never be socially embodied; and it also
follows that we have not yet fully understood the

of a
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claims of any moral philosophy until we have
spelled out what its social embodiment would be.l
If MacIntyre
(in part)
when it

is correct, then my argument serves to explain

the sorts

of problems

confronts the

concerning

the

Furthermore, since

a moral

subject of

philosophy faces

moral agency, especially

possibility

of

collective

(I believe)

the

justification

agency.
of

law

rests ultimately on moral principles, my arguments provide a
framework

by

which

certain

legal

principles

may

be

reconsidered.
Furthermore, unlike

previous works

on the

moral

(or

even metaphysical) status of collectives, this project makes
a crucial

distinction between

whether or

not such

conditions.

The

satisfy (or

moral liability
typically do

collectives

typically

to satisfy)

property attribution.
and sanctions,

not meet

I argued

such conditions,

can be

restructured to

satisfy them.

rights

ascriptions,

argued

I

nations, corporations,
conditions specified
Rights.
to escape

The first is
do

meet

such

second is whether or not collectives can

be restuctured

collective moral

two questions.

that

and ethnic
in the

the conditions

of

In

of

the

that

cases

collectives

though collectives
In the case of moral

collectives

groups

principle of

do

such

satisfy

as
the

Collective Moral

This distinction between these two questions helps
confusion in

our talk

about the moral status of

1 Alasdair MacIntyre, After
Dame University Press, 1982), 23.

Virtue (Notre Dame: Notre
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It is

collectives.

not that collectives either are or are

not moral persons or moral agents.
are moral

persons to

Instead, it is that they

some extent.

For it is plausible to

attribute to some of them at least one moral property, e.g.,
that of being a moral rightholder.
These are

the most important implications of my thesis

for metaphysics,

moral and

social philosophy.

But it also

has crucial implications for political philosophy.
politic~l

Liberal

philosophy

collectives seriously,
moral responsibility,
ethnic, political

whether in

must

and these

rights must

place

plausible

political

a

liberalism's past
collective moral

compensation.

groups have

for instance,
in

are, for

rights must

to blind

example, rights

that liberals

Certain

moral rights,

theory.

Political

and recent tendency to ignore or minimize

moral and

longer continue

take

be given their proper

cease if

it is

understand social reality in its fullness.
on individual

to

regards to moral rights,

punishment or

and religious

begin

legal rights
liberals to
of and

must determine

to

to

The narrow focus

and duties
the fact

duties to

come

must

no

that there

the state, and

just how powerful such rights

and duties might be in given circumstances.
Moreover, if a political philosophy is to be plausible,
it must

not find liable for an outcome those who are not in

some meaningful sense contributory causes to it.
way to

begin to

legitimately

ascribe

There is a

responsibility

and
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liability to

collectives of certain sorts.

done without

adopting the

(collective) liability.
element at

the core

philosophy, such
insteOad of

morally odious

is by

It

(or as

notion of strict

placing

a

cooperative

part of the core) of political
solidarity is commonplace

that collective

in social

a rarity

And this can be

life.

The

solidarity

of

collectives, coupled with the satisfying of other previously
mentioned

conditions,

responsible and

may

justify

punishable for

holding

what they

conglomerates

do to offend the

law and harm others.
This implies

and so

they reflect

that each

effect significant
In turn,
must be

to a

of

if

liberalism

power

institutions

a collective

has the power to

that the

power-base of

Whether or not this

capitalism must cease in that the

structural

power

economic power

is

collectives

going

to

necessitates

is going

longer ignore

to take
the

fact

begin

to

take

collectives seriously,
that

some

the

is a difficult question.
justice

seriously, it must begin to take collectives seriously.
if it

must

change in the system of that collective.

"free market"

democratization of
But

of social

large extent democratic.

democratization

of

a more democratic division of power

member of

this implies

means that

in positions

the ~re-)structuring

contribute to
such that

that those

moral

it can

properties

And
no
can

plausibly be attributed to them, while others (such as moral
liability to

state-imposed sanctions) cannot due to the way
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the system and its constituent collectives are typically set
up.
The political, socio-economic system in liberalism must
be restructured

so that

(as much

as possible) no innocent

person is adversely affected when a collective has sanctions
imposed on

it by the state, unless there is a restructuring

of the overall system such that collective members are given
prior notice

that they

can be held accountable in part for

harms caused which are beyond their control, etc.
such individuals
system, they

must not

be forced

Moreover,

into choosing

such a

must have an acceptable option from which they

may choose.
Thus

there

are

political implications
Collectivism is
just.

moral,

in my project.

metaphysical

and

The Problem of Moral

a problem for any society which seeks to be

Yet if a society fails to to be minimally just, it is

not worth
demise.

important

tolerating.

Indeed, it

must reform or meet its
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APPENDIX A:
THE RIGHT TO CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AND THE RIGHT TO SECEDEI
"The Problem
contains an

of Collective

analysis of

Moral Rights Attributions"

justified collective

attributions, as

well as

collectives such

as nations, ethnic groups and corporations

can and

an argument

moral rights

for the

do possess certain moral rights.

claim

that

In this section I

seek to develop more fully one specific moral right which is
possessed by,
groups,

as

well

secession.

as

nations

or

states:

the

right

to

Furthermore, I compare and contrast the right to

secede with
which,· it

for example, political, ethnic, and religious

the right

might be

to civil

argued,

is

disobedience (CD), a right
both

a

collectively

and

distributively possessed right.
John Rawls

defines "civil

nonviolent, conscientious
usually done
law or

disobedience" as "a public,

yet political act contrary to law

with the aim of bringing about a change in the

policies of

the government."2

CD is public in the

sense that it is engaged in openly and with fair notice.
is

never

secretive

or

covert,

showing

disobedient is a member of public life.3

that

the

It

civil

CD is a nonviolent

1 A version of this essay appears under the same title
in The Southern Journal of Philosophy, 30 (1992), 1-10.
2 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard
University press! 1971), 364; "The Justification of Civil
Disobedience," l.n Joe P. White, Editor, Assent/Dissent
(Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1984), 229; H. A. Bedau, "On Civil
Disobedience," The Journal of Philosophy, 58 (1961), 653f.
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act that

is the

majority to

final expression

incident or

case

punishment

are

It also

CD, according

to

This means

accepted

means that

the

without

is

CD

not

is nonviolent

to Rawls,

"expresses disobedience to law within the limits

of fidelity

to law."6

from militant

is not

and

resistance. 4

threat. 5

because it

one's

whose sense of justice one appeals.

(reasonable) arrest

itself a

of

This quality of CD distinguishes it

action, where the majority's sense of justice

appealed to

majority's sense

in that

the militant

of justice

militant, according

to

to Rawls,

be

understands

plainly

also differs

false.

the
The

from the civil

disobedient because the former is not willing to be arrested
and punished for disobeying the law.
sometimes justified,
limits of

Thus militancy, though

is not

disobedience to law within the

law.

It advocates a replacement of

fidelity to

the standing law instead.
Furthermore, Rawls'
nonviolent)

threats

traditional CD

reason for

from

appeals to

the

exc1ud~ng

category

of

(violent
CD

is

or
that

the majority's sense of justice,

3 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 366: "The Justification
of Civil Disobedience," 230 [See also Joel Feinberg, "Civil
Disobedience in the Modern World," Humanities in Society, 2
(1979), 37-60].
4 Rawls,

"The Justification

of

Civil

Disobedience,"

230.
5 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 366.
6 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 366; "The Justification
of Civil Disobedience," 230.
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whereas threats
choose, rather

intimidate.

Threats force the majority to

than attempting

to persuade or convince via

the majority's own sense of justice.
appeals to

Rawls is assuming that

the majority's sense of justice and intimidation

cannot co-exist.7
When

Rawls

conscientious act

as

a

defines

"civil

disobedience"

he means

that CD

is a sincere appeal to

the sense of justice of those in power, of those whose views
and practices

need to

possibility that

This

be altered.

rules

out

the

civilly disobedient persons act merely out

of personal or group interest.
That such

activity is

aimed at

those in power and is

informed and guided by political principles is what makes CD
political.8
and practices
sense of

Essentially, CD is an attempt to sway the views
of the

justice.

ruling majority
Moreover, this

by an

appeal to its

sense of justice is for

the most part shared by all members of the community.
Rawls argues
should, like
advance one's

any

that "the
other

right

right,

be

to

civil

rationally

disobedience
framed

ends or the ends one wished to assist."9

to
But

7 One should note that no all CD theorists agree that
CD must always be nonviolent.
Paul Harris argues for the
exclusion of the nonviolence condition from an adequate
understanding of the nature of CD [See Paul Harris, Editor,
Civil Disobedience (Lanham: University Press of America,
1989), 10-12].
8 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 365.
9 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 376.
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Rawls does
disobey

not describe

the

law.

terminology, a

Is

right to

casts doubt
CD.

it,

to

use

Wesley

Hohfeld's

liberty-right, a claim-right, a power-right,

or an immunity-right?lO
of the

the nature of the right to civilly

Granted, the question of the nature

civilly disobey

on the

the law

overall plausibility

is not one which
of Rawls' view of

However, it would have been helpful had Rawls clarified

the nature of such a right.
One might
disobey the

describe the

law in

Feinberg's notion

nature of the right to civilly

the following
of a

right and

way, making

use of Joel

argue that

the right to

civilly disobey the law requires that the right-holder be in
a moral

position to

claim his or her own right to do so.ll

This claim imposes a duty on other citizens not to interfere
with one's

civilly disobedient

claim does

not hold

likely to

either

which affords
as an

such

a

ones.

or

punish

law-breakers,

even

It is just such a right, though,

the right-holder the power to address another

equal under

holder the

However,

against the state in that the state is

penalize

civilly disobedient

action.

the law.

power to

herself under the law.

voice her

It

is what

gives the right-

own concerns and to protect

It is that which protects the right-

10 Wesley Hohfeld, Fundamental
Haven: Yale University Press, 1919).

Legal Conceptions (New

11 Joel Feinberg, "The Nature and Value of Rights," The
Journal of Value Inguiry, 4 (1970), 243-257.
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holder from

the adverse

effects·of

another's acting, say,

exclusively out of his or her own interests.
The right to civilly disobey the law is a moral liberty
(i.e., absence

of a

liberty, since

there is

hence not

to disobey

interference holds
right does

not hold

liberty" to

not to)

a legal

it.

A

but not

duty to

moral

against private

hence have

a

legal

obey the law and

claim-right
citizens.

against police

arrest and

first glance
or powers

moral duty

of

non-

But such

officers who
no duty to

are

refrain~

a
"at
At

there do not appear to be any legal immunities

involved with

the right

to civilly

disobey the

law.
This is a sketch of Rawls' notion of CD.
these are
(more or

the "grounds

of civil

As he writes,

disobedience.

less) just democratic regime."12

in a

Given the nature

of a genuinely civilly disobedient act, what conditions must
obtain if such an act is to be morally justified?
Rawls provides

"presumptive conditions"

for justified

CD in regards to injustices internal to a given well-ordered
society.
obvious

The first condition is that the focus of CD be on
and

violations of

substantial
either the

forms

of

injustice,

equal liberties

difference principle (or both).13

such

as

principle or the

The second requirement is

12 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 363.
13 Rawls, A Theory of Justice,
of Civil Disobedience," 231-232.
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that "the
already

normal appeals
been

failed. "14

made

in

to the
good

political

faith

and

majority
that

they

have
have

Rawls adds the following caution:

Note that it has not been said, however, that
legal means have been exhausted.
••
free
speech is always possible.
But if past actions
have shown the majority immovable or apathetic,
further attempts
may reasonably
be
thought
fruitless, and a second condition for justified
civil disobedience is met.
This condition is,
however, a presumption.
Some cases may be so
extreme that there may be no duty to use first
only legal means of political opposition. • • •
even civil disobedience might have been too mild,
the majority having already convicted itself of
wantonly unjust and overtly hostile aims.lS
Rawls holds that these first two conditions, when satisfied,
are often

sufficient to

third condition
person or
any

person

circumstances is

Sometimes, however, a

for justified CD is necessary: if a certain

collective is

other

justify CD.

or

eng~ging

justified in
collective

in

likewise justified

in CD, then

relevantly

in civilly

similar

disobeying

the law.16
One might

think that this third Rawlsian justificatory

condition of

CD creates

which claims

to be

everybody with

a difficulty

justified in

for each

engaging in

collective
CD.

What if

a cause or grievance is equally justified in

14 Rawls, A Theory of Justice,
of Civil Disobedience," 231.

373~
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15 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 373.
16 Rawls, A Theory of Justice,
of Civil Disobedience," 232.
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engaging in
produce an

CD and equally bent on using it?
intolerable affront

and a

cacophony of

way?

Would it

Will this not

to the constitutional order

shrill messages getting in each other's

not follow

that, under such circumstances,

not all collectives are justified in resorting to the use of
CD -- perhaps that none are?
Rawls addresses

this

problem

by

arguing

that

such

instances place limits on the extent to which CD can be used
without leading

to a

the constitution. 1117
a form

of protest

cases.18

IIbreakdown in the respect for law and
He admits lithe effectiveness of CD as

declines beyond a certain point ll in such

Rawls then offers his solution to such a problem,

arguing for the need of a IIcooperative political alliance of
the minorities to regulate the 6verall level of dissent. 1119
To these
what might
engage in
actions are

three conditions

be called
CD should

of justified

a II practical
do so

CD Rawls adds

condition. II

rationally and

Those who

such that their

carefully designed to achieve their desired and

justified aims.20

17 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 374.
18 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 374.
19 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 374.
20 Rawls, liThe Justification of Civil Disobedience, II
234.
In A Theory of Justice, these words are supported by
the following claim: IIThus the right to civil disobedience
should, like any other right, be rationally framed to
advance one's ends or the ends one wishes to assist ll (376).
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But Rawls does not stop at giving an analysis of CD and
its justificatory
its role
CD is

in a

one of

conditions.

He also says something about

nearly just society.
stability.

institutions.

For Rawls, the role of

It maintains and strengthens just

It "introduces stability into a.we11-ordered

society, or one that is nearly just."21
Such

Rawls'

is

notion

of

CD,

its

justificatory

conditions, and its role in a well-ordered society.

But how

might the right to CD compare to and contrast with the right
to secede?
Political secession
membership in
collective,

a collective
where

seceding party's
its own.

is the

the

by

act
a

of

withdrawing

sub-collective

withdrawal

claiming territory

usually

of

involves

from
that
the

on which it resides as

Given this definition, how compatible is the right

to secede with the right to CD?
There are

some obvious similarities between the rights
Each of them are public in the sense

to secession

and CD.

that neither

is done

condition of

(Raw1sian) CD is a bit complicated.

covertly.

However, the

nonviolence
Secession

differs from CD on the matter of permitted violence to reach
an

objective,

say,

political

liberation

or

autonomy.

Secession mayor may not violate the nonviolence condition,
However, in A Theory of Justice Rawls does not make this a
further condition of justified CD.
21 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 383.
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depending on

the state's

response to the act of secession.

Secession need not become violent.
Moreover, secession, unlike Rawlsian CD, may constitute
a threat

of one

sort or

For secessionists
autonomy or

another: violence, economic, etc.

say, in

give us

effect, to

death," where

the state,

"Give us

severe consequences are

threatened to follow upon the state's noncompliance with the
secessionist's

demand

threatening condition
same way
that

it does

secession

for

autonomy.

does not

to CD.
take

Thus

apply to

the

secession in

nonthe

However, it is logically possible

place

where

the

state

prudently,

sincerely, and humbly acknowledges the collective's right to
secede and

does not

construe, secession
about secession

construe, nor
as a threat.

per se

does it

have reason to

There seems to be nothing

which requires

that it be a threat

(coercive).
Secession is
is nonviolent

a political

act, and in certain cases it

and constitutes

a threat.

But it is also a

conscientious in the very same way that CD is conscientious.
For secession
engages out
not out

is an

act in

which a

collective

sincerely

of a sense of the need for collective autonomy,

of mere

group interest.

the sense

of

justice

appealing

collective

of

those

autonomy

It is a sincere appeal to
in

power

without

to
the

grant

the.

appealing

collective resorting to violence to achieve autonomy.
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Secession is

also

informed

and

guided

by

political principles: the need for individual and
autonomy as
secession

self-determining, for
satisfies

the

instance.

political

and

informed
collectiv~

This

means

conscientiousness

conditions of CD.
Thus insofar

as the

natures of

concerned, there is much similarity.
the permitted

or typical

secession and

CD are

They seem to differ in

use of threats and violence.

But

even the matter of violence becomes fuzzy when one considers
that, the

Rawl~ian

theory

of CD

aside, others

opt for

a

theory of CD which permits the occasional use of violence as
a defining condition of CD.
But another

crucial point has almost passed us by.

It

seems that the conscientiousness condition is not met in the
same

way

by

the

disobedient.
of fidelity

secessionist

it

is

by

the

civil

For the civil disobedient disobeys the law out
to the

civil disobedient

law, where
to have

the law

is believed by the

authority for

state (including

the

secessionist has

respect for

believed by

as

civil

everyone

disobedient).
law, but

where

in

the

However,

the

the

law

is

.

the secessionist to have authority only for the

state -- not for members of the seceding collective!
Thus, whether or not we fully adopt the Rawlsian theory
of CD

and

opt

conditions,
satisfiable in

for

the

the

nonviolence

conscientiousness

full by

and

non-threatening

condition

the secessionist.

So

is

much for

not
a
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juxtaposition of

the defining

characteristics of the right

to CD and the right to secede.
But what are the justificatory conditions of secession?
The first

Rawlsian justificatory

holds also

condition of

for the right to secede.

CD seems to

For the secessionist's

ultimate concern for individual and collective autonomy is a
significant matter
individuals whose
violated Rawls'
liberties and

of

justice.

autonomy is

For

any

denied by

first principle

collection

of

a state which has

of justice (which protects

noninjuries) qualifies

as a collective which

has been violated in an important way.22
The second

Rawlsian justificatory

condition of

also (and should be) satisfied by the secessionist.
secessionist wants
his or

her

own

secessionist to
short of
possible,

political freedom
sub-collective.

attempt every

at the
It

mode

thus

of

when

and

negotiation have

the

legitimate

least cost to
behooves

the

freedom

When this is not

means

of

fail~d,

been tried and have

For the

attaining

violence and disobeying the law.

CD is

political

then secession

as a means of political autonomy is justified.
Moreover, the
believe that

any other

circumstances to
justified in

secessionist, I
collective

those of

seceding from

22 Rex Martin Rawls
University Press, 1985).

argue,
in

and

Rights

sincerely

relevantly

the seceding
the state

must

similar

collective is also
of

which

it

(Lawrence:

is

a

Kansas
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member.

Thus

secession in

the

same

basic

one circumstance

principles
must be

which

justify

generalizable

to

relevantly similar situations.
Finally, as
secessionist
autonomy in

with CD,

rationally

secession is
plans

her

justified

attempt

at

if

the

political

a way which is most likely to achieve that end.

Random efforts at attaining freedom are not justified.
Thus we see that, though the defining conditions of the
rights to

CD

and

nonviolence,

secession

threats,

justificatory conditions
That is,

there is

secession from

diverge

and

on

the

matters

conscientiousness,

are the

same for

nothing which,

being justified

each

on the

the

of

in principle,

of

them.

precludes

above grounds which

are similar to those of CD.
The.most
concerns the
system.

striking difference
respective roles

While Rawls

maintain and

between CD and secession

they have

states that

in

the role

of

the role

conservative

element,
seeks,

institutions, but
secession

CD

is

of secession is quite distinct:

is to establish an autonomous social order.

secessionist

democratic
to

strengthen just institutions in an almost just

social order,

a

a

differs

secession
not

to opt
sharply

currently is a member.23

to

out of
from

So while CD has

does

not.

preserve
them.
the

it

the

Thus the
state

of

For

the

state's
role of
which

it
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Thus secession may be understood as the public, usually
violent,

political

(typically by
from a

and

threatening

ethnic, religious,

state for

the purposes

act

of

withdrawal

or political collectives)
of gaining freedom from the

state of which it is a member.
The next

stage of

the analysis

is to consider CD and

secession in terms of their being rights.

There seems to be

a contradiction in the law's permitting any violation of the
law.

If this is true, then neither the right to CD nor the

right to
an

secede can be a legal or institutional right.

institutional

right

institutional rules,
Often, if

not

one

of which

always,

protective duties

is

such

one

by

legal rules are a species.24
rights

others have

on

conferred

For

are

not to

correlated

interfere

with

with
the

exercise of one's institutional or legal right to something.
And if

neither institutional nor legal rules can confer the

rights in

question, no

rights and

duties exist

as either

institutional or legal ones.
But the

debates about

secession follow
lines.

along moral

A non-institutional

the justifiability
and not
right is

so much

of

CD

and

along legal

one conferred

on an

23 Note that the secessionist is not necessarily a
revolutionist.
For the revolutionist, it might be argued,
seeks to overthrow the state and its institutions. In so
doing, it seeks, not to opt out of the state, but to replace
the old guard with a new one, namely, the one which
politically represents the revolutionaries themselves.
'24 Carl Wellman, A
Littlefield, 1985).

Theory of Rights (Totowa: Rowman &
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individual or
which

moral

a collective
rules

correlated with

are

a

by non-institutional
species.25

moral duties

interfering with

Such

others have

rules, of
rights

to refrain

are
from

one's moral and non-institutional right to

something.
Now if

a collective

non-institutional and

has more

than a mere prima facie

moral right to secede, then the state

of which that collective is a member has a non-institutional
and moral

duty to

incident. 26

permit (that event of) secession without

But this

means that

the right

right to

secede are

non-institutional

rights.

To say that

~

to do

and

to CD and the
moral

has a liberty right in the

liberty
~ace

of R

some act A at a given time, tn, is to say that S does

not (at

tn) have

collective has
to secede

a duty

to

E

not to

a non-institutional

do~.

Thus,

if a

and moral liberty right

from the state of which it is currently a member,

then that collective does not have a moral duty to the state
not to secede.
That the

right to

institutional and
that right.

secede, if it does exist, is a non-

moral liberty right describes the core of

But there is more to a right than its defining

25 See Wellman.
26 Whether or not such a right or duty exists is
trotted out in some detail in Allen E. Buchanan, Secession:
The Morality of Political Divorce From Fort Sumter to
Lithuania to
Quebec (Boulder:
Westview Press, 1991),
Chapters 2, 3. Thus I shall not review the arguments here.
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There is its periphery of "Hohfeldian" elements.

core.

example, the
its

right to

periphery,

then

collective has

secession seems

to imply (if not at

at

that

a moral

is currently a member.

For

its

core)

the

seceding

claim against the state of which it
To say that a collecitve has a moral

claim against the state of which it is currently a member is
to say,

as Feinberg27

moral position
collective is

avers, that

to demand

the collective

is in a

something as its due (or what the

morally entitled

to) from

the state.

The

content of this claim right is the right to secede and to be
an autonomous

entity.

plausible construed
the core

of which

Thus the

as a

right to

secede

may

be

non-institutional and moral right

is a liberty, and the periphery of which

is a claim.
Finally, it
moral

right

collectives.
does not

to

might be
can

CD

The moral

follow from

argued that
be

the subject

individual

persons

of the
and/or

rights collectivist argues that it

the supposition that each member of a

collective has a right to CD that the collective itself does
not have such a right.
ethnic or
argue in

In fact, even if collectives such as

political groups are not intentional agents (as I
liThe Problem

of Collective

Moral

Responsibili"t::Y

Attributions"), the moral right to CD may accrue to them due

27 Joe 1 Fe inberg, =.;R:..:::i:.....qt..:.h:....:t:..:s::...J,~....:J::....u:;:.:s=-t.:;=.i~c~e.L,....,..=a:..=;n::..;:d=-.........:t:;:;h.::;.;e;;;.......;B;;;..o.;...u=n~d"="s~o...;..;..f
Liberty (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1980);
Wellman, Chapter 2.
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to the

fact that

which grounds
with

the

they have

the moral

exercise

a moral

interest in

duty others

of

such

a

autonomy

have to not interfere
right.

Moreover,

an

individual's right to CD is not equivalent to a collective's
right to

the same.

For

if I

have a

right to CD, then I

exercise this right as an individual.

But when a collective

has and

each

exercises the

right to

CD,

individual

who

possesses and exercises that right does so as an individual,
but she
of which
speak "in

also does
she is

so as a representative of the collective
a member.

the name

exercises that right.

of" the

That

is, she can represent or

collective which possesses and
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APPENDIX B: MARX AND RIGHTS
It is

often either

respects rights,

assumed or

while marxism

argued that liberalism

does not.

In

fact,

many

believe that it is the omission of rights in communism which
counts

decisively

philosophy.
In Marx

against

the

viability

of

Marx's

Is there room for rights in Marx's philosophy?
and Justice,l Allen E. Buchanan argues that in

"On the Jewish Question" and "Critique of the Gotha Program"
Marx provides
of rights.2

both an "internal" and an "external" critique
Buchanan's version of Marx's internal critique

1 Allen E. Buchanan, Marx and Justice: The Radical
Critique of Liberalism (Totowa: Rowman & Littlefield, 1982),
Chapter 4.
2 R. G. Peffer [Marxism, Morality, and Social Justice
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990)] holds the
view, considered and rejected by Buchanan, that Marx rejects
rights as such in "On the Jewish Question"
(1843), b~t
condemns only "bourgeois" rights in "Critique of the Gotha
Program" (1875). The implication here seems to be that Marx
may have toned down his critique of rights over the years.
Note that Peffer's interpretation of Marx on rights is
similar to Buchanan's in insisting that Marx criticizes
rights as such in "On the Jewish Question." However, their
respective views differ when it comes to the matter of
whether or not Marx criticizes only bourgeois rights. For
Buchanan denies what Peffer affirms, namely, that Marx
criticizes only bourgeois rights in his later work.
Others who agree that what Marx says about rights is
essentially negative and that he sets forth a general
critique of rights include Joel Feinberg ["In Defense of
Moral Rights," The Romanell Phi Beta Kappa Lectures, 1990,
Lecture Two], and John Tomasi, who attributes to Marx the
claims that "Rights are conflict notions • • • • rights are
no more essential to healthy human groupings than band-aids
are to healthy human bodies" [John Tomasi, "Individual
Rights and Community Virtues," Ethics, 101 (1991), 521].
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of

rights

is

rather

complicated

and

may

be

plausibly

reconstructed as follows:
(1) For
rights3

Marx, the "rights of man" are legal
and are a species of human rights.4

(2) Marx claims that "the rights of man
valuable only for egoistic, isolated man."s

are

(3) Marx nowhere advocates the replacement of the
defective capitalist right to private property
with a superior communist right to property.6
(4) Marx calls talk about rights absolute rubbish
and ideological nonsense.7
(5) Marx believes that in communism the sources of
conflict will be so diminished that there will be
no need for a system of rights to guarantee the
individual's freedom to enjoy his share of the
social product or to guarantee him a share of
control over the means of production.8
(6) The right to equality is not in fact egoistic,
contrary to Marx.9
(7) Marx assumes that any society where potential
for interpersonal conflict warrants a system of
rights to limit such conflict is defective.lO
(8) Only (7) is adequate to explain Marx's "scorn
for rights in general, his
attack on all the
rights of man, • • • and his deliberate refusal to
3 Buchanan r 60.
4 Buchanan, 6l.
5 Buchanan, 62.

6 Buchanan, 63.
7 Buchanan, 64.
8 Buchanan, 64.
9 Buchanan, 64.

10 Buchanan, 64.
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characterize communism
appropriate conception
implemented. "11

as a society in which an
of rights is effectively

(9) There is an extent to which Marx's critique of
the rights of man carries over to the rights of
the citizen.12
(10) Marx says the rights of the citizen give free
reign in private life to differences in wealth,
education, • • • 13
(11) Advocates of the rights of the citizen, Marx
says, help perpetuate the illusion that the state
is above clashes of class interests in society.14
(12) (9)-(11) implies that in communism the rights
of the citizen will no longer be needed.15
(13) Thus, Marx says, the rights of the citizen
can exist only in opposition to the
rights of
man, and the rights of the citizen are needed only
where the rights of man are needed and valued.16
(14) But Marx says the rights of man are valuable
only for
egoistic persons in a capitalistic
society, given (2).
(15) Both the rights of man and the rights of the
citizen have no value and place in communism.17
(16) Marx's
follows:

argument for

(2) [or

(15)] runs

(i) Rights are legal guarantees for
freedoms specified by the rights of the

11 Buchanan, 64.
12 Buchanan, 64-65.
13 Buchanan, 64.
14 Buchanan, 64-65.
15 Buchanan, 65.
16 Buchanan, 65.
17 Buchanan, 65.
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citizen and the rights of man, and are
needed only where there is a potential
for serious infringements of freedoms.

(ii) Such infringements of freedoms can
arise only
from clashes
of
class
interests and the egoism to which class
conflict gives rise.
(iii) There
will be no classes in
communism, hence no clashes of class
interests, and no egoism as a result.
(iv) Thus, there will be no need in
communism for the rights of man (or
those
of
the
citizen)
as
legal
guarantees. IS
Marx's external

critique of

rights, argues

Buchanan,

takes the form of a series of replies to the question, "Does
Marx reject
answer to

only certain
this query

bourgeois

is negative.

rights?"
First,

Buchanan's
says Buchanan,

Marx nowhere says bourgeois rights will be replaced by other
rights in
rights

communism. 19

and

"Critique of
of a

other

rights

This, argues

as

wel1.20

Finally,

in

his

the Gotha Program," Marx says the very concept

right implies

applied to

Secondly, Marx heaps scorn on equal

equality, but when an equal standard is

individuals, they
Buchanan, is

are treated unsatisfactorily.

Marx's

critique

of

rights

as

such.21
IS Buchanan, 66-67.
19 Buchanan, 6S.
20 Buchanan, 6S.
21 Buchanan, 6S. Buchanan cites as his textual support
for this claim the following passage from Marx:
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Let us

consider the

internal critique

plausibility

of rights

[(1)-(16)].

of

Marx's

alleged

Now Marx affirms

But one man is superior to another physically
and mentally and so supplied more labour in the
same time, or can labour for a longer time; and
labour, to serve as a measure, must be defined by
its duration or intensity, otherwise it ceases to
be a standard of measurement. This equal right is
an unequal
right for
unequal labour.
It
recognizes no class differences, because everyone
is only a worker like everyone else; but it
tacitly recognizes unequal individual endowment
and
thus
productive
capacity
as
natural
priviledges.
It is, therefore, a right of
inequality, in its content, like every right.
Right by its very nature can consist only in the
application of an equal standard insofar as they
are brought under an equal point of view, are
taken from one definite side only, for instance,
in the present case, are regarded only as workers
and nothing more is seen in them, everything else.
being ignored.
Further, one worker is married,
another not, one has more children than another,
and so on and so forth.
Thus, with an equal
performance of labour, and hence an equal share in
the social consumption fund, one will in fact
receive more then another, one will be richer than
another, and so on. To avoid these defects, right
instead of being equal would have to be unequal.
[Cf. Karl Marx: Selected Writings, Edited by D.
McLellan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977),
568-569].
However, it
is not clear that this passage supports
Buchanan's claim that Marx criticizes rights as such. For
in the above passage Marx is providing a criticism of rights
in capitalism, of how the alleged right to equality is in
certain crucial respects unequal in capitalism. Nothing in
the above passage even hints at what Marx thinks about the
possible role of rights in communism. For Buchanan to use
this fact as an argument for the claim that Marx says there
is no room for rights in communism is for Buchanan to commit
a form of ignoratio elenchi. From the fact that Marx does
not tell us the role of rights in communism it neither
follows that there can be no such role for rights in
communism, according to Marx, nor that there can be no role
for rights in communism.
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(1) in

"On the

plausible?

The best

them against

(16) sound?

But

are (2)

and

(15)

way to assess these claims is to test

the argument

them support:

writes in

Jewish Question."

which, Buchanan

the argument

found in

avers, provides

(16).

Is (i)-(iv) of

Does Marx really believe (i)-(iv) given what he
"On the

Jewish Question"

and "Critique

of

the

Gotha Program"?
Even if (i)
believe that
clashes of

of (16) is true, (ii) is false.

infringements of
class interests

clashes give

rise), but

of

source

attribution

such

to

for

argument

(iv)

of class

which
[and,

Buchanan
in

Does Buchanan

turn,

of egoism?

Cannot

miscalculation of

of

which such

the

Yet

is

the

drive

the

this

uses
for

to
(2 )

and

(15),

actually think

clashes of class interests are the

result from

from egoism?

out

interests are

(or anyone!)

Cannot

interests also give rise to egoism?
of freedom

arise

it is false to ascribe to Marx the

believes that

"only" source

do

egoism to

infringements.

Marx

respectively]!
that Marx

(and the

that clashes

unfounded belief
sole

freedoms

Marx does

clashes

of

individual

Cannot the infringement

a weakness of the will, quite apart
such

infringements

the consequences

result

of one's

own

from

a

actions,

without such actions being egoistic in any meaningful sense?
How can

Marx be saddled with (ii) in light of these obvious

possibilities?
support

his

Buchanan gives
attribution

of

no
(ii)

cita~on

to

Marx.

from

Marx

to

Buchanan's
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attributing (ii)

to Marx is a violation of the principle of
Thus

interpretive charity.

(i)-(iv) fails

as a

plausibl~

ascription to Marx.
But (i)-(iv)
that from

also fails

as an

attribution to Marx in

the suppositions that there will be no classes in

communism, and hence no clashes of class interests, it fails
to follow

that egoism

might result
interests

will be

from the

in

Again, egoism

illegitimate pursuit

communism.

uncharitable in

eliminated.

To

that it

is an

say

Marx

of

individual

holds

(iii)

is

invalid inference,22 not to

mention the fact that Buchanan fails to inform his reader as
to the basis of this attribution to Marx.
Buchanan might

reply that

individual differences
such harmony
needed to

problems with

communism is
not give

regime such
justified.
society, in

there

are

conceptions are not

common good.23

However, there are

First,

somewhat of

to "maximize

us a

say

that rights

this reply.

utilitarian (or

does

in communism, but that there will be

of interests

maximize the

Marx

it assumes

one) in

Marx

that the

the common good."

is

purpose

a
of

But Marx does

sufficiently detailed picture of a communist

that this
Moreover,

utilitarian
it

Marx's sense,

22 Unless, of course,
such a position.
23 Buchanan, 166-167.

is

description

unclear

that

of
a

it

is

communist

would undermine the separateness
it can be shown that Marx holds
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of persons

and self-respect

does.24

Second,

interests" implies
something Marx

Buchanan's
a utopian

goes to

Comunist Manifesto.
Marx thinks

to exercise

rights.

One can

simply enjoy

of

harmony

communist

of

society,

to denounce

Buchanan wrongly

in

the

assumes that

will be

a utopian

the

than exercise

need
a

to

respect

r~ght.

One may

right respected, something which

fact) Marx

society,

no rights

which

with

But this confuses

clash of interests or egoism.

(contrary to

society needs

a right

having one's

even if

no claim

"such

and egoism.

do more

require a

respected.

of

there is "no need" for rights where there is no

the need

in

view

Third,

(class) interests

is one

use

great lengths

clash of

does not

in the way that utilitarianism

the

did claim

the

claim

is false.
rights

of

In fact,

that communism

that

a

communist

For such a society just
everyone

are

perfectly

Furthermore, rights have significance even when
is asserted.

Voluntary

decisions not

to assert

claims to rights can provide meaning to certain virtues.25
Thus Buchanan
holds (iii)

does not

[or that

Marx

contradiction]. Moreover,
claim quite

apart from

succeed in
has

to

hold

(iii)

is

not

showing that
(iii)
an

to

Marx
avoid

unproblematic

whether or not Marx holds it.

This

24 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971), Chapter 3.
25 Joel Feinberg, "The Nature and Value of Rights," in
Joel Feinberg, Rights, Justice, and the Bounds of Liberty
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), 156.
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makes (i)-(iv)
says, neither

(2) nor

follows that

(2) and

neither (2)

It follows that, for all Buchanan

unsound.

(15) are
(15)

are

held by
each

Marx. 26

It also

unsupported.

That

nor (15) are held by Marx follows from the fact

that (i)-(iv) serve as Buchanan's reasons why Marx holds (2)
and (15), respectively.

But Buchanan gives no citation from

Marx to show Marx holds (i)-(iv).
reason to

Thus one has insufficient

think, based on the unsoundness of (i)-(iv), that

Marx believes

either (2)

unsupported follows

or (15).

from the

That

fact that

(2) and (15) are
(i)-(iv), used

by

Buchanan to support each of them, is unsound.
(1) is

Thus, while
hold true.

But

Marx's alleged
as a

consider some

of the

(2), (15), nor (16)
remaining claims of
(3) is dubious

internal critique of rights.

support for

that Marx

true, neither

either (2)

nowhere advocates

or (15).

For the supposition

the replacement

of

defective

capitalist rights to property with superior communist rights
to the

same is

features of

a misunderstanding

no

one of the central

Marx's critique of capitalist society.

For the

production is

a right

private owwnership
which

of

one

of the

individual

means of
or

subgroup

of

persons

can

legitimately have, according to Marx.27
26 It does not follow, however, that there may be no
other reasons why Marx might hold (2) or (15), or both!
27 Below I argue that certain claims Marx does make
seem to imply that there will be room for both individual
and collective rights in communism, but the right to the
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Not only

is (3)

a misunderstanding of Marx's critique

of private property in capitalism, (3) is also an ignorantio
elenchi insofar
(15).

as it

From the simple supposition that Marx is silent on an

issue, it

hardly follows

say, affirmative

not say
does not
did not
be

that Marx cannot have anything to

or not, about that matter.

to liberty,

the right

can

is intended to support either (2) or

that such

for example,

Speaking about

just because Marx does

a right has a place in communist society

mean that

it cannot have a place there.

For Marx

provide a blueprint description of communism.
charged

with

communist society.

incompleteness

in

describing

Marx
the

But he has not precluded the possibility

and importance of some rights in communism.
(4) is

also problematic

support either
words to

(2) or

say about

(15).

insofar as

it is intended to

Just because

some rights,

Marx has harsh

this does not entail that

Marx believes that no rights may have a piace in a communist
society, or that they are valuable only for egoistic persons
in capitalism.

For

Marx is

simply responding

to certain

claims about rights and manifestoes of capitalist societies,
societies where

there is,

liberty, equality,
write "On
Program" he

etc.

the Jewish
is not

private ownership
them.

he would

hold, an

of

Recall that when Marx sits down to

Question" and

"Critique of the Gotha

writing philosophical
of the

illusion

treatises on the

means of production is not one of
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nature, value,

and function

is discussing
way of

making sense

of rights.

the reader

remain aware

systematic theory

to at

very style of Marx's

least this much, warning
words are rarely aimed at

construction, though

careful and

society.

To interpret

would want

The

that Marx's

result of

Buchanan does

Rather, he

certain problems which arise for a capitalist

writings alerts
her to

of rights as such.

they are

insightful criticism
Marx's negative

of

often the
capitalist

words on rights as

is to construe them as all Marx could have or

to say

about rights,

which seems to be another

violation of the principle of interpretive charity.
(5)

too

is

implausible

legitimately ascribed
communism "the
it does

to Marx.

sources of

not follow,

as

a

claim

which

can

be

Even if it is true that in

conflict will be so diminished,"

nor does

Buchanan give

us reason

to

think Marx believes, that "there will be no need for rights"
as legal

guarantees of

legal rights

can exist

conflict present
sign that
There is

in communism

there.

rights are
more

individual freedom.

to

The absence

even if

importance

of

system

of

there is

no

of conflict may be a

consistently respected

the

A

rights

and

enjoyed.

than

one's

claiming them.
Furthermore, Buchanan
(7), yet

textual

support

for

(7) is so absurd that to ascribe it to Marx is yet

another violation
Even if

offers no

it is

of the principle of interpretive charity.

true that

Marx holds that any society where
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the potential
of rights

for interpersonal

to limit

such conflict

follows from

this that

enjoyment of

moral or

all.

conflict warrants a system
is defective,

communism

has

human rights

no

it hardly

place

for

the

which are respected by

Moreover, since (8) says that only (7) is adequate to

explain Marx's

"scorn of

rights in

all the rights of man,
then (8)

.," and since (7) is problematic,

is problematic

support of

general, his attack on

also.

It too

is inadequate as a

Buchanan's argument in regards to Marx's alleged

internal critique of rights.28
In short, Buchanan fails to provide adequate reasons in
support of

his claim

that Marx's

internal

critique

says

there is no place for rights in communism.
Now

consider

critique of
reply to

rights as

the

such.

question,

bourgeois rights?"
of rights

Buchanan's

putative
Does

"Does

Marxian

Buchanan's

Marx

reject

external
three-fold

only

certain

defeat the argument that Marx's critique

concerns certain

"bourgeois" rights, rather than

rights as such.
In reply
from the

to Buchanan's first point, it does not follow

fact that

"Marx

nowhere

rights will

be replaced

either Marx

criticizes rights

states

that

bourgeois

by other rights in communism"
per

se

or

Marx

does

th~t

not

28 Marx's alleged internal critique of rights also
includes (9)-(14), which I will assume are true for the sake
of brevity.
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criticize certain "bourgeois" rights only.
point amounts
defeat

to an
more

the

criticizes only

ignoratio elenchi
charitable

certain kinds

Buchanan's first

and does nothing to

interpretation
of

rights

as

that

Marx

those

which

protect the bourgeois class.
In reply to Buchanan's second point, the fact that Marx
scorns various rights (even "equal rights") is not enough to
show that

he criticizes

criticize only

those rights

class.

As I

seem to

be affirmed

capitalism.
in the

rights as such or that he does not

argue below,

protect

there are

by implication

the

bourgeois

certain rights which
in Marx's

critique of

Furthermore, it must be pointed out that Marx,

passages Buchanan

Program," does

not scorn

right" as such.
"ideas which
now become

which

cites from "Critique of the Gotha
rights as

such, not

even "equal

Instead, it is clear that Marx laments such

in a

certain period had some meaning but have

obsolete

verbal

rubbish,

ideological

nonsense about right and other trash • • • "29 . These. are not
the words
such, or

of someone who criticizes the notion of rights 'as
even of

recognizes that
which

threatens

attributions and

equal right
there is
the

as

such,

a proliferation
very

but
of

meaningfulness

claims themselves.

of

one

rights
of

who
talk

rights

Marx argues that only

29 Karl Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program," in R. C.
Tucker, Editor, The Marx-Engels Reader, Second Edition (New
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1978), 531.
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in communist

society "can

the narrow

horizon of bourgeois

right be crossed in its entirety and society inscribe on its
banner:

From

each

according

according to his needs! "30
not unlike

to

his

ability,

to

each

Thus Buchanan's second argument,

his first one, is problematic.

Neither argument

defeats the interpretation that Marx's critique of rights is
limited in scope, rather than being general.
Furthermore, even
total absence

in Marx's

there will

be a

reason for

this is

talk and

Buchanan argues, a

any

indication

that

place for rights in communism, perhaps the

does not

his general dissatisfaction with rights
which flourished during his time.

specify the role of rights in communism

socia1ism)31 does

criticize bourgeois
why Marx

is, as

writings of

rights theories

That Marx
(or even

if there

not prove

rights only.

that Marx

does

not

In fact, it becomes clear

refers to the rights of man or bourgeois rights in

such pejorative
people from

It is because such rights separate

terms.

one another

and serve

to

divide

members

of

society.
In reply

to Buchanan's final point, it should be noted

that Marx does not, in the passage from the "Critique of the
Gotha

Program"

cited

by

Buchanan,

criticize

"the

ver.y

30 Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program," 531.
31 "Conception~ of rights will not play a major
motivational role 1n the revolutionary transition from
capitalism to communism." [See Buchanan, 162].
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concept of

a right,"

passage explains
afford to

as

Buchanan

Instead,

avers.

the

how the alleged right to equality does not

humans authentic equality, contrary to the claims

often made in a capitalist regime.

This hardly amounts to a

criticism of rights as such.
That Marx

heaps scorn

those respected

on certain

under capitalism,

say about

rights (in

a direct

about the

possible role

has nothing

fashion), and

of rights

drive Buchanan's interpretation.

rights,

especially
positive to
says nothing

in communism,

seems to

But these are insufficient

reasons to conclude that Marx thereby criticizes all rights.
To conclude that Marx criticizes rights as such (in light of
the fact
why he

that Marx specifies which rights he criticizes and
does so)

belief that

rights as

though Bentham
rights.32

such are

clearly focuses

"nonsense on
his

stilts" even

criticism

on

natural

In sum, Buchanan's thesis seems to lack adequate

support and
criticize all
that Marx's

is akin to ascribing to Jeremy Bentham the

there is

reason to

rights.
critique of

think that

Marx does

not

Buchanan does not succeed in showing
certain

r~ghts

in

a

capitalist

society amounts to a criticism of rights per see

32 Jeremy Bentham, Jeremy Bentham's Economic Writings,
3 volume 1, Edited by W. Stark (London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1952-l954)~ The Works of Jeremy Bentham, volumes 2 &
3, Edited by John Bowring (Edinburgh: William Tait, 1843).
For a clear exposition of Bentham's critique of natural
rights, cf. L. W. Sumner, The Moral Foundation of Riqhts
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), Chapter 4.
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Buchanan's arguments
on rights

is that

Recall that

aside,my

Marx does

Marx singles

interpretation of Marx

not criticize

out

only

rights per se.

certain

rights

("the

rights of man" and, perhaps, the "rights of the citizen") as
targets for

criticism: the

equality, security,
These are

and

the sorts

rights

certain

to

liberty,

other

property,

political

rights.

of rights Marx criticizes as promoting

egoism among persons in capitalist societies.

But Marx does

not criticize the right to resist oppression in Article 2 of
the Declaration

of the

Rights of

of the

Now simply

right to

resist oppression does not logically imply that he
However,

it does

does not

Citizen

(1789)!

accepts it.

because Marx

Man and

mean

that

criticize

Marx

does

the

not

criticize one of the rights of the Declaration, a right with
which Marx is surely familiar.
What does

Marx mean

as being

"egoistic"?

that the

idea that

when he criticizes certain rights

Perhaps, like Bentham, Marx believes
the rights

of man

could be a starting

point for political morality is "pernicious nonsense."
argues that

rights are

individualism
recognition and
because it
those of

and

a celebration

that

individualism

pursuit of

asserts an
the collective

of

the

primacy

(over,

say,

collective goods)

individual's own

Marx

is

of
the

appalli~g

interests

against

good which nurtures him or her and

makes individual autonomy possible and worthwhile.33

Rights
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separate individuals

from the

communities their membership

in which is vital for human growth.
are

ess~ntially

cannot be
all

social, this criticism goes on to say, there

moral rights

social

individualist would

serving a

of this

institutions

criticizing the

Since the rights of man

as

the

have it.34

rights of

type independent of any or
political

atomist

or

Similarly, Marx seems to be

man

because

foundational function

in

he

the

sees

them

as

justification

of

other moral, social and political principles (in certain, if
not all,

capitalist regimes),

while such rights themselves

are self-justified or not justified on the basis of any such
principle(s).

Why should

political morality?

Jeremy

plausible interpretation
rights when

he writes,

in society,

it was

of its

recognize any

of

Waldron recognizes
the

"socialist"

this as
critique

a
of

"if rights had any relevance at all

not on account of their being the terms

foundation. "35

right-based society

rights be basic to any social or

Perhaps Marx

is problematic

intrinsic value

is also saying that a
in

in any

that

it

does

collective good.

not
'If

33 Jeremy Waldron, "Introduction" in Jeremy· Waldron,
Editor, Theories
of Rights (Oxford: Oxford University
Press), 1-2.
34 "Political atomism" is defined as the view that
society is "in some sense constituted by individuals for the
fulfillment of ends which were primarily individual," and
includes the notion that rights play a central part in the
justification of political structures and action.
[See
Charles Taylor, Philosophical Papers, Volume 2 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 187].
35 Waldron, 152.
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collective

such

goods

intrinsically valuable,

as

membership

society

in

are

then it is to be expected that they

provide the source both of personal goals and of obligations
Perhaps Marx is criticizing the rights of man

to others.36
as being

an underdeveloped

correlate individual
for

collective

notion of rights which fails to

rights with the importance and respect

goods

and

the

obligation

to

belong

to

society.
Furthermore, that

Marx calls

capitalist

exploitation

"robbery"37 and an injustice38 seems to imply that Marx does
not condemn
each

person

specifically,
implies the

rights per
to

be

Marx's
right of

se, but rather affirms the right of
free
concept

from
of

an individual

exploitation.
capitalist

More

exploitation

not to be exploited, a

36 Joseph Raz, "Right-Based Moralities," in R. G. Frey,
Ed., Utility
and Rights
(Minneapolis: University
of
Minnesota Press, 1984), 46, 59.
37 Karl Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critigue
of Political
Economy (Rough
Draft), Martin
Nicolas,
translator (London: Allen Lane with New Left Review, 1973),
705.
38 Ziyad I. Husami, "Marx on Distributive Justice,"
Philosophy & Public Affairs, 8 (1978), 27-64. Husarni argues
that two principles of justice may plausibly be extracted
from MarJe's writings.
The first is a principle of equal
treatment. The second is one of rewards according to labor.
Since capitalism
violates the
labor exchange between
capitalists and workers, it thereby violates the principle
of rewards according to labor. Since capitalism violates a
principle of justice, it is unjust.
For a critique of
Husami's argument, see Allen W. Wood, "Marx on Right and
Justice: A Reply to Husami," Philosophy & Public Affairs, 8
(1979), 267-295.
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right which

is correlated

exploit the

rightholder, not
,
to one s
own

mere

means

advantage. 39

Even

derive the

duty of

to use

is itself

others not to

the rightholder

socio-economic

Marx's

if

capitalist exploitation

with the

moral

or

as a

political

condemnation

of

insufficient grounds

to

conclusion that workers' rights are violated, it

is important

evidence for

such a conclusion.

Also implied

in Marx's critique of capitalism seems to be an individual's
right not

to be alienated from creative, self-conscious and

productive activity
her actions.40
alienate one
seems to

This
in such

imply that

certain things
to think

by robbing

one of

control over his or

right implies a duty of others not to
a way.

This

implied right

in turn

individuals should have a choice to do

in a socialist regime.

Marx implies

Thus there is reason

that some.individual rights ought to

be respected in a socialist regime.
Marx's critique

of capitalism alsQ seems to imply that

there are some individual and some collective (group) rights
which are

part of

the collective
This right
Marx's view

a communist

and individual

society.

One such right 'is

right to self-determination.

is implied in Buchanan's own characterization of
of communist society:

"Collectively they would

39 This marxian notion of exploitation is borrowed from
Buchanan, 39.
40 I borrow this
Buchanan, 43.

marxian notion

of

alienation

from
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freely choose to produce the bounty of communist society and
individually

they

would

productive activity
plausibly argued,

freely

to engage

choose' which

in."41

particular

This, it

might

be

implies that Marx thinks both collectives

and individuals

have what might be called a "right of self-

determination."

Furthermore, Marx's critique of capitalism

also seems
activity in

to imply

an

individual's right

a communist regime.

to productive

For in communism, Buchanan

himself writes,
productive activity will be free, rather than
compulsory, and mutually beneficial, rather than
harmful, when and only when individuals choose to
engage in particular activities on the basis of
undistorted preferences and when the collective
result of these choices is a social order in which
all persons' undistorted preferences can be fully
satisfied.42
Furthermore, Marx's
ability, to

slogan

"from

each

according

to

his

each according to his needs" appears to imply a

positive (welfare)

right of

each individual in a communist

regime to the provision of certain basic needs.43
Thus, even
certain rights
seems to

though Marx
in capitalism,

imply that

writes critical
his critique

some rights

should not

things
of
be

about

capitalism
condemned

41 Buchanan, 48.
42 Buchanan, 49.
43 However, not every right is respected by Marx.
Implied in Marx's condemnation of the private ownership of
the means of production is that such a right is condemned by
Marx. Further consideration might reveal other rights which
are implicitly condemned by Marx.
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either in
if it

a socialist

is true

that Marx
serve as

resources to

violations during

thinking, it
rights

weapons

per

a

as

combatting

communist

rights

hardly follows
se,

against

his readers

thinking about

Even

both failed to provide conceptual

and after

actively discouraged
ways of

society or in a communist one.

rights

revolution,

and

from trying to revise old
along

communist

modes

of

from this that Marx criticizes

Buchanan's

alleged

Marxian

external

critique of rights suggests.
Buchanan has
that either
of rights

Marx's alleged

from each

in that

other and
There is

ones which

reason to conclude

internal or external criticisms

he

they tend

minimize

room for

discusses

critique of capitalism.
by Marx's

one enough

are properly ascribable to Marx.

certain rights

goods.

not given

the

Marx criticizes

to separate
pursuit

individuals

of

collective

some rights in Marx's writings,
by

implication

in

his

overall

The Marxist need not be embarrassed

scathing indictment

of certain rights.

Instead,

the Marxist should understand that some of the richest human
rights appear
in Marx's

to be

writings. 44

respected or affirmed (by implication)
It is

no

longer

obvious

that

a

44
There is room for a fuller treatment as to how
certain rights have a place in marxism. One might strive
toward creating and developing a marxian theory of rights,
one which is not logically precluded from the core of Marx's
philosophy.
A marxian theory of rights would need to do at
least the following: (i) explicate the nature and value of
rights in communism (and explain how rights might differ in
scope, content, etc. in a capitalist regime); (ii) provide a
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distinguishing mark

between liberalism

and marxism is that

liberalism makes room for rights, while marxism does not.

moral, social, and political grounding for rights of various
sorts;
(iii)
set forth the conditions under which a
rightholder has a right in communism; (iv) give an account
of the' conditions under which rights "trump" others when
rights conflict in communism.
But this is the aim of
another project.
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